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I. INTRODUCTION

The Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel ("OCC") submits this Reply Brief, as the

representative of the 456,000 residential utility customers of the Dayton Power and Light

Company ("DP&L" or "Utility"). These customers are paying higher electric bills because of

certain decisions by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio ("PUCO" or "Commission")

Under Ohio law, a utility may not collect any generation revenues from distribution

customers once the competitive generation market develops. Here, the PUCO authorized DP&L

to collect, inter alia, $330 million in generation revenues from distribution customers, after

competitive generation developed. The PUCO approved the customer funded subsidy so that

DP&L could earn profits of 7 to 11 °Io on all of its operations, including generation. The PUCO

erred. The Court should reverse.

II. ARGUMENT

PROPOSITION OF LAW NO. 1: The Public Utilities Commission acted unreasonably
and unlawfully when it authorized an electric utility to charge customers for subsidies to
competitive generation in an electric security plan.

In the proceeding below, DP&L sought, inter alia, authority to charge customers $330

million over the term of its electric security plan ("ESP"). The Utility fashioned its request for

$330 million as a "service stability rider." But it's a subsidy. And it's a subsidy of DP&L's

competitive generation service by its distribution customers. The PUCO approved this

competitive service subsidy.

But in Ohio such subsidies are unlawful. Under Ohio law, DP&L is to be "wholly

responsible for whether it is in a competitive position" and it (generation operations) must be

"fully on its own in the competitive market." R.C. 4928.38 (OCC Appx. 148). The PUCO has no



authority to approve "transition revenues" or "any equivalent revenues" for DP&L that subsidize

the Utility's generation operations.

P'urthermore, subsidies are also expressly prohibited under R.C. 4928.02(H). Subsidies

of competitive generation service run counter to the entire premise of S.B. 221. S.B. 221 was

designed to permit a competitive market for generation to develop and flourish for the benefit of

Ohio consumers. Setting a $330 million competitive service subsidy charge to ensure DP&L's

"overall creditworthiness" re-introduces regulatory protection for the deregulated portions of

DP&L's business. (OCC Supp. 6). It gives DP&L assistance in the competitive market-

assistance that no other competitors have.

But the General Assembly has spoken. Generation is no longer regulated. It is to be

provided through a competitive market. Competitive markets cannot function with government

mandated subsidies. The General Assembly recognized this and passed laws prohibiting

competitive service subsidies. The PUCO erred in permitting this $330 million competitive

service subsidy.

A. The competitive service subsidy charge paid for by distribution customers
allows DP&L to collect generation-related costs, violating R.C. 4928.02(H).

R.C. 4928.02(H) prohibits public utilities from using revenues from distribution service

to subsidize the cost of providing competitive generation service. "In short, each service

component was required to stand on its own." Migden-Ostrander v. Pub. Util. Comm., 102 Ohio

St.3d 451, 2004-Ohio-3924, 812 N.E.2d 955, 14.
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Appellees, however, argue that this law does not bar the competitive service subsidy

charge because it is not a generation charge.' PUCO Brief at 13; DP&L Brief at 21-22.

According to the Appellees, the $330 million charge is a "financial integrity charge" that

supports DP&L as a whole. In other words the revenues collected will allow DP&L to maintain

its earnings that support all of DP&L's services --- transmission, distribution, and generation.

DP&L Brief at 21-22.

This Court should not engage in the game of semantics that Appellees are playing. The

competitive service subsidy, even if not a "generation" charge, supports DP&L's competitive

generation services. If DP&L is suffering losses from its distribution business, the Utility can file

a traditional rate case for financial relief. The PUCO treats Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission ("FERC")-approved transmission costs as a pass through to the Utility's

distribution customers, thus creating no financial hardship for the Utility from its transmission

business. Therefore, but for the financial losses being incurred in the competitive generation

market, the financial integrity charge would not be needed. See OCC Supp. 51, 116, 197, 210-

215. Calling the charge a "financial integrity" charge does not undo the fact that the revenues

collected will offset the lower revenues being produced for the competitive generation service

offered by DP&L.

The financial integrity charge subsidizes DP&L's generation service and is collected

from distribution customers. Revenues from distribution service are being used to subsidize the

1 The PUCO did not address this assignment of error in its Entry on Rehearing. It merely stated
in its Second Entry on Rehearing "[a]ny arguments on rehearing not specifically discussed herein
have been thoroughly and adequately considered by the Commission and are hereby denied."
OCC Appx. 69, ^7.
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costs of generation service. It is a competitive service subsidy that is not available to the Utility's

competitors in the marketplace. This is prohibited under R.C. 4928.02(H).

If this Court was to accept Appellees' arguments-that there is no subsidy because the

revenue collected supports all three components of service-it would undermine the entire

premise of S.B. 3 and the competitive service framework that has evolved under S.B. 221. S.B. 3

required the unbundling of the three components of service --- generation, distribution and

transmission. Before S.B. 3, customers received and paid for the three major components on a

bundled basis. Elyria Foundry Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm., 114 Ohio St.3d 305, 2007-Ohio-4164,

871 N.E.2d 1176, 152. In that scenario, electric utilities used revenues from the bundled electric

services to support their generation, distribution, and transmission expenses and investments.

But with S.B. 3, the road to competition was forged. S.B. 3 provided for restructuring of

Ohio's electric-utility industry with a goal of achieving retail competition for generation service.

Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Comm., 109 Ohio St.3d 328, 2006-Ohio-2110, 847 N.E.2d

1184, 12. The components of electric service were unbundled to ensure that an electric utility

would not subsidize the competitive generation portion of its business by allocating generation

expenses to the regulated distribution service. Migden-Ostrander v. Pub. Util. Comm., 2004-

Ohio-3924, y[4. Additionally, S.B. 3 established corporate separation requirements for utilities to

ensure that utilities would not undermine generation competition by extending undue preference

or advantage to affiliates engaged in generation service. See R.C. 4928.17 (Appx. 135).

Here however, the PUCO is permitting DP&L to charge distribution customers $330

million for the financial integrity of its entire operations, including generation. However, as

explained above, the financial integrity of the distribution and transmission operations can be

addressed through traditional ratemaking at the PUCO and FERC. DP&I, has positioned itself to

4



seek a financial integrity charge for its integrated operations because DP&L has not structurally

separated its generation business. (DP&L Brief at 21). DP&L will not have to do so before

January 1, 2017. (OCC Appx. 106).

In the end the real problem with the PUCO's order is that it is a subsidy that supports

generation service, but is paid for by distribution service customers. And it is exactly what S.B. 3

sought to preclude. The Court should not allow the PUCO to move in the opposite direction-

away from unbundling-under the guise of maintaining DP&L's financial integrity. The Court

should reverse the PUCO.

B. Even if the competitive service subsidy does not amount to a transition
charge, the Court should find that the PUCO erred because it gave DP&L
"equivalent revenue" that assisted it in the competitive market, contrary to
R.C. 4928.38.

The PUCO argues that it has not violated R.C. 4928.39 because it has not authorized

transition charges to be collected. PUCO Brief at 17-20. The PUCO points out that transition

charges under the statute refer to historic costs incurred prior to the introduction of competition

in Ohio. PUCO Brief at 19. Consequently, it avers that the "historic costs have nothing to do

with the service stability rider" which is "entirely related to future solvency." PUCO Brief at 19.

Additionally, the Appellees contend that the service stability charge does not amount to a

transition charge because it is not structured to collect any "costs," but is structured to provide

revenues to maintain DP&L's financial integrity. PUCO Brief at 19, DP&L Brief at 19.

Appellees thus contend that the competitive service subsidy does not qualify as a transition

"cost" defined under R.C. 4928.39.

These arguments miss the point. The transition charge statutes are much broader in reach

than suggested by the Appellees. Under R.C. 4928.38, the PUCO is prohibited from approving

"transition revenues or any equivalent revenues." (Emphasis added) (OCC Appx. 148). And after

5



a utility received transition revenues (like DP&L2), it was to be "wholly responsible for whether

it is in a competitive position after the market development period." R.C. 4928.38 (OCC Appx.

148). The Court may not ignore these provisions as the Appellees have done.

At the very least DP&L received "any equivalent revenues" when customers were

ordered to pay $330 million through a competitive service subsidy charge. See Supp. 167-168.

The competitive service subsidy revenues are designed to compensate DP&L for reduced

revenues it is collecting due to generation competition. (OCC Supp. 191-192). Because the

competitive service subsidy charge compensates DP&L for revenues it is not collecting and

cannot collect in the competitive generation market, it is equivalent to customer funded transition

charges. Customer funded transition charges were also, by definition, related to costs that are not

recoverable in a competitive market. See R.C. 4928.39(C) (OCC Appx. 149).

Moreover, because the PUCO ordered a competitive service subsidy that benefitted

DP&L as a whole, including its generation business, the PUCO violated the requirement that

DP&L must be fully on its own in the competitive market. Being fully on its own in the

competitive marketplace means that a utility's competitive operations cannot receive a subsidy,

either directly or indirectly. DP&L received a subsidy of its generation operations that was

disguised as a "financial integrity" charge given to its operations as a whole --- which include its

generation operations. There was no excluding or separating the subsidy to ensure that it did not

support generation operations. DP&L is not structurally separated so the revenues from the

financial integrity charge will go to support all three operations, including generation. The

PUCO, thus, violated the law. The Court should reverse the PUCO.

2 DP&L received $441 million of transition revenues. (OCC Supp. 7).
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1. The rules of statutory construction do not mandate that R.C.
4928.143(B)(2)(d) prevails.

DP&L argues that even if the stability rider does collect transition revenues (or the

equivalent), it would still be lawful because R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) (part of S.B. 221) was

enacted after the transition charge statutes (part of S.B. 3). DP&L Brief at 19. And DP&L argues

that if two statues conflict then the later-enacted statute (4928.143(B)(2)(d)) controls under R.C.

1.52(A). DP&L Brief at 21.

This argument should be rejected because R.C. 1.52(A) (DP&L Appx. 19) does not apply

when statutes are reconcilable. Under R.C. 1.52(A), if statutes enacted at different legislative

sessions are irreconcilable, the statute latest in date of enactment prevails. But under (B) of R.C.

1.52, when statutes are enacted without reference to each other, the amendments are to be

harmonized, if possible, so that effect may be given to each. The statute also explains that

amendments are irreconcilable only when changes made by each cannot reasonably be put into

simultaneous operation. R.C. 1.52(B) (DP&L Appx. 19).

Here R.C. 1.52(B) should be followed, not R.C. 1.52 (A), because both of the statutes in

question can be harmonized and are reconcilable. Under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d), under an

electric security plan a utility may include charges related to, inter alia, bypassability and default

service, provided the charges have the effect of "stabilizing or providing certainty regarding

retail electric service." (OCC Appx. 130-131). These provisions are reconcilable with the

transition charge statutes so long as "bypassability" and "default service" are construed to

exclude transition charges. In this way, both statues can simultaneously operate with no conflict.

Effect is given to both, consistent with R.C. 1.52(B). DP&L's arguments that R.C.

4928.143(B)(2)(d) prevails over the transition charge statutes (R.C. 4928.38 et al.) should be

rejected.
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2. The Court should reasonably construe the "notwithstanding"
provision of R.C. 4928.143(B) to avoid unjust and unreasonable
results.

Appellees argue that even if the $330 million competitive service subsidy violates

provisions of the Revised Code (R.C. 4928.38, 4928.02((H)), it is of no consequence because of

the language contained in R.C. 4928.143(B). DP&L Brief at 2, 17-18; PUCO Brief at 20.

Appellees point to the "notwithstanding" provision of 4928.143(B) as dispositive of this issue.

That language reads as follows: "Notwithstanding any other provision of Title XLIX of the

Revised Code to the contrary except division (D) of this section, divisions (I), (J) and (K) of

section 4928.420, division (E) of section 4928.64, and section 4928.69 of the Revised Code* *

*." (OCC Appx. 130). Appellees claim that a charge authorized by R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) is

lawful, notwithstanding the transition charge statutes or the policy provisions of R.C. 4928.02 (or

any provision of Title 49), because these statutes are not listed as exceptions to the

"notwithstanding" language.

But the strict and literal construction of the "notwithstanding" language urged by

Appellees will thwart the underlying purpose of S.B. 221. This would in turn violate R.C. 1.47

(OCC Appx. 119) which provides a presumption against statutory construction that would

produce unreasonable or unjust consequences.

S.B. 221 and its predecessor S.B.3 changed the way retail electric service is provided to

all Ohioans. Retail electric service is no longer provided as a monopoly, regulated service. It is

subject to competition where customers can choose their electric supplier, and marketers and the

electric distribution utilities compete against one another to be that supplier. Competition was

introduced to benefit customers-enabling customers to choose their supplier and obtain

reasonably priced electric service.



The underlying premise of S.B. 221 is that customers' electric rates can be kept in check

by market forces instead of PUCO regulation. The General Assembly recognized, however, that

for competition to work for the benefit of customers, a framework must be established to allow it

to flourish. The General Assembly devoted an entire chapter of the Code (R.C. 4928) to set up a

"level playing field" for all suppliers of electricity in Ohio. To create the level playing field, the

General Assembly passed provisions changing the way electric companies provide services.

These changes included requirements to separate and unbundle transmission, distribution, and

generation services. The Legislature also prohibited subsidies of electric service through other

regulated utility services (transmission and distribution).

The General Assembly, however, recognized that competition would be evolving and that

the electric companies would have to transition to this new environment. So the General

Assembly gave electric companies assistance for a period of time, through "transition charges."

That assistance, in the form of customer funded subsidies, was limited. Transition revenue

payments by customers were to end on December 31, 2005.3

After that date, the General Assembly precluded further subsidies for the electric

companies. In doing so, the General Assembly recognized that subsidies can destroy

competition. And if competition is destroyed, the benefits to customers of competition are not

realized.

Under Appellees' interpretation of R.C. 4928.38(B) though, utilities could incorporate

customer funded subsidies into an electric security plan even though such subsidies are otherwise

prohibited by R.C. 4928.39 and 4928.02(H). Under the PUCO's ruling, customers are denied the

3 Under R.C. 4928.40, the market development period was to end December 31, 2005, "unless
otherwise authorized under division (B)(2). The (B)(2) circumstances are limited and do not
apply here.
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benefit of competition, and instead are forced to pay DP&L $330 million to support its

generation operations that are finding it difficult to compete, absent a subsidy. Approving the

subsidy under one provision of law that violates other provisions of law, is not good public

policy and leads to an unreasonable result where policies of the state are ignored in favor of

profits for the utility.

The PUCO's decision to ignore the policy of the state is also inconsistent with its

determinations related to DP&L's switching tracker and the adoption of an accelerated auction

schedule. On both of those issues, the PUCO found that the policy provisions of the state

controlled. The PUCO rejected the Utility's argument that an accelerated auction schedule

should be rejected, after it found that more rapid implementation of market rates is consistent

with R.C. 4928.02(A) and (B). (OCC Appx. 60). And the PUCO rejected another financial

integrity charge - the switching tracker - in part because it violated the policies of the state of

Ohio. (OCC Appx. 40). The PUCO also found the switching tracker to be "anti-competitive" and

likely to discourage further development of Ohio's retail electric services market. Id.

Similarly here, the competitive service subsidy is anti-competitive, and will likely

discourage the further development of Ohio's retail electric services market. The competitive

service subsidy will undermine the competitive market and the legislative scheme under S.B. 221

and S.B. 3. It creates an uneven playing field where the electric utility receives a government

mandated (PUCO) subsidy and other market participants do not. This is not a just and reasonable

result. The Court should avoid construing the statute in this manner. The PUCO should be

reversed.
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PROPOSITION OF LAW NO. 2: The General Assembly did not permit the PUCO to
allow electric security plans to include items for cost recovery that are not enumerated in
R.C. 4928.143(B)(2). 11zre.• ColumbusS' Powel- Co.,128 Ohio St.3d 512.

R.C. 4928.143(B)(2) (OCC Appx. 131) permits an electric distribution utility to include

certain enumerated provisions in its electric security plan. This Court has ruled that electric

security plans can include only provisions that are listed following R.C. 4928.143(B)(2). In re:

Application of Columbus Southern Power Company, 128 Ohio St.3d 512, 2011-Ohio-1788, 947

N.E.2d 655, 132. The PUCO approved a $330 million charge to customers in order to address the

financial integrity of DP&L's consolidated operations - including generation.

But this $330 million competitive service subsidy charge does not meet the requirements

of R.C. 4928.143(B)(2). It does not relate to default service. Nor does the $330 million customer

funded subsidy relate to "bypassability." And the $330 million subsidy does not have the effect

of stabilizing or providing certainty for electric service for DP&L's customers. The PUCO erred

in approving the competitive service subsidy. The Court should reverse the PUCO.

A. The competitive service subsidy does not relate to default service.

DP&L and the PUCO claim that "default service" is not defined under R.C. 4928.14

(OCC Appx. 128). Appellees argue instead that default service is synonymous with the standard

service offer. DP&L Brief at 11-12; PUCO Brief at 8. But these arguments ignore the title of the

statute and ignore how the Court and the PUCO have defined default service in past proceedings.

R.C. 4928.14 is entitled "Default service where supplier fails to provide service to

customers." In interpreting statutes, the title has been declared to be persuasive and entitled to

great weight. State v. Glass, 27 Ohio App.2d 214, 216, 273 N.E.2d 893 (12`h Dist. 1971). See

also, 85 Ohio Jurisprudence 3d (1988) 202-204, Statutes, Sections 201 and 202. The title refers

to default service which is then defined in the statute as service provided by the electric company

where the supplier (non-EDU) fails to provide generation service.
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Default service under R.C. 4928.14 is not the same as the standard offer the utility is

obliged to provide under R.C. 4928.141 (OCC Appx. 129). That is what this Court and the

PUCO have concluded on a number of occasions. See OCC Brief at 29-30. Default service

instead is related to a utility's provider of last resort ("POLR") obligations. Appellees' arguments

to the contrary should be rejected.

Appellees also place great emphasis on the language of R.C. 4928.141 that states that the

standaxd service offer "shall serve as the utility's default standard service offer." DP&L Brief at

12. But this argument simply disregards the fact that the statute uses the term "default standard

service offer" instead of "default service." DP&L would have the Court ignore the two different

terms used by the General Assembly and treat them as one. This conflicts with the rules of

statutory construction (R.C. 1.47 (OCC Appx. 119)) in Ohio which declare that the entire statute

is intended to be effective. This Court has construed this to mean that "words in statutes should

not be construed to be redundant." East Ohio Gas Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm., 39 Ohio St.3d 295,

299, 530 N.E.2d 875 ( 1988).

The PUCO claims that "all reasonable persons would agree that a consumer that never

elects to shop receives the utility's default service." PUCO Brief at 7. This statement is simple

but inaccurate. A consumer who never elects to shop does not receive default service but

receives the utility's standard service offer under R.C. 4928.141.

The Court should find that "default service" as used in R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) is not

synonymous with "standard offer service." It should reject the PUCO's interpretation and find as

a matter of law that the PUCO erred in equating default service with standard service.

B. The competitive service subsidy is not related to bypassability.

DP&L argues that it is false to claim that charges are either bypassable or non-

bypassable, as OCC claims. DP&L Brief at 14. DP&L cites to examples of charges that are not
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either bypassable or non-bypassable, including distribution line extension charges, pole

attachments, line extensions, customer deposits, late payment charges, or reconnection charges.

Id.

But these charges are unrelated to electric security plans. Instead the charges DP&L

mentions pertain to distribution service, which is a regulated service under Title 4909, Revised

Code. OCC agrees that regulated distribution charges differ from electric security plan charges

and are generally not classified as either bypassable or non-bypassable charges.

The PUCO in a recent Opinion and Order came to the same conclusion as OCC: that

nearly any charge may be bypassable or non-bypassable, and therefore, "' bypass ability' alone is

insufficient to fully meet the second criterion of R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d). In the Matter of the

Application of Ohio Power Company for Authority to Establish a Standard Service Offer, Pub.

Util. Comm. No. 13-2385-EL-SSO, Opinion and Order at 22 (Feb. 25, 2015). A quick look at

DP&L's ESP application confirms this conclusion. All of the rider charges DP&L sought to

collect from customers were categorized as either bypassable or non-bypassable.

These charges included the fuel rider, service stability rider, reconciliation rider, alternative

energy rider, competitive bidding rate, competitive bid true-up rider, transmission cost recovery

rider, and the reliability pricing model rider. OCC Supp. 000219.

Appellees' attempt to interpret the words in the statute to justify approving the

competitive service subsidy under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) is unlawful and unreasonable. The

Court should reverse the PUCO.

C. The competitive service subsidy charge does not stabilize or provide certainty
regarding electric service.

Appellees argue that DP&L needs the competitive service subsidy so that it can provide

"stable and certain service." DP&L Brief at 15; PUCO Brief at 10. Appellees tie the Utility's
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ability to provide stable and certain service to its financial integrity as a whole. PUCO Brief at

10. The PUCO claims that the entire utility's financial integrity is at risk including its

distribution operations. PUCO Brief at 10.

These arguments miss the point. The statute is directed to providing certainty regarding

retail electric service, not certainty of revenues for the utility operations as a whole. Under

Appellees' interpretation as long as the provision stabilizes the utility's earnings, it is

permissible. Such a liberal construction of the statute would render the statute meaningless. Any

provision that provided revenues for the utility would suffice.

Nonetheless, even if the Court determines that the competitive service subsidy has the

effect of stabilizing or providing certainty regarding retail electric service, this fact alone cannot

justify affirming the PUCO's decision. Before getting to this issue, the Court must find that the

competitive service subsidy fits within the categories of expenses listed in R.C.

4928.143(B)(2)(d). And as OCC explained earlier, it does not. The competitive service subsidy

charge does not relate to bypassability or default service. Once the Court finds that the charge

does not fall within the provisions of subsection (d), its inquiry is at an end. It need go no further.

The PUCO's attempt to interpret the words in the statute to justify approving a $330

million competitive service subsidy under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) is unlawful and unreasonable.

While it may be important for DP&L to maintain its financial integrity, it is not the responsibility

of customers to ensure it by paying hundreds of millions of dollars in stability charges.

Where there is no mandated competition for a utility's business-in Ohio, a utility's

distribution operations-financial integrity can and should be considered in the rates that

customers are required to pay for service. For distribution service there are statutes that establish

rates and provide for the opportunity to earn a reasonable rate of return on investment (R.C.
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4909.15, OCC Appx. 000257). For distribution services, there are also statutes that protect

utilities from financial emergencies (R.C. 4909.16, OCC Appx. 000261).

But S.B. 221 does not contain any similar statutory provisions for an electric security

plan.4 The protection from financial emergency threatening the utility's financial integrity is not

needed under an electric security plan.5 Utilities have ultimate veto power over any

modifications made to the ESP. If the PUCO modifies and approves, or disapproves the ESP, the

utilities may withdraw their application, thereby terminating it and may file a new SSO.6 And

there are other opportunities for utilities to terminate the ESP. For example, if the Commission

orders a return of significantly excessive earnings under R.C. 4928.143(E) or (F), a utility may

terminate the electric security plan. (OCC Appx.132-133). These provisions already protect the

utilities far beyond the means of other parties. No further protection is needed. No further

protection is given.

The PUCO has no jurisdiction to set ESP rates for generation service that allow a utility

to charge customers hundreds of millions of dollars to ensure that a utility maintains its financial

integrity. The Court should reject efforts to reregulate DP&L's generation business by giving it a

4 While there is a provision that addresses financial integrity under S.B. 221, it applies only to
market rate offers, not electric security plans. See R.C. 4928.142(D)(4), allowing the PUCO to
adjust a utility's most recent SSO "by such just and reasonable amount" that the Commission
determines is "necessary to address any emergency that threatens the utility's financial integrity"
or to ensure that the standard service offer rates produce revenues that do not amount to an
unconstitutional taking. (PUCO Appx. 16). The General Assembly could have included the
"financial emergency" language of R.C. 4928.142(D) in the ESP statute (R.C. 4928.143). But it
did not. Under the doctrine of expressio unius est exclusio alterius, because the General
Assembly did not, neither the Commission nor the utilities can rewrite the law.

' A utility filing a market rate offer ("MRO") does not have the same unilateral veto power over
modifications made by the PUCO to the MRO. Thus, protections to the utility may be
considered a quid pro quo for being unable to withdraw and terminate.

6 R.C. 4928.143(C)(2)(a) (OCC Appx. 132).
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customer funded financial integrity charge that supports all of its operations, including

generation.

PROPOSITION OF LAW NO. 3: The Public Utilities Commission acted unlawfully when
it amended its Opinion and Order by an Entry Nunc Pro Tunc that authorized an
additional $110 million in rate increases, delayed giving consumers the benefit of a
competitive bid auction for the standard service offer price, and failed to state the findings
of fact required by R.C. 4903.09.

The PUCO and DP&L contend that the Entry Nunc Pro Tunc was lawful. The PUCO

claims that the original Order was signed by mistake; that "it inadvertently signed the wrong

entry." PUCO Brief at 34. Similarly, DP&L asserts that an "administrative error" caused the

PUCO to issue an Order it did not intend to issue, and that the Entry Nunc Pro Tunc corrected

the error. DP&L Brief at 36. But the Entry Nunc Pro Tunc did more than that.

The Entry Nunc Pro Tunc made multiple substantive changes to the Order, including

among other things extending the term of the ESP from 36 to 41 months, extending the stability rider

a full year and making the stability rider extension charge available to DP&L in 2017. As a result,

DP&L's customers will pay $100 million more than they would have under the original Order. This

cannot be justified by a mere "administrative error."

The PUCO did not explain the evidentiary basis for these changes in either the Entry Nunc

Pro Tunc or the Second Entry on Rehearing. This is contrary to R.C. 4903.09 (OCC Appx. 122).

As for the term of the ESP, the PUCO pointed to no evidence in the record as to why it

picked May 31, 2017 as the end date for the ESP. In the Entry Nunc Pro Tunc the PUCO merely

stated that "[t]he Opinion and Order incorrectly states that the modified ESP term should end on

December 31, 2016. The end date of the modified ESP should be corrected to May 31, 2017, and

the length of the modified ESP should be corrected to 41 months." Entry Nunc Pro Tunc at 2

(OCC Appx. 66). No further reason was given. And, in the Second Entry on Rehearing, the PUCO

stated that its decision to modify the term of the ESP was based on "further review of the evidence
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on rehearing and as discussed in detail above***." Second Entry on Rehearing at 31 (OCC Appx.

98). Not only does this contradict the "administrative error" claim in the Entry Nunc Pro Tunc, but

there was no discussion of evidence related to the term of the ESP in the Second Entry on Rehearing.

In fact, it seems that the PUCO relied on analysis by the PUCO Staff in setting a three-year

ESP in the original Order. On page 15 of the Order, the PUCO noted that a PUCO Staff witness

touted several benefits to a three-year ESP. In the very next paragraph, the PUCO ruled that

"DP&L's ESP should be approved for a term beginning January 1, 2014, and terminating

December 31, 2016." (OCC Appx. 25). Nothing in the discussion prior to that indicated that a

41-month ESP was preferred or even contemplated. See id.

Similarly, in upholding the additional year for the SSR and extending the SSR-E into

2017 the PUCO, in its Second Entry on Rehearing, merely referred to its further review of the

evidence on rehearing and the previous discussion. (OCC Appx. 98). But again, there was no

discussion in the Second Entry on Rehearing that would justify these changes to the original Order.

The PUCO merely reiterated its changes from the Entry Nunc Pro Tunc without further explanation

or pointing to a single piece of evidence that would support the changes.

Both the PUCO and DP&L contend that even if the Entry Nunc Pro Tunc was unlawful,

there was no harm because the PUCO reached the same decision in the Second Entry on

Rehearing. PUCO Brief at 35; DP&L Brief at 37. But, as discussed above, the Second Entry on

Rehearing lacked any evidentiary basis for extending the term of the ESP and the SSR, and for

making the SSR-E available in 2017 and costing customers an additional $100 million. Further,

both the PUCO and DP&L ignore the fact that the Entry Nunc Pro Tunc unlawfully shifted the

burden of persuasion on rehearing.
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R.C. 4903.10 (OCC Appx. 123) places the onus on the party filing for rehearing to show

that the PUCO's decision was unreasonable or unlawful. The application for rehearing "shall set

forth specifically the ground or grounds on which the applicant considers the order to be

unreasonable or unlawful." (Emphasis added). And the PUCO "may grant and hold such

rehearing on the matter specified in such application, if in its judgment sufficient reason therefor

is made to appear." (Emphasis added). The PUCO's unlawful Entry Nunc Pro Tunc placed a

burden on intervenors opposing the above changes made in the Entry Nunc Pro Tunc to show

that the PUCO's decision was unreasonable or unlawful. Absent the changes to the Order made

through the Entry Nunc Pro Tunc, that burden would not have existed.

Because of the unlawful Entry Nunc Pro Tunc, this Court is without a basis for examining

the reasoning behind the PUCO's decision to extend the term of the ESP and the SSR, and to make

the SSR-E available in 2017 costing customers an additional $100 million. "Although strict

compliance with the terms of R.C. 4903.09 is not required, a legion of cases establishes that the

commission abuses its discretion if it renders an opinion without record support." Ohio

Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm. of Ohio, 111 Ohio St. 3d 300, 2006-Ohio-5789, 856

N.E.2d 213, 123. (Citations omitted). The Court should vacate the PUCO's decision.

PROPOSITION OF LAW NO. 4: The PUCO acted unreasonably and unlawfully when it
considered a utility's application for rehearing that failed to comply with R.C. 4903.10.

In its application for rehearing of the PUCO's Second Entry on Rehearing, DP&L stated

that it sought rehearing of the Commission's March 19, 2014 Second Entry on Rehearing on the

following grounds:

1. The Commission should grant rehearing on its decision in its Second
Entry on Rehearing (pp. 17-18) to accelerate the deadline for DP&L to
transfer its generation assets to January 1, 2016. The Commission should
restore the May 31, 2017 deadline that it established in its September 6,
2013 Entry Nunc Pro Tunc.
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2. The Commission should grant rehearing on its decision in its Second
Entry on Rehearing (pp. 18-19) to accelerate blending in the competitive
bidding process. The Commission should restore the blending schedule
that it established in its September 6, 2013 Entry Nunc Pro Tunc.

In its Fourth Entry on Rehearing, the PUCO denied rehearing on DP&L's first

assignment of error, but granted rehearing on DP&L's second assignment of error. (OCC Appx.

104-107). OCC has appealed this decision as being unlawful. Both the PUCO and DP&L claim

that the PUCO acted lawfully. The PUCO makes two arguments. First, it states that "[a]lthough

the assignments of error are rather conclusory, that is their purpose, the company provided nine

pages of explanation in the supporting memorandum." PUCO Brief at 24. Second, the PUCO

states that the only consequence of an application for rehearing that lacks specificity is that it

cannot be used as the basis for appeal to this Court. Id. at 25. Both of these statements from the

PUCO's brief are contradicted by determinations in a PUCO order.

In its most recent decision adopting procedural rules, the PUCO discussed a proposed

rule to require that applications for rehearing set forth in numbered or lettered paragraphs the

ground or grounds upon which the applicant considers the PUCO order to be unreasonable or

unlawful. The PUCO noted that R.C. 4903.10 provides that "[N] o party shall in any court urge or

rely on any ground for reversal, vacation, or modification not so set forth in the application." In

the Matter of the Commission's Review of Chapters 4901-1, Rules of Practice and Procedure;

4901-3, Commission Meetings; 4901-9, Complaint Proceedings; and 4901:1-1, Utility Tariffs

and Underground Protection, of the Ohio Administrative Code, Pub. Util. Comm. No. 11-776-

AU-ORD, Finding and Order at 38 (January 22, 2014). (OCC Appx. 000299). The PUCO went

on to state the following: "An applicant seeking rehearing must file an application and must set

forth with specificity in the application the ground or grounds on which the applicant

believes the Commission order is unreasonable or unlawful. While rehearing applicant's [sic]
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are free to expound upon their assignments of error in a memorandum, the Commission legally

cannot consider any grounds for rehearing not contained within the application itself." Id.

(Emphasis added).

Thus, the PUCO distinguishes between the statutorily-required application for rehearing

and the memorandum in support that is only required by the PUCO's rules. The application must

specifically state the ground(s) why the PUCO's order is unreasonable or unlawful. If it does not,

the PUCO acknowledged that it cannot legally consider the application for rehearing.

In this case, DP&L's application for rehearing did not include the grounds on which

DP&L believed the PUCO's Second Entry on Rehearing to be unreasonable or unlawful.

Instead, as DP&L stated in its brief, its application for rehearing "was specific as to both the

exact error that DP&L complained of (including a citation to the page on which the error

occurred) and the exact relief that DP&L sought, and was supported by a memorandum that

explained in detail the grounds for DP&L's Application." DP&L Brief at 39. Notably, DP&L

does not claim that its application for rehearing set forth why the PUCO's Second Entry on

Rehearing was unreasonable or unlawful. Identifying an error and the relief sought by DP&L is

not the specificity required by R.C. 4903.10.

Reversing the PUCO's decision because it granted DP&L's defective application for

rehearing would not "elevate form over substance" or "impose an unjustified procedural barrier"

as DP&L asserts. Id. at 40. Instead, it would recognize that the PUCO strayed from consistently

enforcing R.C. 4903.10 and the rules promulgated under that law. The Court should reverse the

PUCO's grant of rehearing to DP&L regarding the blending schedule in the competitive bidding

process.
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CROSS APPEAL

PROPOSITION OF LAW NO. 5: The Public Utilities Commission acts lawfully when it
modifies a utility's electric security plan to limit charges collected during the term of the
plan.

The PUCO authorized DP&L to seek an extension of its competitive service subsidy

through a charge it called the "service stability rider extension." (OCC Appx. 66). A more

appropriate name for the service stability rider extension is the competitive subsidy extension.

That is because it allows the Utility to collect more money from customers to support the

Utility's financial integrity but over a different time frame and under different conditions than

the competitive service subsidy. Under the PUCO's order the Utility was authorized to seek an

additional $45.8 million from customers for the last five months of its electric security plan,

January 1, 2017 through May 31, 2017. Id. The PUCO did however impose five conditions on

the Utility's ability to collect this additional $45.8 million from customers. (OCC Appx. 37, 38,

106). These conditions ordered by the PUCO will appropriately constrain the Utility's ability to

collect additional moneys from customers.

Nonetheless, the competitive subsidy extension, like the competitive service subsidy, is

unlawful and unreasonable. It is unlawful for the same reasons that the competitive service

subsidy is unlawful and unreasonable. The PUCO had no authority under R.C. 4928.143 (OCC

Appx, 13-133) to approve it. But if the Court determines to uphold the competitive service

subsidy or the competitive subsidy extension, it should affirm the PUCO's ability to place

conditions on the rider and limit the amount collected from customers during the term of the

electric security plan.
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A. The Public Utilities Commission has authority to limit the amount of money
that DP&L can collect from its customers in 2017 to maintain its financial
integrity.

DP&L argues that the limits for the competitive subsidy extension imposed by the PUCO

are unlawful and unreasonable. DP&L Brief at 41. DP&L contends there is nothing in the statute

(R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d)) that authorizes the PUCO to decide now the level of the charge that

DP&L would seek in a future proceeding. DP&L Brief at 41-42. DP&L claims that the PUCO

cannot impose additional conditions for a stability charge that are not contained in the statute.

DP&L Brief at 42.

But DP&L's argument is based on a false premise. DP&L assumes that the PUCO's

decision now is separable from its "later" decision in 2017. It is not. The term of the PUCO-

approved electric security plan for DP&L extends through the first five months of 2017. (OCC

Appx. 66). Thus, the PUCO can decide now, as part of its review of DP&L's electric security

plan, what charges may be collected from customers for the first five months of 2017 if the

PUCO's specified conditions are met.

The PUCO correctly ruled that it had authorized the extension rider in the ESP

proceeding, based upon the record and financial projections provided by the parties. (OCC Appx.

80). It did not determine the level of stability charge that DP&L could seek in a future ESP. Id.

In fact, the PUCO had an obligation to decide the issue "now." The PUCO is required by

statute to issue an order approving or modifying and approving DP&L's application. See R.C.

4928.141(A); 4928.143(C)(1) (OCC Appx. 129, 131-132).

The PUCO must, under R.C. 4928.143(C)(1), determine whether the modified electric

security plan is more favorable in the aggregate for customers than the expected results under a

market rate offer. In doing that analysis, the PUCO is required to consider "pricing and all other
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terms and conditions, including any deferrals and any future recovery of deferrals." (Emphasis

added) (OCC Appx.132).

"All other terms and conditions" include terms and conditions offered during the term of

the electric security plan. Here the PUCO approved a term for the electric security plan that

extends through May 2017. The extension rider is related to the utility's earnings during the last

five months of the ESP term-from January 2017 through May 2017. The PUCO through its

ruling allowed the Utility to apply to collect additional charges from customers for that period

only if specific conditions are met, including that any charge to customers is necessary to

maintain DP&L's financial integrity. That application, though to be made in the future, was of

necessity ruled upon as part of the PUCO's Order.

If the Court determines to uphold the competitive service subsidy or the competitive

subsidy extension, it should affirm the PUCO's ability to limit the amount of money collected

from customers during the term of DP&L's electric security plan. Specifically, the PUCO should

be permitted to set pre-conditions before the Utility can collect an additional $45 million from

customers through the extension of the competitive service subsidy.

B. The Public Utilities Commission has discretion to make the collection of the
stability extension charge from customers conditional.

DP&L also argues that the PUCO does not have the discretion to place limits on the

competitive subsidy extension because the authorizing statute (R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d)) does not

contain conditions that the PUCO imposed. DP&L Brief at 42. But DP&L's arguments fail to

acknowledge the constraints given to the PUCO by the statutory language-constraints which

require it to place limits on stability charges.

R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) requires that all charges authorized under that subsection

provide stability and certainty regarding retail electric service. As the PUCO noted, the extension
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rider conditions ensure that stability revenues collected by DP&L will continue to have the effect

of providing stability and certainty regarding retail electric service during the ESP term. (OCC

Appx. 82). The PUCO, thus, was placing conditions on the rider that were intended to ensure the

rider complied with the statute.

If the Court determines to uphold the competitive service subsidy or the competitive

subsidy extension, it should affirm the PUCO's ability to make the extension charge conditional.

C. The Public Utilities Commission has discretion to require a utility to file an
application to implement advanced metering irifrastructure and SmartGrid
before it can seek approval to collect more money from customers.

DP&L argues that the PUCO decision to impose a condition that it file an application to

implement advanced metering infrastructure and SmartGrid is unlawful and unreasonable.

DP&L Brief at 43. Specifically, DP&L alleges that this requirement is unlawful because there is

no basis in the record for it. Id. DP&L notes that no party asked that DP&L implement

AlVII/SmartGrid and there is no record regarding how much AMUSmartGrid would cost. DP&L

Brief at 44. DP&L also alleges that this condition (regarding AMI/SmartGrid) is unreasonable

because it will not necessarily improve the performance of the system and would be expensive to

implement. See DP&L Brief at 43-44.

But contrary to DP&L's assertions, the PUCO is merely carrying out the policy of the

State. Under R.C. 4928.02(D) (OCC Appx. 125), it is a policy of the State to encourage

innovation and market access for cost-effective supply- and demand-side retail electric service,

including smart grid programs and implementing advanced metering infrastructure. Under R.C.

4928.06 (IEU Appx. 155), the PUCO has a duty to ensure the policies specified under R.C.

4928.02 are effectuated. Indeed the Ohio Supreme Court expressly held that the PUCO may not

approve a rate plan that violates the policy provisions of R.C. 4928.02. Elyria Foundry v. Pub.

Util. Comm., 114 Ohio St.3d 305,871 N.E.2d 1176, 2011-Ohio-4164.
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Here, in the furtherance of State policy, the PUCO ordered DP&L to file an application

implementing and deploying smart grid technology and advanced metering infrastructure. The

PUCO also directed DP&L to look at other cost effective initiatives or programs that DP&L

reasonably believes would promote these State policies. (OCC Appx. 38).

If the Court determines to uphold the competitive service subsidy or the competitive

subsidy extension, it should affirm the PUCO's ability to place conditions on the utility, prior to

authorizing it to collect more money from customers through the competitive service subsidy

extension.

PROPOSITION OF LAW NO. 6: The Public Utilities Commission acts lawfully when it
accelerates the deadlines for a utility to transfer its generation assets and implement
competitive bidding.

The PUCO ruled that DP&L must fully divest its generating assets by January 1, 2017.

(OCC Appx. 106). That date is nearly seventeen years after Senate Bill 3 was enacted mandating

structural separation of a utility's generating assets from its transmission and distribution

business.

The Court should affirm the January 1, 2017 date for divestiture as lawful and reasonable.

The sooner divestiture is ordered, the better for consumers. Divesting generation assets helps

ensure that subsidies are not flowing between and among the competitive and non-competitive

electric services. And divestiture helps ensure that a utility is not extending undue preference or

advantage to its affiliate. See OCC Appx. 135-136.

DP&L however, appears to argue that the PUCO accelerating the deadline by six months

(from May 31, 2017 to January 1, 2017) was unreasonable. DP&L Brief at 48. It claims there are

structural and financial obstacles which prevent it from transferring its assets to an affiliate. Id. It

faults the PUCO for believing that it could transfer its assets as soon as 2014, despite the fact that

the PUCO's belief was based upon DP&L's own statements in another PUCO docket. (OCC
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Appx. 84). DP&L claims that although it could transfer its generation assets before May 31,

2017 if it can sell the assets to a third party, no third party has offered to purchase the assets.

DP&L Brief at 48. It asks the Court to "order the Commission to restore the May 31, 2017 asset

transfer deadline." Id.

DP&L thus, is asking the Court to review a question of fact related to the PUCO's

finding that DP&L could transfer its assets by January 1, 2017. As to questions of fact, the Court

has held that it will not reverse the PUCO unless the PUCO's findings are manifestly against the

weight of evidence or are so clearly unsupported by the record as to show misapprehension,

mistake, or willful disregard of duty. Cleveland Elec. Illuminating Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm., 42

Ohio St.2d 403, 330 N.E.2d 1, 8 (1975) (syllabus), writ of certiorari denied (1975), 423 U.S. 986,

96 S.Ct. 392, 46 L.Ed. 302, appeal after remand (1976), 46 Ohio St.2d 105, 75 0.O.2d 172, 346

N. E.2d 778.

DP&L has failed to show that the PUCO's decision was manifestly against the weight of

the evidence. All it has shown is that subsequent to the hearing DP&L made representations in

another filing before the PUCO that contradicted DP&L's prior representations. DP&L's

representations in its filing-the basis for the PUCO changing its order-were characterized by

DP&L as "miscommunications." See DP&L Appx. 73. Assuming arguendo that any error

occurred, it lies with DP&L, not the PUCO. The Court should affirm the PUCO's decision.

Likewise, the PUCO's decision to accelerate the competitive bidding process for standard

service customers was reasonable and lawful and not shown to be against the manifest weight of

the evidence. In its Second Entry on Rehearing (OCC Appx. 85-86), the PUCO altered the

schedule for competitive bidding, moving DP&L to 100% market based rates over a shorter time

period. The basis of the PUCO's change was again information contained in DP&L's
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supplemental application. (OCC Appx. 85). Specifically, the PUCO relied upon the statements

that DP&L could transfer its generation assets sooner than DP&L had claimed at hearing. (OCC

Appx. 85-86); DP&L Brief at 49. The PUCO noted that in determining the blending schedule, it

relied upon the fact that DP&L would be unable to divest its generation assets before September

1, 2016. (OCC Appx. 85). The PUCO noted its intent to implement full market-based rates for

customers as soon as practicable. Id.

DP&L's customers have waited too long for the benefits of competition in a market with

historically low energy prices. DP&L's customers are now closer to realizing those potential

benefits because the PUCO appropriately accelerated the blending schedule in its Second Entry

on Rehearing. As the PUCO noted, "The acceleration of the CBP blending schedule will benefit

consumers through a more rapid move to full market-based rates ***." (OCC Appx. 86).

DP&L claims that the new blending schedule will cause substantial financial harm to it.

DP&L Brief at 49. It asks the Court to reverse the PUCO because the basis for the PUCO's

decision on rehearing "is not accurate." Id.

DP&L wants to ignore the fact that DP&L has had some of the highest returns on equity

of any utility in recent years. From 2004 through 2013, DP&L's return on equity was 18% or

greater, 20% or more four of those seven years. (OCC Supp. 100). While DP&L's returns on

equity may be declining, it is premature to conclude that the floor will fall out on DP&L's

financial condition any time soon.

Moreover, had DP&L separated its generation operations from its other operations

earlier, it would not face the claimed financial threat that operation of its generation assets

presents today. DP&L bears responsibility for its "predicament," if indeed there is one. Under

the law, DP&L-and not customers-was to be "wholly responsible" for the success of its
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competitive generation operations since its market development period ended in 2005. See R.C.

4928.38 (OCC Appx. 148). The Court should not further delay flowing through the benefits of

the competitive market to DP&L's customers in order to prop up DP&L's competitive

generation business.

DP&L has not shown that the PUCO should be overturned on a finding of fact. It has not

shown that the PUCO's decision is against the manifest weight of the evidence. The Court

should affirm the PUCO.

III. CONCLUSION

Customers of DP&L, through the unlawful orders of the PUCO, must pay, inter alia,

$330 million (plus financing charges) in increased rates for a "service stability rider" charge.

This charge is a competitive generation subsidy. The PUCO sanctioned the subsidy and allowed

DP&L to offset its declining generation prices with revenues funded by captive customers.

But these price declines that DP&L was protected from are precisely the sort of benefit

from the restructured market that the General Assembly anticipated would provide for

customers. The Court should reverse the PUCO to give customers the benefit of the market that

they are losing.
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4909.15 Fixation of reasonable rate.

(A) The public utilities commission, when fixing and determining just and reasonable rates, fares, tolls,
rentals, and charges, shall determine:

(1) The valuation as of the date certain of the property of the public utility used and useful or, with
respect to a natural gas, water-works, or sewage disposal system company, projected to be used and
useful as of the date certain, in rendering the public utility service for which rates are to be fixed and
determined. The valuation so determined shall be the total value as set forth in division (C)(8) of
section M of the Revised Code, and a reasonable allowance for materials and supplies and cash
working capital as determined by the commission.

The commission, In Its discretion, may Include In the valuation a reasonable allowance for construction
work in progress but, In no event, may such an allowance be made by the commission until it has
determined that the particular construction project is at least seventy-five per cent complete.

In determining the percentage completion of a particular construction project, the commission shall
consider, among other relevant criteria, the per cent of time elapsed in construction; the per cent of
construction funds, excluding allowance for funds used during construction, expended, or obligated to
such construction funds budgeted where all such funds are adjusted to reflect current purchasing

power; and any physical inspection performed by or on behalf of any party, including the commission's
staff.

A reasonable allowance for construction work in progress shall not exceed ten per cent of the total
valuation as stated in this division, not including such allowance for construction work in progress.

Where the commission permits an allowance for construction work in progress, the dollar value of the
project or portion thereof included in the valuation as construction work in progress shall not be
included in the valuation as plant in service until such time as the total revenue effect of the
construction work in progress aliowance is offset by the total revenue effect of the plant in service
exclusion. Carrying charges calculated in a manner similar to allowance for funds used during
construction shall accrue on that portion of the project in service but not reflected in rates as plant in
service, and such accrued carrying charges shall be included in the valuation of the property at the
conclusion of the offset period for purposes of division (C)(8) of section 4902.05 of the Revised Code.

From and after April 10, 1985, no allowance for construction work in progress as it relates to a
particular construction project shall be reflected in rates for a period exceeding forty-eight consecutive
months commencing on the date the initial rates reflecting such allowance become effective, except as
otherwise provided in this division.

The applicable maximum period in rates for an allowance for construction work in progress as It relates

to a particular construction project shall be tolled if, and to the extent, a delay in the in-service date of
the project is caused by the action or inaction of any federal, state, county, or municipal agency having
jurisdiction, where such action or inaction relates to a change in a rule, standard, or approval of such

agency, and where such action or inaction is not the result of the failure of the utility to reasonably
endeavor to comply with any rule, standard, or approval prior to such change.

In the event that such period expires before the project goes into service, the commission shall
exclude, from the date of expiration, the allowance for the project as construction work in progress
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from rates, except that the commission may extend the expiration date up to twelve months for good
cause shown.

In the event that a utility has permanently canceled, abandoned, or terminated construction of a
project for which it was previously permitted a construction work in progress allowance, the
commission immediately shall exclude the allowance for the project from the valuation.

In the event that a construction work in progress project previously included in the valuation is
removed from the valuation pursuant to this division, any revenues collected by the utility from its
customers after April 10, 1985, that resulted from such prior inclusion shall be offset against future
revenues over the same period of time as the project was included in the valuation as construction
work in progress. The total revenue effect of such offset shall not exceed the total revenues previously
collected.

In no event shall the total revenue effect of any offset or offsets provided under division (A)(1) of this
section exceed the total revenue effect of any construction work in progress allowance.

(2; A fair and reasonable rate of return to the utility on the valuation as determined in division (A)(2.)
of this section;

(3) The dollar annual return to which the utility is entitled by applying the fair and reasonable rate of
return as determined under division (A)(2) of this section to the valuation of the utility determined
under division (A)(1) of this section;

(41) The cost to the utility of rendering the public utility service for the test period used for the
determination under division (C)(1) of this section, less the total of any Interest on cash or credit
refunds paid, pursuant to section 49,Q̂ 9A2 of the Revised Code, by the utility during the test period.

(a) Federal, state, and local taxes imposed on or measured by net income may, in the discretion of the
commission, be computed by the normalization method of accounting, provided the utility maintains
accounting reserves that reflect differences between taxes actually payable and taxes on a normalized
basis, provided that no determination as to the treatment In the rate-making process of such taxes
shall be made that will result in loss of any tax depreciation or other tax benefit to whlch the utility
would otherwise be entitled, and further provided that such tax benefit as redounds to the utility as a
result of such a computation may not be retained by the company, used to fund any dividend or
distribution, or utilized for any purpose other than the defrayal of the operating expenses of the utility
and the defrayal of the expenses of the utility in connection with construction work.

(b) The amount of any tax credits granted to an electric light company under section 572,7.591 of the
Revised Code for Ohio coal burned prior to January 1, 2000, shall not be retained by the company,
used to fund any dividend or distribution, or utilized for any purposes other than the defrayal of the
allowable operating expenses of the company and the defrayal of the allowable expenses of the
company In connection with the Installation, acquisition, construction, or use of a compliance facility.
The amount of the tax credits granted to an electric light company under that section for Ohio coal
burned prior to January 1, 2000, shall be returned to its customers within three years after initially
claiming the credit through an offset to the company's rates or fuel component, as determined by the
commission, as set forth In schedules filed by the company under section 4905.317 of the Revised
Code. As used in division (A)(4)(b) of this section, "compliance facility" has the same meaning as In
section 5^7 7,39.1 of the Revised Code.
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(B) The commission shall compute the gross annual revenues to which the utility Is entitled by adding
the dollar amount of return under division (A)(3) of this section to the cost, for the test period used for
the determination under division (C)(1) of this section, of rendering the public utility service under
division (A)(4) of this section.

(C)

(1) Except as provided in division (D) of this section, the revenues and expenses of the utiiity shall be
determined during a test period. The utility may propose a test period for this determination that is
any twelve-month period beginning not more than six months prior to the date the application is fiied
and ending not more than nine months subsequent to that date. The test period for determining
revenues and expenses of the utility shall be the test period proposed by the utility, unless otherwise
ordered by the commission.

(2) The date certain shall be not later than the date of filing, except that it shall be, for a natural gas,
water-works, or sewage disposal system company, not later than the end of the test period.

(D) A natural gas, water-works, or sewage disposal system company may propose adjustments to the
revenues and expenses to be determined under division (C)(1) of this section for any changes that are,
during the test period or the tweive•month period immediately following the test period, reasonably
expected to occur. The natural gas, water-works, or sewage disposal system company shali identify
and quantify, individually, any proposed adjustments. 'Irhe commission shall incorporate the proposed
adjustments into the determination if the adjustments are just and reasonable.

(E) When the commission is of the opinion, after hearing and after making the determinations under
divisions (A) and (B) of this section, that any rate, fare, charge, toll, rental, schedule, classification, or
service, or any joint rate, fare, charge, toll, rental, schedule, classification, or service rendered,
charged, demanded, exacted, or proposed to be rendered, charged, demanded, or exacted, is, or will
be, unjust, unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory, unjustly preferential, or in violation of law, that the
service Is, or will be, inadequate, or that the maximum rates, charges, tolls, or rentals chargeable by
any such public utllity are insufficient to yield reasonable compensation for the service rendered, and
are unjust and unreasonable, the commission shall:

(1) With due regard among other things to the value of all property of the public utility actually used
and useful for the convenience of the public as determined under division (A)(1) of this section,
excluding from such value the value of any franchise or right to own, operate, or enjoy the same in
excess of the amount, exclusive of any tax or annual charge, actually paid to any political subdivision
of the state or county, as the consideration for the grant of such franchise or right, and excluding any
value added to such property by reason of a monopoly or merger, with due regard in determining the
dollar annual return under division (A)(3) of this section to the necessity of making reservation out of
the income for surplus, depreciation, and contingencies, and;

( 2) With due regard to all such other matters as are proper, according to the facts In each case,

(U, Including a fair and reasonable rate of return determined by the commission with reference to a
cost of debt equal to the actual embedded cost of debt of such public utility,

(b) But not including the portion of any periodic rental or use payments representing that cost of
property that is Included in the valuation report under divisions (C)(4) and (5) of section 4209.5 of
the Revised Code, fix and determine the just and reasonable rate, fare, charge, toll, rental, or service
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to be rendered, charged, demanded, exacted, or collected for the performance or rendition of the
service that will provide the public utility the allowable gross annual revenues under division (B) of this
section, and order such just and reasonable rate, fare, charge, toll, rental, or service to be substituted
for the existing one. After such determination and order no change in the rate, fare, toll, charge,
rental, schedule, classification, or service shall be made, rendered, charged, demanded, exacted, or
changed by such public utility without the order of the commission, and any other rate, fare, toll,
charge, rental, classification, or service is prohibited.

(F) Upon application of any person or any public utility, and after notice to the parties in interest and
opportunity to be heard as provided in Chapters 4901., 4903., 4905., 4907., 4909., 4921., and 4923.
of the itevlsed Code for other hearings, has been given, the commission may rescind, aiter, or amend
an order fixing any rate, fare, toll, charge, rental, classification, or service, or any other order made by
the commission. Certified copies of such orders shall be served and take effect as provided for original
orders.

Amended by 129th General AssemblyFile No.199, HB 379, §1, eff. 3/27/2013.

Amended by 129th General AssemblyFlle No.20, HB 95, §1, eff. 9/9/2011.

Effective Date: 11-24-1999
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4909.16 Power to amend, alter, or suspend schedule of rates.

When the public utilities commission deems it necessary to prevent injury to the business or interests
of the public or of any public utility of this state in case of any emergency to be judged by the
commission, it may temporarily alter, amend, or, with the consent of the public utility concerned,
suspend any existing rates, schedules, or order relating to or affecting any public utility or part of any
public utility in this state. Rates so made by the commission shall apply to one or more of the public
utilities In this state, or to any portion thereof, as is directed by the commission, and shall take effect
at such time and remain in force for such length of time as the commission prescribes,

Effective Date: 10-01-1953
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BEFORE

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

In the Matter of the Commission's Review
of Chapters 4901-1, Rules of Practice and
Procedure; 4901-3, Commission Meetings;
4901-9, Complaint Proceedings; and. 4901:1-
1, Utility Tariffs and Underground
Protection, of the Ohio Administrative
Code.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 11-776-AU-ORD

FINDING AND ORDER

The Commissiorr. finds:

(1) R.C. 119.032 requires all state agencies to conduct a review,
every five years, of their rules and to determine whether to
continue their rules without change, amend their rules, or
rescind their rules. Ohio Adm.Code chapters 4901-1, rules of
practice and procedure; 4901-3, ,coann7ission meetings; 4901-9,
complaint proceedings; and 4901:1-1, utility tariffs and
underground protection are now scheduled to be reviewed.

(2) Addifionally, beginning January 1, 2012, in accordance with
R.C. 121.82, in the course of developing draft rules, the
Commg.ssion must evaluate the rules against the business
impact analysis. If there will be an adverse impact on
businesses, as defined in R.C. ' 107.52, the agency is to
incorporate into the draft rules proposals to eliminate or
adequately reduce any adverse impact. Furthermore, the
Comnnission is required, pursuant to R.C. 121.82, to provide the
Common Sense Initiative (CSI) office the draft rules and the
business impact analysis. This initial and reply comment
period for this rule review, proceeded the CSI process
described above. Nevertheless, the Co _,nzssion has consulted
with CSI on these four Ohio Adm.Code chapters and CSI has
only recommended the submission of a business impact
analysis (BIA) for one chapter of rules. That BIA is attached to
this Finding and Order as Attachment E.

(3) By entry issued March 2, 2011, the Commission issued Staff-
proposed changes to the rules at issue for comment. Initial
comments were filed by: Columbus Southem Power Company
and. Ohio Power Company (AEP); The Ohio Bell Telephone
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Company d/b/a AT&T Ohio, AT&T Comanunications of Ohio,
Inc., TCG Ohio, SBC Long Distance d/b/a AT&T Long
Distance, SNET America, Inc. d/b/a AT&T Long Distance East,
AT&T Corp. d/b/a AT&T Advanced Solutions, BellSouth Long
Distance, Inc. d/b/a AT&T Long Distance Service, Cincinnati
SMSA, L.P., and New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC d/b/a
AT&T Mobility (AT&T); 0hio Consumers' Coumel, Advocates
for Basic Legal Equality, Inc., Citizen Power, and the Ohio
Poverty Center (Customer Parties); Dayton Power and Light
Company (DP&L); Duke Energy Company (Duke); Ohio
Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Company, and Ohio Edison Company (FirstEnergy); Columbia
Gas of Ohio, Inc., The East Ohio Gas Company dba Domrnion
East Ohio, and Vectren Energy Delivery of Ohio, Inc. (Gas
Companies); Norfolk. Southern Railway Company (Norfolk
5outhern); OMA Energy Group (OMA); and 0hio Partners for
Affordable Energy (OPAE). Reply comments were filed by
AT&T, Customer Parties, Duke, FirstEnergy, Gas Companies,
Industrial Energy Users-Ohio (IEU), and OPAE.

(4) Mindful of the requirements expressed in Findings (2) and (3),
the Commisslon has carefully reviewed the existing rules, the
proposed Staff changes, and the comrnen.ts filed by interested
parties in reaching its decisions regarding the rules at issue.
The Crsmxnission will address the more relevant comments
below. References or cites to conments will be designated as
"iritial" for initial corrnxnents and "•reply," for reply commenfis.
The Con-unission will irdtially discuss the rules in Ohio
Adm.Code 4901-1. References to those rules will be by rule
number, e.g., 01. Some minor, noncontroversial changes have
been incorporated into the new proposed rules without
Commission coanment. Any recommended change that is not
discussed below or incorporated into the proposed rules
should be considered den.i.ed.

Rule 01-- Definitions

(5) Customer Parties recommended modifying the definition of
"business day" to clarify that a business day does not include a
day where the docketing division closed before 5:30 p.m.
(Customer Parties initial at 2). The clarification sought by
Customer Parties is already included in Rule 07(D) wherein it is
stated that, if the Comrnx.ssion office closes before its usual
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closing time on a day that is the last day for doing an act, the
act may be perforrned on the next succeeding day that is not a
Saturday, Sunday, or Iegal.hoIiday. The recommendation will
be denied.

Rule 02 -Filing of pleadings and other documents

(6) In proposed Rule 02(A)(5), notice was given that the
Commission reserves the right to redact any material from a
filed docum.ent prior to posting the document on the Docketing
Information System (DIS) if the material is confidential
personal iraf'oamation, a irade secret, or inappropriate for
posting to the website. Customer Parties question how the filer
of the document or interested persons would be raotified of the
action, how the redaction would be c:onszstent with Rule
02(B)(2) that requires the filing of a request for a protective
order to keep the document from being publicly available, and
what standard would be used to determine what is
inappropriate for posting on the Coxnxn,ission's website
(Customer Parties initial at 3). The Gas Companies support
allowing the Cornmission to redact information prior to posting
on DIS because there have been occasions where customer
filings contain account numbers, libelous statements, and
profanities, but they contend that the Comrrusston should give
notice of the redaction to the parties in the case (Gas
Companies initial at 3, reply at 2). Customer Parties agree that
notice should be given to the parties (Customer Parties reply at
4).

(7) The Commission is rniradful of its statutory requirements with
regard to this issue. For example, if a document includes the
social security number of someone, that inforrnation should be
redacted by Staff as soon as it is observed. In addition, if it is
clear that information that is a trade secret has been mistakenly
filed in the public record, by statute the Commission should
not be revealing that information and. we believe that it is
highly unlikely that our Docketing Division or Legal
Departmen.t would not be in contact with the filer concerning
the filing of an appropriate motion. Given the Cor.u-nission s
proclivity for rna3.dng its records available to the public, the
material being redacted would undoubtedly have to be
considered a trade secret. (To the extent that a party has hard
copied a filing and already served copies upon other parties or
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if a document has been electronically filed and accepted by the
Docketing Division and posted to the Cornrnission's website
before someone observes that the information is a trade secret,
the Commission would be less likely to take any extraordinary
action because the party making the filing has failed to
maintain its secrecy.) With regard to material deemed
inappropriate, it is a fact that some complainants have included
langu.age in their filings that the Cortxmissipn does not wish to
display on its website, which is available for general viewing.
In these situations, we would prefer to offend the filer as
opposed to some readers, The Comrnission sees the proposed
rule as nothing more than stating current Co€nmission practice.
With regard to G'as Companies' proposal that the Coznrnission
provide notice to the parties, interested persons followirYg the
case will observe the redactions as the inforrnation is posted.
Proposed. Rule 02(A)(5) shall be adopted.

(8) Proposed Rule 02(A)(6) requires that a party seeking to
consolidate a new case with a pxeviously f%led case or with a
case being concurrently filed shall file a motion to consolidate
the cases. Duke does not oppose the proposed rule to the
extent that a party seeks corLsolidation of a new case with a
previously filed case. Duke considers the proposed rule to be a
waste of resources to require the filing of a motion to
consolidate when a single application includes multiple
requests under different case purpose codes. (Duke initial at 1.)
FirstEnergy states that its three Ohio electric distribution
companies operate very similarly and often file concurrent
pleadings and the Commission often handles the proceedings
together and allows joint pleadings, briefs, etc. FirstEn.ergy
states that the Co . ssion's procedural handling of such cases
has not presented any issues or concems of which it is aware.
EirstEnergy agrees with Duke that a motion to consolidate
should only be required when the cases are not filed at the
same tirn.e. (FirstEnergy lrzitial at 2.) Customer Parties agree
with Staff that a party filing multiple cases should always give
no#ice of its intent to have the cases considered together
(Customer Parties reply at 4).

(9) Upon consideration of the comments, the Commission will
adopt in part proposed Rule 02(A)(6). It is not our intent to
change current pleading practice and, therefore, we will adopt
that part of the rule that requires a party seeking to consolidate
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a new case with a previously filed case to file a motion to
consolidate. However, we are not adopting that part of the
proposed rule that would have required multiple, related cases
filed consecutively to be accompanied by a motion to
consolidate.

(10) Proposed Rules 02(B), 02(C), and 02(D) address the filing of
documents by paper or hard copy, fax filing, and electronic
filing (e-filing), respectively. Proposed Rule 02(B)(1) provides
that, when making a paper filing, the failure to subnm.i.t the
required number of copies rnay result in the document being
stricken from the case file. FirstEnergy notes that existing Ohio
.A.dr-...Code 4901-1-02(D) provides that the "failure to sdbrn.it
the number of copies required * * * shall not invalidate or delay
the effective date of a filing if the person making the filing
subn-aits the number of copies needed to correct any deficiency
within two business days after notification of such deficien.cy
by the docketing division." FirstEnergy contends that the
proposeci rule is too harsh, especially if a party has not
intentionally or habitually filed the wrong number of copies.
(FirstEnergy initial at 3.) Although not clear, the intent of the
proposed change was not to eliminate a notification by the
Docketing Division of the deficiency and an opportunity to
correct. The Commission has modified the proposed rule to
make this clarification.

(11) Proposed Rule 02(B)(2) provides that, unless a request for a
protective order is made in accordance with Ohio Adm.Code
4901-1-24 concurrent with or prior to the filing of a document,
the document will be made avazlable on DIS. Customer Parties
contend that "request" should be changed to "motion" to be
consistent with Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-24 that requires the
filing of a motion. (Customer Parties irutial at 3.) The
clarification has been made.

(12) Duke requests that the proposed rule needs to be modified to
address certain specific situations. Duke states that an attorney
examiner may seal a transcript due to confidential testimony or
issue a ruling that certain documents should be treated as
confidential. Duke believes that when pmties make subsequent
filings involving the same material, e.g., post hearing briefs,
they should be allowed to rely upon those rulings and, at most,
be required only to subn-ut a cover letter that indicates that the
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redacted and confidential versions of their briefs are based
upon the prior rulings of the attorney examiner (Duke initial at
2). The Corzu-nissiozi finds that clarification is in order. We
agree that parties should be permitted to rely an and reference
at the time of ffling prior Cc,raunissi.on or attorney examiner
rulings on confidentiality when making a filing with docketing
containing previously protected information. It is not our
intent to require a motion each time previously protected
information is subsequently filed in the same proceeding.
Duke also suggests that, if a party files a document that
includes certain infortnation that another person considers to
be confidential, the filing party should only be required to file a
^over letter that requests that the Corin-ission treat the
document as confidential until the person who considers the
material to be corafidential files a motion for a protective order
(Duke irdtial at 3). The Commission agrees that the irdtial
obligation of protecting the document is on the person who
files the document, Obviously, the party filing the document
must have obtained the document from the other person and
agreed to protect its contents. However, the ultimate burden
for demonstrating that inforrnati.on in a document warrants
protective treatment is on the party who owns, the allegedly
confidential material.

(13) Proposed Rule 02(C) addresses the requirements for filing
documents by fax transniission. Duke contends that various
requirements placed on fax filers are burdensome ana
unnecessary. Duke opposes a30°page limit on fax filings, the
requirement that fax filers must call the Docketing Division
prior to fax ffling, that the notification call must be made prior
to 5:00 p.m., and that the filer must include a brief description
of the document in the transmission cover sheet. (Duke initial
at 3.) Duke merely contends that these requirements are
unnecessary and add a variety of burdens to the filer. The
c:.orrunission would note that these requirements are in the
existing rules, and they have been there for over terfl. years,
except that currently the notification call must be made by 4:00
p.m, instead of 5:00 p.m. There is a purpose for each of the
provision.s. The 30mpage lin-dt prevents one party from
monopolizing the fax process, to the detriTnent of other filers,
for a substantial period. of time by fax filing an extremely large
document. Requiring the filer to caU prior to filing helps to
ensure that the Docketing Division knows that a dc^^^ent is
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coming (no one is assigned to constantly watch tb.e fax machine
all day for filings) and can get it date and time stamped as soon
as it arrives. The caller could also be gnfcarmed iI there arre any
existing technical problems or ff there are several parties
currently attempting to make fax filings_ I€ there is a localized
technical problem, the caller could be directed to .#rarsmit his
or her fZling to another ^onurs,sszon fax macMne, The 5:00 p.m.
cutoff is to eliminate log jarns at the end of the day and to
enable Docketing Division personnel to complete their daily
tasks before the Docketing Division closes at 5;30 p.m. The.
information on the transmission sheet, including a brief
description of the document, provides identifying information
for the Docketing Division in case documents get separated
before they are properly secured, The C'onurdssfesn finds that
the provisions are necessary and are not a burden to those filers
who choose this optional filing service.

(14) pirstEnergy opposes the provision in proposed Rule 02(C)(6)
that states that any document sent by fax that is received in
whole or in part after 5:30 p.rra.< will be considered the next
business day. FirstEnergy argues that, as long as a fax is
initiated before 5:30 p.m., it should be considered filed on that
day, no matter when the transmission is completed
(FirstEnergy initial at 4). The ^onunission disagrees. The
Docketing Division closes at 5:30 p.m. Documents that are not
in its possession at that time are not filed until the next business
day. In addition, FirstEnergy's proposal would be impossible
for the C€aruxaissitsn to enforce. A fax could be "initiated" in
Cleveland by someone placing a document on its fax machine
aitd commence dialing of the Coxrmission`s fax number. The
document then has to be scanned into the caller's fax niacbine,
the number of the Comrnissiora's fax machine dialed, and the
Comrrtissi®n`s fax machine must answer the call before
transx-issi^^ ever starts, a process that could take se,.peral
minutes. It could be several more tninutes before the document
is tota11y received by the ^onunission. Crs.rurnission personnel
would have no idea when a fax is initiated. They only know
when the fax is received. FirstEnergy also does not believe that
a paxty should. have to subn-dt the requ%red number of paper
copies of its fax documents by the next business day.
FirstEnergy contends that the copies require unnecessary
paperwork, increase the cost of compliance, and are
unnecessarily bzzrdensome. (FirstEnergy initial at 4a5.) The
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copies, which are also required when a party makes a paper
filing, assist Staff in completing their work assignments. There
is an alternative however; if a party wishes to avoid making
and sending paper copies, then it should consider the paperless
electronic filing of documents. FirstEnergy's proposals are
denied.

(2 3) Customer Parties believe that proposed Rule 02(C) should be
revised to inform a fax filer that he or she may request that a
fax document be considered timely filed if an equipment failure
or electric outage occurs and the document is not able to be
faxed until the next business day (Customer Parties initial at 3).
A similar advisement is included in proposed Rule 02(D)(7) for
electronic filers. Upon review, the Comrrdssion finds tl-tat
Staff's proposed language in proposed Rule 02(D)(7) and.
Customer Parties' similar proposed language in proposed Rule
2(C) are unnecessary. The rules do not inform a filer of his or
her options if a flat tire occurs whde in route to make a paper
filing. A. filer should be wise enough to det^rn-dne the available
options when adversity occurs. Customer Parties' request is
denied.

(16) Proposed Rule 02(D) addresses the requirements for
electrcartica11y filing documents. The Commission has
experimented with electronic f^ings for several years,
gradually increasing the number and types of cases for which
electronic filing is acceptable. Staff has proposed making it an
available option for all ^ases. Gas Companies advocate that the
Corrunissior^ should require ail parties represerflted by counsel,
including Staff, to file electronically. Gas Companies contend
that, by allowing a party to choose whether to file by paper,
fax, or electrordcatly, some parties will fiie documents late on
Fridav by paper, knowing that the document wifl not get
posted to DIS until Monday and the copy served by mail will
not be received until later on ^onday, thus, urifairi^ shortening
response time. (Gas Companies initial at 4). The Commission
cannot agree that response time is shortened. The response
time, which is detern-dned from date of filing, would be neither
lengthened nor shortened. VVhat ^ould vary, based upon
whether a document is ffled by paper, fax, or electronically, is a
pa.rty's knowledge that a filing has occurred and, thus, the
opportunity to prepare a response. But that is lio different than
what occurs today. The Con.rrission recognizes that forsome
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documents that have strict filin.g requirements, such as
objections to a staff report or an application for rehearing, a
party may want the assurance that its document has been
timely filed, which occurs when it files a. paper copy, in person,
and receives a date-stamped copy. While we do not find it
necessary to impose today such a requirement on all counsel,
this rule is subject to another R.C. 119.032 review in 2015.
During this next review, we will further investigate and
explore mandating electronic fi.ling by persons represented by
counsel.

(17) Proposed Rule 02(D)(2) provides that a party may not file
electronically any document for which protective treatment is
requested or a notice of appeal of aComrna.ssion order to the
Ohio Supreme Court. AT&T contends that the Commission
should allow a.notice of appeal to be electronically filed.
AT'&T`s on:ly rationale is that R.C. 4903.13 requires only that a
notice of appeal be "filed" with the Cornmxssxon and that there
is no statutory prohi.bition against e-filing the notice. (AT&T
initial at 2.) R.C. 4903.13 also requires that a copy of the notice
of appeal be served upon the chairman of the Commission.
The Co sion wishes to ensure that its counsel in the
appeal, tarn.ely receives service of the notice of appeal. This
goal is accomplished by requiring service of the notice of
appeal on the Chairman or a Cornm.issioner_ However, we
agree with AT&T that the notice of appeal can be fax filed or e-
filed. The rule has been modtfied accordingly.

(18) Proposed Rule 02(D)(4) provides, among other things, that the
Docketing Division may reject an electronic filing that does not
comply with the electronic filing manual and technical
requirements, is unreadable, includes material that is
inappropriate for inclusion on the Comrnisszon's website, or is
submitted for filing in a closed or archived case. Without being
specific, AT&T states that, in some of these circo.ryistances, the
filer should be given an opportunity to cure the defect and
refile and still have the filing considered timely (AT&T initial at
3). In proposed Rule 2(D)(6), persons who file electronically are
encouraged to file early enough in the day to allow for review
and acceptance of e-filings. A party whose filing is rejected
who files early in the day should have no difficulty properly
refiling the document the same day. If the document is not
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refiled until the next day, then the document should not be
considered timely filed. AT&T's request is den€ed.

(19) Proposed. Rule 02(D)(5) provides that, when an e-ffled
document is accepted, notice wili be sent via e-mail by the
Comn-issxcsnd^ e-fflirtg system to all who have elect.roadealiy
subscribed to the case, ihis notice will constitute serSrke of the
document. The filer will then be responsible for serving copies
of the document upon all parties who are not electronically
subscribed to the case. AEP advocates that any party who is
willing to accept service of documents by fax or e-mail shall be
considered electronically subscribed to the case (AEP initial at
2). AEFs proposal is without merit because a party who agrees
to accept service by fax or e-mail has not electronically
subscribed to the case and, thus, would not receive e-mail
notice by the Corrn-d.^^^on's e-filing system when a document is
e-filed.

(20) OMA suggests that proposed Rule 02(D)(5) be mod.ified to
make service of filed documents by e-mail the defaxilt option
unless the party/attorney affirmatively opts out of e-mail
service in the first written filing made by the attorney or party.
OMA states that service by e-mail is the txend in Iar^er
^omn-dssion proceedings in which there are numerous parties
represented by counsel. (O:te/i,A.. irtatiaI at 3.) FirstEnergy argues
that service by e-mail should be the rule, not the exception, and
that a specific Cesrrm.%ssaoz^ order sb.ouid be required for service
by any other ^eam (FirstEnergy irdtial at 5-6). The
Comnia.ssion agrees that service by e-mail does occur ira most of
the larger cases due to agreement of the parties and we would
expect that practice to continue. A party may also request that
the attomey examiner, in a large case where the pa-rties are all
represented by cou-rsel, require service of documents by e--niail.
(See proposed Rule (}^(F).) The Commission is somewhat
reluctant at this time to impose ^^ervice by ewm- ail default
requirement on infrequent filers or participants in ^onunissioxa
proceedings. However, nothing prevents a party in a ^^^^
case from contacting the other party to seek agreement on
service of documents by e-mail or raising the issue at a
settlement conference.

(21) Customer Parties state that, while proposed Rule 02(D)(5)
addresses the service of electronically filed documents, it fails
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to address those situations where filers are required to serve
specific entities with documents when a case is ori.ginated,
Customer Parties request that the proposed rule be modified to
state that, if a filer is required by statute or rule to serve specific
entities when a case is originated, the filer must make such
service as is required by the statute or rule. (Customer Parties
initial at 4) Nothing in Staffs proposed rule eliminates the
requirement that a party e-fi.ling a document must still comply
with any relevant statute or rule. The Commission sees no
reason to modify the proposed ru.le.

(22) presposed. Rule 02(D)(6) states that °d7`iae Corxn-dssiort^s
docketing division closes at five-thirty p.m. To allow time for
same-day review and acceptance of eefflings, persons making e-
filira^s are encc^^raged to make their filings by no later than
four p.rra."' Duke requests clarffication that filing by 4:00 p.m, is
not a requi-rement and that a filing made after 4D00 p.m. would
not be iravaiidated. (Duke initial at 4). The Corrunission is
merely trying to discourage end of day filings, especially if a
party wants to ensure that there was no technical difficulty
with an electronic filing. Gas ComparLies argue that, if e-filing
is going to be a success, the C®nurdssion should ensure that
any document electroztically filed by 5:30 p.m, waR be reviewed
and, if proper, accepted by the Docketing Division that same
day. The Commission's resources are not unlimited. The
^onun.isszor^ created e-filing as a convenience so parties do not
have to travel to the office of the Cornmission to make a filing.
E-filing was not created to encourage parties to make last
xrinute filings. The Commission finds that the language of
Staff's proposed rule is reasonable and that it should be
adopted.

(23) Proposed Rule 02(D)(7) states that the "person making an e-
fili.^^ sball bear all risk of tramrrit^g a document including,
but not 'limited to, all risk of equipment, electric, or internet
failuree" OPAE contends that the rule may be too harsh and
that the C:'omrrission should not absolve itseff of any
responsibility or to seek, in advance, to blame the e-filer for the
failure. OPAE recommends that the language be deleted.
(OpAE initial at 3.) The Coraurtission is not absolving itself of
any responsibility nor is it placing blame for the failure on the
e-filer. The Commission is merely stating that, if a party
chooses the e-filing option, and it is not available because of
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technical issues, it is the responsibility of the e-filer to plan
ahead and 1-iave alternatives available to make a filing on time.
See the discussion above where the proposed rules encourage
an e-filer to act by 4:00 pam.

(24) Proposed Rule 02(E) discusses the closing and archiving of
casese OPAE contends that the proposed rule could be
problematic when a stipulation in a case is in effect for many
years. OPAE suggests that, if the Com.zrdssion adopts the
proposed rule, it should not close or arcMve any case where the
Corruniss1on has issued an order approving a stipulation until
all the years affected by the stipulation have passed. (OP.AE
initial at 3,) The Corn.n-ds.szc,n disagrees. There is a method
provided for quickly reopening a closed case and nothi-ng in
the proposed rule forbids a party from filing ^^ew case to seek
erifo.^^ernent of a stipulation made in a prior case.

(25) Proposed Rule 03(A) states, in part, that an attorney or party
willing to accept service of documents by e-mail shall provide
an e-mail address and a statement that it is willing to accept
service by e-mail. AEP suggests that the proposed rule be
^ended to require t}.-iat such person ensure his or her emmall
account is active and appropriately set to accept messages from
foreign senders (AEP initial at 3). The ^onunissson believes
that such conditions are obvious and need not be stated in a
rule. If a serving party ever experiences a situation where a
notice is recelved that an e-ma1l was undelivered and., thus,
service of the document was not achieved, the party would
have a responsibility to serve the document by other means or
to contact the other party to deterr-dne the reason for the
delivery failure.

(26) Gas Companies recommend that proposed Rule 03(A) be

revised to require that all attcsmeys representing a party be
required to electronically subscribe to cases and.f thus, receive
notice of filings via the Com.tni.ssioxa^s e--fz1ing system (Gas
Corralsazii^s initial at 3). OPAE suggests strengthening the
proposed rule by changing "willing to ac^ept" language to
lrr^erve by fax°` or "°serve by e-mail" (OPAE initial at 4).
FirstEnergy subn-dt$ that the Conuniss1on sf^ould axia1Ce service
via e-mail the rule, and not the exception Thus, FirstEnergy
recommends deleting the last two sentences of proposed Rule
03(A)f as proposed by Staff and replacing Staff's proposal with
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language making service by e-mail compulsory unless
otherwise o-rdered by the Crammission- (FirstEnergy initial at 5.)
As noted above in finding (20), while the Cor^m-dssion
recognizes that electronic correspondence by fax and by eAmail
is becoming the preferred option, we remain reluctant at this
time to impose an electronic service r^quirement on infrequent
fflers or participants in Comirrfssion proceedings. Nothing
forecloses attorneys in a particular case from agreeing to
service by electronic means or from requesting that the
attorney exan-dner in a large case require service of documents
electroidcally ISee proposed Rule 05(F)].

(27) Proposed Rule 04 discusses the signing of documents filed with
the Coarumissic^n whether by hardmcopy or in electrorde form.
FirstEnergy recommends modifying the rule to reflect that a
party can directly fax an electronic document without
necessarily printing the document (FirstEnergy initial at 6).
The Comrnission acknowledges the possibility of directly
faxing an electronic document and has modified the proposed
rule accordingly.

(28) In proposed Rule 05, Staff added paragraph (B), to address
service via e-mail notice from the Conunission's docketing
systern when a document is e-filed. Generally, FirstEnergy
agrees with the inclusion of paragraph (B) as it allows for an
efficient and cost-saving measure to serve parties in a case with
pleadings and other documents. However, consistent with
earlier comments, FirstEnergy recommends rr£odffyxn,g the rule
to require e-mail service as the rule and not the exeeptaom
Further, FirstEnergy proposes modifying paragraph (B) so that
the smlng party has the option of serving all parties to a case
without including the presposed language in the cert.ficate of
service and listing parties who have electronically subscribed.
(FirstEnergy irdtial at 7.) Gas Companies note that all parties
represented by counsel should be r^quired to subscribe to the
case for e-filing notices as it is not burdensome to require
sophisticated intervenors served by counsel, who already
electronically file in other courts, to subscribe to Commission
cases. Regardless, Gas Companies aver that the Conirnissflon
must emure that the notice sent by the docketing system is sent
the same day the filing is accepted by the Crsrnniission. (Gas
Companies initial at B.) AT&T subrr-dts that the Commission
should consider eliminating all requI.rei^ents to serve hard
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copies of any filing, uzdess ordered for just cause in a particular
case due to the ubiquity of anternet access (AT&T initial at 4).

The CamTnission will adopt Rule 05, including paragraph (B),
as proposed without m€adffi^atican. Where possible, we have
attempted to modify our procedures to accommodate
electronic filing through our docketing system including
adding provisions where the docketing system generates notice
to parties electing to be served electroraicalIy. However, we are
also aware that a significant number of documents filed Nvith
the Commission annually are paper filings made by persons
who do not regularly participate in Corxa^..^sxon proceedings.
To expect those infrequent filers to appreciate the nuances of
electronically filing and serving documents is unreasonable
and could negatively impact those persons ability to protect
their zr<terests. LTltiniately, the focus of this rule is to put the
responsibility for serving pleadings and other documents on
the party making the filing. We find tlZat the rule as proposed
appropriately accomplishes this purpose.

(29) Customer Parties recommend adding a sentence in paragraph
(C) of proposed Rule 05 to the effect that where counsel of
record has not been designated for a party with multiple
^ow-Lsel then service on the first-list^^ counsel in the anit^^I
proceeding is sufficient (Customer Parties znitial at 5). The
Conuni.ssic^^ agrees and has modified paragraph (C) of
proposed Rule 05 accordingly.

(30) Paragxapb. (D) of proposed R-ule 05 sets forth the methods of
service of pleadings and other papers upon an att®mey or
party. In order to encourage conunurication between the
parties, Gas Companies propose that any represented party e-
mail a same-day courtesy copy to all parties in the proceeding
(Gas Companies initial at 9). Duke recommends amending
paragrapb. (D)(4) to delete the requirement that an electronic
confirmation of service be retained because tc^^^^ ^ e-mail
software does not generally pr^duce acoxfirzzaatzon that e-mail
has been sent. Like the Ohio Rules of Civil Procedure, Duke
suggests that, if ^aHed upon to do so, the attorney serving the
pleading has the burden to prove that service was completed
on time by an acceptable method. (Duke initial at 5-6.)

While the Commission agrees that corzura.u^cations among the
parties would be enhanced by serving same-day courtesy
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copies on all counsel of record, especially in the context of
electronic service of documents such as by e-mail, the
Commission does not find it necessary to adopt a. rule
mandating this practice. The Commission does, however,
concur with the comments submitted by Duke. Accordingly,
paragraphs (D)(3) and (D)(4) have been modified to reflect, like
the Rules of Civil Procedure, that service by electronac means
(i.e., by fax or by e-ni.ail) is complete upon transmission unless
the serving party learns that it did not reach the person served
electronically.

(31) Paragraph (E) of proposed Rule 05 defines "party" for
purposes of this rule, to include persons who have filed a
motion to intervene. Customer Parties recommend adding
language citing to proposed Rule 10 which also defines those
entities deemed to be parties to a Conunission proceeding
(Customer Parties initial at 5). Duke proposes language to
address the scenario when a party serving a pleading may not
yet have notice that another entity has filed a motion to
intervene (Duke initial at 6). In order to eliminate uranecessary
paperwork, FirstEnergy offers language clarifying that service
is no longer necessary on a person whose motion to intervene
has been deaued (FirstEnergy initial at 9).

The Conlmissi.on agrees that Customer Parties' proposal offers
needed clarification; therefore, language has been added to
paragraph (E) accordingly. The Comunission does not find it
necessary, however, to adopt the proposals offered by Duke
and by FirstEnergy as both scenarios are addressed adequately
by the current rules.

(32) Proposed Rule 06 addresses amendments of any application,
complaint, long-term forecast report, or other pleading filed
with the Commission. Duke recommends that the rule be
modified to provide that, where an applicant fF.es an
amendment or modifications to a prior filing without a motion
requesting authorization, such amendment or modification be
deemed accepted for filing unless the Legal Department rules
otherwise within three days after filing (Duke initial at 6-7).

Duke's proposal is problematic on a number of levels and will
not, therefore, be adopted. Initially, Duke's proposal does not
account for the significance of the modification. While some
amendments may be quite minor, other amendments are often
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substantial. Duke's proposal places a significant burden on the
Commi.ssion's legal d.epartrnez°►t to review and rule on an
amendment filed in a proceeding within. three days of filing.
Interver.ing parties would have even less time to make the
^onuraission known of any cc^^^ems with aa. amendment. If
adopted into the proposed rule, the Commission could even
envision some party using this mechanism to gain a strategic
advantage by filing an amendment without a motion in order
to trigger the three-day acceptance of the filing.

(33) Proposed Rule 07 addresses computation of time. In paragraph
(A), Staff proposed language clarifying the start and end dates
when computing time both forward and b^^kwarde Staff also
proposed deleting paragraph (B) which currently gives parties
three additional days to respond to a pleading when service is
made by mail and paragraph (C) which permitted parties one
additional day to respond to a pleading when senrice is made
by personal, facsimile transmission, or e-mail and service is
completed after five-thirty p,m. AT&T co^^ents that the
backward computation of time would cut short the opportunity
of opposing parties to review expert testimony and prepare for
the heax.°ing, AT&T ^^^^nunexad.s moving the due date
backward, as opposed to forward, to remedy this dilemma.
(AT&T initial at 6.) FirstEnergy suggests removing the
backward example offered in paragraph (A) as the example is
inconsistent with the expert testimony provision, Ohio
Adm.Code 4901°1d29. FirstEnergy also objects to Staffs
proposal to eliminate the three-day and one-day grace periods
in paragraphs (B) and (C). FirstEnergy claffiis that, since Staff
has not proposed service by e-mail as the rule, opposing parties
should not be penalized because a party chooses to send
documents through the niail. FirstEnergy notes that an
analogous situation exists in the federal judiciary however, the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure sti11 afford parties a three-day
grace period when served with a pleading by mail.
(FirstEnergy initial at 9-11a) Customer Parties subrrait that the
three-day rule is consistent with Ohio Rules of Civil Procedure
6(E). Additionally, Customer Parties aver that Staff's proposed
elin-dnation would cause difficulties for stakeholders who lack
electronic capability or who do not ^e-view the DIS on a regular
basis. Further, there are occasions when the DIS is not
accessible. At the very least, Customer Parties subn-dt that the
rule should. be maintained for a transitional perzod of
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adjustment during the implementation and greater perfection
of electronic service. (Customer Parties at 5-^'io)

Having reviewed the comments filed on proposed Rule 07, the
Corru-nission deterrrLines that the rule should be maintained as
currently enacted without any of the proposed edits being
made at this time. The proposed xrm.odifications to paragraph
(A) have engendered more confusion than clarity to tMs rule
and overcomplicates tMs provision without changing the
result. Regarding th.e elimination of paragraphs (B) and (C), at
pmsent, we are in a transitio-nal state whereby electrortic
documents and electronic filing are not -urdvexsally available to
all participants. Therefore, in the Corura.ission's view,
paragraphs (B) and (C) are still necessary at this time.

(34) Proposed Rule 08 addresses practice by attorneys before the
Conun.ission, representatzon of corporations, and designation
of counsel of record. Staff-proposed revisions included
aligning Commission policies with the Ohio Supreme Court's
rules concerning pro hac vice practice in Ohio and eliminating
the paragraph on designating a spokesperson where there are
numerous complainants in a cornpiairgt brought pursuant to
R.C. 4905,26, Duke applauds the addition of standardized
requirements, conforming to those of the Supreme Court of
Ohio, for requesting perrrdssion to appear pro hac vice.
However, Duke recommends modifying paragraph (B) to
specify that such motions will be granted or denied on the
same basis as the Ohio rules. (Duke initial at 8,)

FirstEnergy supports the Staff-proposed revisions to division
(B); however, FirstEnergy recoraunend.s that th.e Commission
eliminate division (D) that provides that any person with the
requisite authority to settle the issues in the case may represent
a party at a settlement conference. FirstEnergy maintains that
allowing corporate parties to represent themselves at a
settlement corderex^^e may constitute the unauthorized practice
of law. (FirstEnergy initial at 11-120) OPAE takes the opposite
position and recommends tl-tat the Concrnission expand the
authority of xtonmattorneys to represent an organization,
including corporations, before the Corrmissiort in matters
involving the filings of pleadings a-nd pa-rt7.cipation in
prehearing conferences, settlement conferences, or other
meetings related to a case (OPAE initial at 5-6).
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Regarding the designation of counsel of record set fcsrth in
division (E), Duke recommends that this requirement be
discretionary as not a1 counsel may choose to operate in this
fashion and where service of filings are now accomplished
electronically (Duke initial at 8). Conversely, Customer Parties
suggest that the Commission adopt la-ng.zage similar to the
applicable rule (a.e.6 S.Ct.Prac.R. 13) contained in the Rules of
Practice for the Supreme Court of Ohio to address irLstances
where a party is represented by more than one attorney and the
counsel of record is not identified (Customer Parties initial at
7)°

Having ^eviewed all of the comments filed concerning this rule,
we deterrnine that the proposed rule as mod%fied by Staff is
appropriate and will be adopted. Duke's recommendation
regarding pro hac vice motions infers that the Commission
consider, independent of the Supreme Court's determination,
whetl-ter to permit ®utnof-state eotuisel to participate in an Ohio
proceeding. This would, in our view, circumvent the authority
of the Ohio Supreme Court to regulate the practice of law and
is beyond the authority afforded us by the Ohio General
Assembly. FirstEnergy and OPAFs ^^^ents concerning
representation of corporations and organization by nonw
attoxrieys are hlcewise without merit aztd will not be adopted..
The Crsmnaissiort°s lon&estand.ing practice is reflected in the
proposed rule. As written, the proposed rule balances the
interests of utilities and consumers of utility products and
neither con-Lmen-ter has provided sufficient justification for
amending this delicate balance. As for designation of counsel
of record set forth in division (E), we note that there is no need
to adopt language here as we already adopted language
requiring designation in Rule 05 paragraph (C) above.
Adopting additional language requiring designation in Rule 08
is not, therefore, necessary.

(35) Proposed Rule 09 addresses ex parte discussion of cases and
how notice of sucb communications are documented.
Customer Parties note that the rule infers that an ex parte filing
may be modified before it is filed. Customer Paities
recorr^end clarifying the rule to make tl-.is review and
modification explicit. (Customer Parties initial at 7-8.) The
Commission has clarified the proposed rule by specifying that
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the final document with any necessary changes wiR be
docketed to document an ex parte communication.

(36) In proposed Rule 10 listing those entities considered parties in
a Commission proceeding, Staff reconunended adding
language making a carrier, shipper, or driver requesting an
adrrdnistrati^e hearing in a transportation civil forfeiture a
party. There were no comments on the Sta£f-proposed
modffication. Gas Companies, however, comment that Staff
should be considered a party for all Conunission proceedings
and that division (C) should be deleted in its entirety. Gas
Companies maintain that exemptiiig Staff from discovery
violates R.C. 4903.082 which requires that "all parties and
interveners shall be granted ample rights of d.iscovery,,,
Firzaliy, Gas Companies acknowledge that the Conunission has
di^missed, prior requests to subject Staff to the procedural rules
but they assert that just because the Corunission has perrnitted
this unfair practice to exist for almost three decades does not
justify perpetuating the practice. (Gas Companies initial at 12-
14.)

Gas Companies primary cor►cem is that Staff is not subject to
the same discovery rules that other parties are subject to. Gas
Companies' co-neem is misplaced. Gas Companies fail to
acknowledge that, in many proceedings in which Staff
participates, Staff has an obligation that other parties do not
have, to file in the docket a report of investigation and that any
Staff person contributing to the report may be subpoenaed to
testify at the hearing. Moreover, Gas Companies fail to
acknowledge that parties may ffle a motion that all or part of
such report may be stricken upon motion of any party for good
cause showm Additionally, while R.C. 4303,082 grants aii.
parties and interveners ample rights of discovery, that section
does not require that all parties to a Conunission proceeding
have the same discovery rights and obligations. In fact, as
noted above, Staff has a uriqa^^ burden that no other party
shares. Gas Companies' recommendation to delete paragraph
(C) is, therefore, deried.. Since no ^omrnenter ofajected to Staff's
proposed addition as discussed above, the Conunission will
adopt Staff's proposal and have modified the rule accordingly.

(37) Staff proposed no changes to the CcarmnissioWs intervention
rule (Rule 11). Duke c+^^ented that paragraph (D) only
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addresses limited intervention and consolidation. To be fully
accurate, Duke asserts that the rule should reflect that an entity
can be granted full intervention or that intervention could be
denied entirely. (Duke initial at 9.) Customer Parties maintain
that, in order to be valid, Rule 11 must inrrror the criteria
mandated by the Ohio General Assembly in R.C. 4903.221.
Specafical.ly, Customer Parties assert that any allowance for
consideration of whether a person"s interest is adequately
represented by existing parties should be omitted from
paragraphs (A)(2), (13)(5), and (D)(1). (Customer Parties initial
at 9-10.) AT&T, FirstEnergy, and Duke oppose Customer
Parties' recommendation (AT&T reply at 15; FirstEnergyy reply
at 3; Duke reply at 10).

The Coznrnissxon will adopt Rule 11 without any changes.
Read together, we believe that the rule is clear that full
intervention is being considered by the Commission unless one
of the exceptions set forth in paragraph (D) applies. We also
disagree with Customer Parties' assertion that the intervention
rule must mirror the statutory language set forth in. R.C.
4903.221 in order to be valid. In fact, we note that the Ohio
Supreme Court, in Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. i.ttal. Comm.,
111 Ohio St.3d 384, 2006-Ohio-5853, 856 N.E.2d 940, ¶16,
specifically referen.ced. Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-11 and the
phrase "unless the persvn's interest is ad.equately represented
by existing parties" in its decision. The court further noted that
similar language exists in Rule 24 of the Ohio Rules of Civil
Procedure. Thus, the Commission concludes that it is
appropriate to consider this one factor, along with all the other
enumerated factors, when ruling on motions to intervene.

(38) Staff proposed no changes to the Commission's motion rule
(Rule I2). Duke recommends an automatic approval process
for motlons involving extensions of time of five days or less
provided. no ruling denying the request is issued within 48
hours of the filing of the request. Duke also recommends that
the Cornrnission amend Rule 12 by adopting a standardized set
of requirements for expedited cases. Duke asserts that such
requirements should address the issues normally covered by
attorney examiners' procedural entries, including motaon
practice, discovery rules, and service rules. (Duke initial at 9-
10.)
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(39)

The Commission does not find it necessary to adopt either of
Duk.e's proposed modifications to Rule 12. The responsibility
to rule on motions for extensions of time of five days or less
falls on the Comrnussion's attorney examiners and presents no
burden on a moving party. Additionally, Duke's proposal does
not work in those circumstances where the request for an
extension of time is for two days or less. Like the first issue,
Duke's second issue will not work in all circumstances as each
case is procedurally d.ifferent and presents various proced.ural
obstacles that must be addressed, thus, making it difficult to
establish a standardized set of time lines that work in all
instances.

Continuances of public hearings and extensions of time to file
pleadings or other papers are covered in Rule 13. Staff offered
no proposed znodaficatiors.s to this rule. FirstEnergy
recommends that the Commission modify subpafagraph (D) of
this rule to allow for oral motions and rulings regarding
continuances and extensions of time during al.l prehearing
conferences and during telephone conferenceg, provided the
parties agree on the extension of time or continuance, which
would be followed up with a written entry (FirstEnergy initial
at 12-13). AT&T concurs with FirstEnergy's recommendation
(AT&T reply at 16). Customer Parties represent, in comments
on Rule 14 addressing procedu.ral rulings, that the issuance of
oral rulings in non-transcribed prehearing conferences is
problematic (Customer i'arties initial at 10).

The Corxuxii.ssion must base our decisions on information found
in the record before us. Adopting FirstEnergy's position as
proposed in its conunents would have us rendering decisions
with no basis in the record. FirstEnergy's proposal will not be
adopted.

(40) Staff proposed language to the interlocutory appeals process,
Rule 15, requiring a party filing an interlocutory appeal on a
day before the Commission offices are closed to notify all other
parties of the intent to file the interlocutory appeal by three
p.m. on the day of filing. As proposed by Staff, such notice
could be made by personal notice, telephone, or e-mail. Duke
and FirstEnergy generally concur with the Staff's proposal
(Duke initial at 10; FirstEnergy initial at 13). Duke continues
that the rule should make clear, however, that the
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unavailability of a party does not impact the appealing party's
right to file an interlocutory appeal. Duke also recommends
that the Commission include a new provision in this rule, to
require that interlocutory appeals be harr.dled within tl^^ Legal
Department, oxdy by the legal director or d.eputy legal director.
(Duke initial at 10.) AT&T concurs with Duke's proposal that
an interlocutory appeal be handled by someone other than the
examiner who made the ruling that is being appealed (AT&T
reply at 17).

Customer Parties do not support Staff's proposed notice
provision set forth in subparagraph (D). Customer Parties note
that parties to a Commission proceeding already have notice of
the date an interlocutory appeal can be filed. A requirement to
give notice beyond the notice inherent in the filing irnposes
unnecessary burdens. Additionally, Customer Parties point
out that parties signed up for electronic docketing will receive
an automafic notice of the filing. As such, S-taff`s proposal is
unnecessary. (Customer Parties initial at 11.) On reply,
FirstEnergy 6tates tbat, given the 5hort time period in wb.i.ch a
party has to respond and gi.ve-n the meager effort it takes for a
party to send notice by e-mail, the Commission should reject
Customer Parties' suggestion and adopt the Staff-proposed
modification to this rule (FirstEnergy reply at 4).

Upon thorough review of the comments filed on this matter,
the ConuTdssion determines that there is no need to modify the
rule as proposed by Staff. In making this determination, we
note that Commission rules already require notice to be
delivered to all parties of an interlocutory appeal and further
the rules, as currently written, provide for an additional day for
responses if the notice is delivered after 5:30 p.m. Accordingly,
Staff's proposal for subparagrapb. (D) will not be adopted.

(41) Several stakeholders offered ccarrurs.ent^ on Rule 16 which
addresses general provisions and scope of discovery in
Ccarnn-tission proceedings. AEP reconunends language limiting
discovery to those proceedings in which a hearing has been
scheduled, or, in the alternative, require that a party obtain
approval ftorxa the Comn-assi.orr, legal di-rector, deputy legal
director, or attorney examiner to conduct discovery in those
proceedings in which there is no hearing. AEP subniits that, as
currently written, the rule facilitates fishing expeditions even in
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cases where only a notice and conmmen.t process is used to
decide the case. Moreover, pointing to several other
procedural rules, AEP asserts that the value of written
discovery is inherently txed. to a hearing. (AEP initial at 4.) Gas
Companies and Duke concur with AEP's comments (Gas
Companies reply at 7; Duke reply at 11). On a similar note, Gas
Companies propose that, upon a party's motion, the parties
should be required to meet at one prehearing conference to
discuss procedural matters, includin.g limits on dzscovery. If
the parties agree to limit discovery, then it should be included
in a Commission procedural order. (Gas Companies irdtial at
15.) In another discovery-related reconurtendation, Gas
Companies recommend a modification to Rule 16(H) closing a
claimed loophole by staying discovery in those instances where
a motion to intervene is being challenged and before the
Conurnisston rules on intervention (Gas Companies initial at
15).

The Commission notes that parties to a Commission
proceeding already have adequate means to protect themselves
from improper discovery requests without further limiting the
opportunities to conduct discovery as proposed by AEP and by
Gas Companies. AEP's concern with a party conducting a
fishing expedition is overblown as the receiving party would
have to comb through irrelevant, likely inadznissible
information for purposes of preparing for hearing or to
otherwise comment in a Commission proceeding.
Additionally, should a requesting party engage in such a,
practice, that party is likely defending its actiorns through
responding to a motion for stay or a motion to quash discovery.
On balance, the Commission finds that the better course is to
permit the party upon whom discovery has been sought to fzle
in opposition should the party find themselves subject to
perceived, unreasonable discovery requests. The Commission
also notes that not all proceedings result in a hearing. Thus,
discovery is sometimes necessary to obtain sufficient
inform.ation regarding an application or other pleading in order
to provide substantive comments. As for Gas Companies'
proposals, Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-16(F) already affords parties
the opportunity to conduct informal discovery by mutually
agreeable methods. Additionally, as acknowledged by Gas
Companies in their comments, a party challeng3ng intervention
has the opportunity to, and the Corm-nission has in fact
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granted, a stay of discovery under certain circurnstances
involving intervention. Accordingly, the proposals by AEP
and Gas Companies are denied.

(42) Customer Parties propose that the reference in Rule 16(C) to
expert witnesses expected to "test^y at the ^earingfP be
replaced with expert witnesses expected to "subrrit testzxnony"
(Customer Parties initial at 11). The current rule is consistent
with Civil Procedure Rule 26(B)(5) and Customer Parties do not
give any reasonable basis to modify the ru1e, Accordingly,
Customer I'artiee proposal will not be adopted.

(43) Gas Companies next cIairn that Staff should be subject to
di^^overv and that Rule 16(I) thus should be modified. In the
alternative, Gas Companies encourage the ^onin-dssion to at
least require Staff to serve written discovery tYrough the
Attomev General, Staff's statutory counsel, rather than
permitting individual Staff to send out data requests with often
arbitrary and unreasonable deadlines. (Gas Companies initial
at 17.) Gas Companies fail to recooze that, when Staff
submits data requests on a utility, Staff is exercising a statutory
right to fully investigate a utzlity proposal. Staff data requests
are not akin to discovery in that srstance, VVhen Staff does
conduct discovery in the same sense that a party conducts
discovery, such discovery is done through Staff counsel. Thus,
what Gas Compaides are requesting is already the norm in
Ca^^^^on proceeclYngs. No further modification to the
Canunission`s procedural rules is necessary.

(44) Staff offered no revisions to Rule 18 which, addresses the filing
and serrke of discovery requests and responses. AEP suggests
that the rule be amended to specify that discovery requests and
responses can be served by fax and e-mail (AEP initial at 6).
FirstEne^^ recommends that all parties should be required to
serve discovery requests and responses by eamail (FirstEnergy
initial at 19). Given the widespread use of electronic means to
convey information and acknowledging that Ohio Rules of
Civil Procedure 33, 34, and 36 contemplate electronic
transmission of discovery, the Commission agrees that the rule
should be modified to encourage the use of electronic means of
communication when possible. Accordingly, the rule has been
modified to provide for the electronic transfer of discovery
requests and responses unless otherwise ordered by the
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Commission, legal director, deputy legal director, or attomey
examiner.

(45) Gas Companies propose that Rule 19(A) be modified to reflect
that a corporation need only designate an employee to certify
that, to the best of the aff^ant°s knowledge, interrogatory
answers given are accurate and those of the corporation. The
current language, claims Gas Companies, requires the
d^^^gnated corporate representative to have actual personal
knowledge of tl-te particular issue and is contrary to Ohio and.
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. (Gas Companies i.ra.i.ti^l at 18.)
Customer Parties oppose this prcaposa1. (Customer Parties reply
at 13). The Commission determines that, as drafted, the rule
promotes adnianastrative efficiency in the discovery process
and at hearings by providing the name of the individual with
knowledge to depose and to cross-examine. Gas Companies
proposal shall not be adopted.

(46) Staff offered no changes for Rule 20 which addresses
production of documents and things as well as entry upon land
or other prop". FirstEnergy suggests that the ^onu-nission
clarify that the party responding to a request for the production
of documents under tfds rule need orly respond or make
-availabZe the documents and things to the party that requested
the infom-taticsr^ (FirstEnergy initial at 14-15), FirstEnergy,
joined by Duke, AT&T, and Customer Parties, claims that the
existing language has caused confusion in proceedings and is
interpreted dffferently by different parties as presently written
(FirstEnergy initial at 14m15^ Duke reply at 12; AT&T reply at
20; Customer Parties reply at 14). As currently written, Rule 20
generally n-dxrors the requirements of p.u.le 34 of the Ohio Rules
of Civil Procedure, Notably, those stakeholders ^^^entia1g
on this rule offered no language changes to cla.rffy th^is rule.
Accordingly, t-he Comn-dss^on will adopt the rule as proposed.
However, to the exterit ariy clarification is in order, we would
interpret the rule as FirstEnergy and the other stakeholders
have interpreted the rule.

(47) Staff recommended two substantive modifications to the
depositions rule, Rule 21, The first modification, in subpart (B),
is the addition of a sentence noting that, re jAlbsent urL-usual
circumstances, depositions should be completed prior to the
commencement of the .hearing.'° The second recon-tmended
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modification offered by Staff is the addition of a sentence to
subpart (N) stating that "[A] deposition need not be prefiled if
used to impeach the testimony of a witness at I^earing.,,

Customer Parties propose cbanges to Rule 21 (A)
acknowledging the distinction between party and non-party
deponents, as recognized in Rule 30 of the Ohio Rules of Civil
Procedure (Customer Pa-rti.es anitial at 12). The Corxn-tission
detern-dz°ies that the Custoiner Parties recorr^enciation is
generally covered by subpart (B) and, therefore, there is no
need to insert additional language into subpart (A).

(48) Duke submits that the Staff-proposed language to subpart (B) is
unclear. Duke recommends modifying the language to provide
that, ut-dess the party requesting the deposition and the party
fron-i whom the deposition is requested agree otherwise,
depositions are to be compieted prior to the commencement of
the hearing. (Duke initial at 11.) A^^ and FirstEnergy propose
language changes making subpart (B) more definitive and
stronger in order to make proceedings more efficient and not
allow a party to delay a hearing to take depositions (AEP %ritial
at 6-7; FirstEnergy irdtial at 15-16). The Coram-aissacsn agrees
that the Staffmproposed language is unclear. Further, we are
unaware of any concern with current practice. Accordingly, we
are striking the Staff-proposed language from subpart (B) of
adopted Rule 21.

(49) In r^gard to Rule 21(E), Gas Companies are concerned by a
trend of some parties circumventing the twenty-day response
time afforded by Rule 20(C) by requesting production of
documents in conjunction with depositions (Gas Companies
iraitiaI at 19-20). Customer Parties strongly oppose this
recornm^ndation pointing out that it is often not known
whether depositions will be taken, or when those depositions
,Mli take place (Customer Parties reply at 15). The Commission
is not aware of any instances where the party depc^^ents have
been unable to work this issue out without Corrn-dssion
intervention. Therefore, we see no reason to modify or adopt
new language addressing this issue.

(50) Several stakeholders offered comments concerning the use of
depositions in Corrrnassion hearings, Rule 21(N). AEP
proposes adding language to clarify that a deposition transcript
can be used to refresh the recollection of a witness even if the
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transcript was not prefiled (AEP initial at 7). Pointing to Civil
Rule 32(a)(3), Norfolk Southem maintains that Rule 21(N)
should be amended to clarify that a deposition of a witness,
whether or not a party, may be used by any party for any
purpose if the court finds that the witness resides outside the
county in which the action is pending (Norfolk Southern initial
at 2). Customer Parties assert that, due to the length of
deposition transcripts and the number of potential transcript
filings, if a paper filing is made, parties need not file more than
one complete copy of each deposition with the ^onvnisszon
and that service of the filed deposition transcript need ordy ^°.
made upon the party against whom the deposition is to be used
(Customer Parties initial at 12-13). AT&T recommends
modffying Staffs proposed language by inserting the word
„soiely" so as to clarify that i^ a deposition is to be used for any
other purpose besides impeachment, the deposition must be
prefiled (AT&T initial at 7). Rule 21(N) already generally
references the concept that depositions may be used to the
same extent permitted in civil actions and affords a party the
opporturuty to obtain a variance from the rule for ,^ood cause
shown. Rather than attempt to capture every conceivable
instance when a deposition needs to be prefiled with the
Coxrma.ssiori.a we believe the better course is to adopt the rule as
proposed by Staff and consider other deposition issues on a
casemby-case basis.

(51) Staff proposed no changes to Rule 23 whieh addresses motions
to compel discovery. Duke submits that subpart (E) of Rule 23
conflicts with the more appropriate provision of the
interlocutory appeal rule. In support, Duke states that subpart
(-E) provides that if an aggrieved party does not file an
interlocutory appeal, an order to compel discovery "becomes
the order of the conurtission" whereas Rule 1.5(F) provides that
a party adversely affected by a procedural r^^^g and elects not
to appeal may still raise the issue on brief. Duke claims that
there is no reason why a motion to compel should not be
treated in the same nuixmer. (Duke initial at 11.) Customer
Parties oppose Duke`s recommendation (Customer Parties
reply at 16)e The Cornmi^sion finds that Duke's
recorrLmendati.on shouid not be adopted. Rule 16(A) sets forth
the general provisions and scope of discovery in Corrarr^^^^on
proceedings. Rule 16(A) states, in part, that the Commission's
discovery rules are antended to "encourage the prompt and.
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expeditious use of prehearing discovery in order to facilitate
thorough and adequate preparation for participation in
^onuraissi.ora proceedings." It would not be appropriate,
therefore, to perrnit a party to argue after a hearing and
without having made an interlocutory appeal that the party
should not have been required to produce the information tl-iat
was the subject of the motion to compel, Accordingly, Duke's
recoa^enclation is denied.

(52) Motions for protective orders are addressed in Rule 24. Staffm
proposed changes to Rule 24 included: a) reducing the number
of unredacted copies filed along with motions for protective
treatment from three to two; b) elimii-tating the provisiom for
automatic approval of certain utility contracts subject to an
automatic approval process; c) extending the length of time for
which protective treatrnent is granted from eighteen months to
tweaxtg%A^our months; and d) inserting a provision cl.arffying that
nothing precludes the Ccamxnissior< from reexamining the need
for protection de novo during the twenty-four month time
frame.

Customer Parties oppose extending protective treatment from
eighteen to twerEty-four months. Customer Parties also observe
that since Rule 24 addresses both protective orders concerning
discovery and the confidentiality of cloc-uments filed with the
Cox.rv-na.ssion, the rule should be split and the provisions
dealing with protective treatment of documents filed with the
Commission moved to Rule 2 pertairdng to documents filed
with the Commission. (Customer Parties ir-Li.tial at 13m16.) Duke
strongly opposes the proposal to reexan-ane de novo the need
for continued confidentiality of documents (Duke initial at 12),
FirstEnergy maintains that protective orders should not have
any designated expiration date consistent with Ohio Rule of
C1vfl Procedure 26(C) (FirstEraergy initial at 16). FirstEnergy
would also add language to the r^^xarfd.rzatlon provision
requiring that notice and an opportunity to be heard prior to
any Conaxrssssion d.eterrrtzxaation on corfi.dexitiality be given to
the party who sought corfidesatiaI treatraent (FirstEnergy irztaal
at 17). Arguing that trade secrets are not public records and,q
therefore, trade secrets can never be released to the public,
AT&T points to the law and Ohio Supreme Court precedent to
support its position (AT&T iriiti.al at 7-10).
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The conflict arnong the various stakeholder positions is
illustrative of the conipetut.g interests that the Corau-nussion
must weigh when considering motions seeking protective
treatment. On balance, we determine that the proposals
offered by Staff are principally the only modifications
necessary to this rule. Regarding Custorner Parties' opposition
to extending the protective treatment to twenty-four months,
we highlight that the majority of motions seeking protective
treatment filed today involve information docketed in support
of applications seeking certifications filed by competitive gas
and competitive retail electric entities. Since these certifications
must be renewed every two years it makes sense to have
protective treatment coincide with the expiration of the
certificates. We also disagree with the proposal to spin-off
provisions concerning protective treatment of documents filed
with the Conunzssion into another rule. We find that it makes
more sense and leads to less confusion to address protective
treatment in one rule rather than scattering discussion of
protective treatment throughout various procedural rules.

We also disagree with the comments of FirstEnergy and AT&T
that, essentially, protective treatment of trade secrets may
never end. Adoption of FirstEnergy and AT&T's positions is
contrary to Ohio law and past Commission precedent. With
only limited exception, the Ohio General Assembly, through
adoption of R.C. 4901.12 and R.C. 4905.07, has determined that
all proceedings, documents, records, and a"nformation xn the
possession of the Commission are public records a.nd are open
to inspection by interested persons. Trade secrets are one of
those limited excepti.ons to the Commission's open records
policy. Under R.C. 1331.61(D), a trade secret must qualify as
one of the forms of information listed in the subparagraph and
must then satisfy both of the following criteria: the information
must have "independent econornic value" and must have been
kept under circumstances that maintain its secrecy. Further,
the Ohio Supreme Court has adopted and this Coma.nission has
repeatedly recognized a six-part test ira. analyzing a trade secret
claim. Thus, while information may at one time satisfy the
criteria necessary to be deemed a trade secret, at a future time
the information may lose its trade secret status. Accordingly,
we determine that protective orders issued regarding
information that is a trade secret cannot be permanent under
Ohio law.
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Duke's concern with the reexamination de novo provision is
misplaced as the current rule has similar language in it.
Specifically, current Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-24(D)(4) has
language pointing out that nothing precludes the Conucission
from exarcunsng the confidentiality issue de novo if there is an
application for rehearing on confidentiality or a public records
request for the redacted information. We do recognize,
however, that the primary reasons why the Conunission would
reexamine the confidentiality issue would be due to an
application for rehearing on the confidentiality issue or a public
records request. Therefore, we are modifying Staff's proposal
to add these qualifying principles back into the rule.

(53) Staff-proposed changes to the subpoena rule, Rule 25, include
adding language pertnztting a party to file a motion for a
subpoena along with the subpoena for the attorney examiner or
legal director to consider. Previously, the only method
available to a party to seek a subpoena was to appear at the
offices of the Corrunzssion in person and submit a motion for a
subpoena as well as the subpoena itself to an attorney examiner
or the legal director for consideratlon. Another new provision
permits the service of a subpoena on a party at his or her
business address or mailing the subpoena via United States
mail as certified or express mail, return receipt requested.
Finally, Staff proposed changes adjusting the timing of when a
subpoena had to be sought before the start of the hearing.

To be consistent with Rule 45(B) of the Rules of Civil Procedure
and past Commission precedent, Customer Parties recommend
that the Comrnission retain the right to serve a copy of the
subpoena rather than the original upon. the party being served
(Customer Parties initial at 17). Gas Companies propose
modifying subpoena time frames to aecomrnodate motions to
quash in subparts (C) and (E) of the proposed rule (Gas
Companies irutial at 21-22). Further, Gas Coxnpardes
recommend that the Conunission pern-dt Staff to be
subpoenaed in Commission proceedings (Gas Cornpa.nY.es
initial at 23). Duke subnvts that the Staff-proposed. limitation
on who may serve subpoenas should be clarified to permit
coumeI for a party to serve their own subpoenas (Duke initial
at 12). AEP encourages the Commission to clarify this rule to
Iin-Lit the use of subpoenas to compelling factual testimony only
as opposed to policy or opinion testimony (AEP izzitia.I at 7-$).
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AT&T notes that while the subpoena rule has generally been
irnproved., it does need to make provision for possible schedule
conflicts. To this end, AT&T states that the person requesting
the subpoena should have the obligation to work with the
subpoenaed party or their representative on mutually
acceptable dates for the subpoenaed party's appearance at a
deposition or at a Commission hearing. (AT&T initial at 10.)

Regarding Customer Parties' cornment, we do not agree that
the Staff-proposed modifications changed the long-standing
Commission precedent that a copy of the subpoena, and not the
original, is to be served upon the parties. However, in order to
bring finality to this matter, the Conu-nission has retained some
of the language in the third sentence of subpart (B) which-
discusses service of a signed subpoena. The Commi.ssion is
unaware of any problems that require modifying the time
frames in order to accoznrnodate motions to quash and shall,
therefore, not adopt Gas Companies' proposal. Likewise, the
Comxnission sees no reason to adopt Gas Companies' proposal
for subjecti.ng Staff to be subpoenaed in Comm.ission
proceedings. Regarding Duke's concern that Staff has
prohibited counsel for a party to serve a subpoena, the
Coma-issi.on does not read the same limitation into the rule. In
fact, the Staff -proposed language appears to expand the pool of
persons who can serve a subpoena rather than narrow the pool.

We also disagree with the proposals offered by AEP to limit
subpoenas to compelling factual testimony ol-dy and A.T&T's
proposal to place the obligation to find a mutually agreeable
date for testimony by a subpoenaed witness on the party
requesting the subpoena. AEP's proposal is overly broad and
contravenes Ohio Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 45(C) which
provides for the use of subpoenas to require disclosure of
expert opi.nion under certain circumstances. Similarly, AT&T's
proposal would place a burden on the party requesting a
subpoena. AT&T's proposal is counter to the Ohio and Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure. More importantly, AT&T is seeking
for us to insert ourselves into an area that is generally worked
out among the parties and never brought to the Commission's
attention. In light of this, we see no reason to address an area
that has not been an issue previously.
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(54) Staff proposed no changes to Rule 26 which addresses
prehearing conferences. Gas Companies submit that making a
prehearing conference mandatory upon motion of a party to
address procedural issues would aid greatly in the efficient
administration of cases before the Corunission (Gas
Compardes initial at 23). Claiming that there are legitimate
reasons wh.y persons attend.ing a prehearing settlement
conference niay not have the authority to settle particular
issues, Customer Parties offered language to subpart (F) noting
that "to the extent practicable" all parties shall have the
requisite authority to settle the matter (Customer Parties initial
at 18).

Regarding Gas Companiesd proposal, the Corrunissitsn points
out the rule as drafted ah^eady affords parties the opportunity
to request a prehearing conference to discuss procedural
matters. However, the discretion to deterr.-dne the best method
for efficiently processing a case shou.d ultimately lie with the
Canvn.ission, Additionally, Gas Companies proposal would
require a prehearing conference upon the motion of one party
even if multiple other parties to the proceeding disagree. We
find that the better procedure for ensuring the efficient
administration of matters before us is to leave such decisions to
the Corrunissiono As for Customer Parties' recommendation,
we find that the recommendation should be rejected. There is
little reason to schedule a conference and discuss settlement of
known issues urdess the parties to the proceeding come
pxepared and with the requisite auth.ority to settle the matter.
AceordingIy, Customer Parties' recornmendation will not be
adopted.

(55) In Rule 27(C), Staff proposed striking the concept of permitting
unsworn testimony at a session of the hearing designated for
the taking of public testimony. Gas Companies profess to
being confused by Staff's proposal to only ^ow swom
testimony at public hearings. These commenters assert that by
requiring individuals to be sworn before speaking at a public
hearing, the hea.rir^g will be converted fxom informal public
feedback sessions to an extension of the evidentiary hearing
and that, in suci3. an event, counsel wi.ll be forced to crc^^^
examin^ consumers who offer comments at a public hearing.
Gas Companies re^ommendati.on. is to remove the concept of
sworn and unsworn testimony and replace it with the word
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„cornments." (Gas Companies initial at 24-25.) FirstEnergy
agrees with Gas Companies corcun.ents and, in addition,
FirstEnergy also requests that the Cczrlunission determine and
advise all stakeholders as to how the Comnnission will use
unsworn testimony at public hearings in the decision making
process (FirsttEnergy initial at 17-19). Customer Parties assert
that the proposed rule change should not be adopted and,
further, that a section be added to the rule stating that the
Cornn-dsszon will give thirty days notice of public hearings
whenever practicable (Customer Parties initial at 19).

After thoroughly reviewing the coznrrr.ents on this rule and the
Staff-proposed revision to the rule, the Conunission determines
that Staf.f`s proposal should be adopted as proposed and that
the commenters' suggestions should be rejected. The
Commission has conducted public hearings involving sworn
public testzznony for many years without the need to conduct
discovery or cross-examine those consumers offering such
statements. It is, in fact, quite a leap to argu.e that scvorn public
tesfirnony must be subject to discovery and cross-examination.
However, in those rare instari.ces where some form of discovery
is necessary, some accommodations can be arranged.
Importantly, testimony provided by public witnesses at public
hearings is vital to the Co sion s function and once taken is
given the weight that the Commission deterrnznes such
testimony deserves. Accordingly, the proposals by Gas
Companies and FirstEnergy will not be adopted.

Likewise, Customer Parties reconunendation that the
Commission require at least thlrty days notice of public
hearings whenever practicable will not be adopted. The
Customer Parties provided no rationale for adoption of this
position nor identifaed any reasons why the Commission's
current practice is ineffective. Because Customer Parties
proposal would delay the regulatory process vvithou.t any
proven benefit to the public, we deternune that the Customer
Parties' proposal should be rejected.

(56) Other than minor grammatical modifications in subparagraphs
(8), (C), and (D) to make the rule more clear, Staff offered just
one modification to subparagraph (E) of Rule 28, which deals
with reports of investigation and objections thereto. Staff's
modification involved inserting the words "or conments" into
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the last sentence of the subparagraph. Customer Parties
reiterated comments offered by the Ohio Consumers' Counsel
the last time these rules were reviewed in Case No. 06-685-AU"-
OI2.D. Essenti.ally, Customer Parties object to aStaf.f Report of
Investigation being admitted into evidence especially in cases
where the Cornnaissi.on otherwi.se takes no evidence. If the
Staff Report is evidence, then the parties need to be able to
cross-exarnine or present evidence of their own according to
Customer I'arties. (Customer Parties initial at 19-21.)

The Conunission determines that, to the extent we direct Staff
to conduct an investigation and file a report following an
investigation, as discussed in subparagraph (E), the proper
procedure would be for the Commission to make the report
public and to inform interested persons that the Corxy.nv.ssion
would be considering the contents of the report in rendering its
decision. At that point, it is appropriate to provide interested
persons the opportunity to either present testixnony and to
cross-examine the authors of the report if the Conuxarssion
schedules a hearing or to file conunents if the ComurLa.ssion
deterzrianes that no hearing is required in the case. The purpose
of subparagraph (E) is not to deny any interested person an
opportunity to counter the contents of a Staff Report. In fact,
the Commission agrees that to not provide any opportunity for
interested persons to address the conten.ts of the Staff Report
would be a denial of due process. The Commission also notes
that the one case cited by Customer Parties in support of their
comments in this matter occurred prior to adoption of
subparagraph. (E) in 06-685.

(57) Staff offered one addition to Rule 29 pertaining to the filing of
expert testimony in Comrrussron proceedings. Staff"s proposal
adds a new subpara.graph (A)(1)(i) which clarifies that the
expert testimony filing requiremen.ts of this rule do not apply
to awitness who is subpoenaed to testify on behalf of a.party.
FirstEnergy argues that Sta.ff's proposal is unclear and may
cause confusion in that, by the placement of this proposal in the
expert testimony rule, one may argue that, by issuing a
subpoena for the party's own witness, the party is relieved of
meeting the requirements for expert testimony. FirstEnergy
also recorrcrnends that the Cornxnission add a provision that
gives the presxding hearing officer the discretion to require
parties to prefile lay testimony either sua sponte or upon
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motion of a party. According to FirstEnergy, the presiding
hearing officer would exercise such discretion when, in the
judgmen.t of the presiding hearing officer, the prefiling of lay
testimony would aid the Comrnission in its decision making,
improve the quality of the record, make for mare efficient
proceedings at the Carninissirsn, or for other similar reasoning.
(FirstEnergy initial at 29-20.) Norfolk Southern was genera.lly
uncertain with the Conumission's preferred practice regarding
expert testimony and, like FirstEnergy, was ccardused by the
Staff-proposed language (Norfolk Southern initial at 2-4). Gas
Companies a-rgue Staff should not be exempt from prefiling
testimony prior to a hearing under the same requirements and
schedule that applies to all other parties to a proceeding (Gas
Companies initial at 25).

Commission proceedings often involve the presentation of
complex technical positions by experts representing competing
viewpoints. The Commission has found that the best manner
in which to present such competing positions for Cornsni.ssion
consideration is through requiring expert witnesses presenting
testimony in a Corru-nission proceeding to prefile such
testimony in question and answer foryn. This is one area where
the Commission's rules vary from the Rules of Civil I'rocedzare..
As for any confusion regarding the provision that permits, at
the hearing examiner's discretion, the presentation of
additional testimony by an expert that was not prefiled before
the hearing, this provision is principally intended to permit the
expert to make corrections or updates to the prefiled testimony
on the stand at the hearing. This provision is not generally
intended to authorize the submission of additional expert
testimony that should have been prefiled with reasonable due
diligence.

Additionally, we see no reason to adopt a rule regarding the
prefiling of lay testimony. As acknowledged by AT&T in its
reply comments (AT&T reply at 24), the practice of requiring
the prefil'zng of lay testimony has been followed "un appropriate
circumstances. However, the number of occurrences of when
lay testimony has been required to be prefiled is still rare and
not worthy of a rule at this point in tirne. Rather, the
Comanission will continue to evaluate the need for the prefiling
of lay testimony on a case-by-case basis in appropriate
circumstances. Likewise, we see no need to adopt a rule
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requiring Staff to prefile its testimony in all instances prior to
the commencement of a hearing. As currently enacted, Rule 29
affords the presiding hearing examiner the discretion to
determine under the appropriate circumstances to require the
prefiling of Staff testimony. We see no reason to modify this
long-standing position. As for Staff's proposed addition of
new language in subparagraph (A)(1)(i), we agree with
FirstEnergy and Norfolk Southern that such language causes
more confusion than clarity; therefore, we will not adopt the
Staff-proposed language and Rule 29 will remain unchanged.

(58) Staff's principal revision to the rule addressing stipulations
(Rule 30) is the addition of subparagraph (D) which proposes
language clarifying that parties who file a full or partial
stipulation must file or provide testimony that supports the
stipulation. Additionally, Staff's proposal establishes that any
party that does not join the stipulation may offer evidence or
argurnent in opposition to the stipulation. OPAE, Duke,
FirstEnergy, and IEU recom.naend clarifying subparagraph (D)
by only requiring one party to the stipulation to provide
supportive testimony as the current language is unclear as to
whether this requirement only applies to the party who
actually dockets the stipulation or to all parties who have
signed the stipulation (OPAE initial at 6-7; Duke initial at 12;
FirstEnergy initial at 20; IEU reply at 3). DP&L, AT&T, and
Norfolk Southern subrnit that the proposal is backward and
should be reversed. That is, the Conualssion should rely on the
parties' stipulation and testimony supporting the stipulation
should only be requixed when the necessity for such testimony
is established and ordered. (DP&L initial at 1-2; AT&T initial at
11; Norfolk Southern initial 4-5.)

The Commission has routinely determined that, in considering
the reasonableness of a stipulation, the Commission wiil apply
a three-part analysis. The Supreme Court of Ohio endorsed the
Commissiori s analysis in Indus. Energy Consumers of Ohio Pvzver
Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm., 68 Ohio St.3d 559, 561, 629 N.E.2d 423
(1994), citing Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Z.ltit. Comrn., 64 Ohio
St.3d 123, 126, 592 N.E.2d 1370 (1992). In order to satisfy the
three-part analysis endorsed by the Ohio Supreme Court, new
subparagraph (D) has been proposecl to clarify that a
stipulation being presented to the Commission as resolving
issues in the case have testimony from at least one signatory
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party. Therefore, we deterxx-dne that it is appropriate to adopt
additional language sirrc.ilar to the language proposed by Staff
and contrary to the connn.ents offered by DP&L, AT&T, and
Norfolk Southern. However, we also agree that clarification of
subparagraph (D) is in order. Specifically, the Comrnission
determines that the first sentence of subparagraph (D) should
be clarified to make clear that only one signatory party to a
stipulation in a proceeding before the Comnaission need file
testimony in support of the stipulation. The language of the
rule has been rnodified accordingly.

(59) Regarding attorney examiner reports and exceptions thereto,
Rule 33, Customer Parties, while recognizing that the
Conunassion rejected in 06-685 reinstating attorney examiner
reports in all cases, recommend returning to attorney exa.xruner
reports as a standard practice to increase the transparency of
the Coznax-dssaon decision process (Customer Parties initial at
21-22). AT&T, like it did in 06-685, argues that Customer
Parties' position is overkill and that the Commission still has
the authority to direct the preparation and filing of an attorney
examiner's report when it is appropriate to do so. However, to
adopt Customer Parties' su,ggestion adds unnecessary delay to
all proceedings. (AT&T reply at 25.)

As we did in the 06-685 rulemaking proceedy.ng, we decline to
adopt Customer Parties' recommendation. As pointed out by
AT&T, the Coxnnission retains the authority to require the
subbmission of an attorney examiner's report when appropriate
to do so. However, routinely requiring the submission of an
attorney examiner's report and allowing for the filing of
exceptions thereto is not necessary in the majority of cases and
will merely lead to a delay in the final Commission decision.
Accordingly, Customer Parties' recommendation is rejected.

(60) Rule 35 addresses applications for rehearing. Staff proposed
language clarifying that applications for rehearing must set
forth in numbered or lettered paragraphs the ground or
grounds upon which the applicant considers the Commission
order to be unreasonable or unlawful. Gas Companies submit
that Staff appears to be suggesting by this rnodification that
applications for rehearing should be presented in one
document, similar to a complaint, with numbered paragraphs.
If that is the intent, it is not clear, Gas Companies claim, why
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this change is necessary rather than the current practice of
filing a brief application for rehearing accompanied by a
separate and much longer memorandum in support. (Gas
Companies initial at 25-26.)

The Ohio General Assembly has established with substantial
specificity in R.C, 4903.10 the process for filing an application
for rehearing of a Commissimn order. R.C. 4903.10 states, in
relevant part, that an application for rehearing "shall be in
writing and shall set forth specifically the ground or grounds
on wiuch the applacant considers the (Comrnission) order to fae
unreasonable or unlawful." The section continues by stating
that "[N]o party shall in any court u.rge or rely on any ground
for reversal, vacation, or rnodifica.tion not so set forth in the
application." Thus, the General Assembly has very clearly
delineated the rehearing process. Rather than introduce
confusion, we find that the Staff-proposed modifieation adds
clarity to the rehearing process. An applicant seeking
rehearing must file an application and must set forth with
specificity in the application the ground or grounds on which
the applicant believes the Coazuyission order is uai.reasonable or
u.ntavrful. While rehearing applican.t's are free to expound
upon their assignments of error in a memorandum, the
Cominassion legally can not consider any grounds for rehearing
not contained within the application itself. Staff's proposed
revisions to Rule 35 will be adopted.

(61) The only Staff-proposed modffzcata.on to the Cornxnission's
complaint rule, Rule 4901-9-01, was to add a reference to a new
complaint statute, R.C. 4927.21, to the first sentence of
subparagraph (B). There were no comments on Staffs
proposed mod.ification. However, Gas Companies and
pirstpnergy offered additional language in two areas. Citing a
growing trend among consumer complaint cases, Gas
Companies recommend putting complainants on notice that
failing to appear at a prehearing conference or at a hearing
without providing the assigned hearing examiner prior notice
would be cause for dismissal of the complaint without
prejudice for failure to prosecute. Gas Companies maintain
that complainant`s failure to appear wastes both the
Commission's and public utilities' time and resources to
continually accornmodate a party that would otherwise had his
or her case dasrni.ssed in a court of law. (Gas Cornpariies initial
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at 26-27.) FirstEnergy proposed adding a new rule, Ohio
Adm.Code 4901-9-02, that would set up a procedure that
permits either the public utility or the customer or both to file a
motion for judgment on the pleadings or a motion for
summary judgment. This process will, according to
FirstEnergy, greatly eliminate the need for unnecessary
hearings in complaint cases, eliminate unnecessary paperwork,
fulfill the purposes of Executive Order 2011-01K, and be
consistent with other rules such as Ohio Rule of Civil
Procedure 56. (FirstEnergy initial at 21-22.)

We find Staff's proposed modificati.on to subparagraph (B) to
be well-made and will, therefore, adopt that revision to the
rule. Regarding Gas Companies proposal, we are cognizant of
the fact that .a cornplaYnant's failure to attend a prehearing
conference or hearing without notification causes increased
costs to the Comrnissiorr and to the involved utility. However,
we also recognize that the vast majority of such instances
involve pro se complainants who are unfarniliar navigating the
quasi-judicial administrative hearing process. In balancing
these competing interests, we believe the better course at this
point is for the Commission to investigate additional methods
of outreach and comrnunication with pro se complainants in an
effort to avoid instances where there is a failure to appear at a
conference or hearing rather than the more draconian approach
of dismissal. Accordingly, at this time, we will not adopt Gas
Companies' proposal.

Regarding FirstEnergy's summary judgment proposal, the
Commission notes that this rule already affords parties in a
complaint proceeding the opportunity to file a motion to
dismiss at any time. While not technically identical, a motion
to dismrss and motion for summary judgment both may result
in a sirnilar outcome, the cessation of a complaint proceeding.
Since there is already a process for dismissal of a complaint
case bui.lt into the complaint proceeding rule, we fail to see any
additional value in adopting FirstEnergy's proposal.
Accordingly, FirstEnergy's proposal will not be adopted.

(62) C3hio Adm.Code 4901:1-1-01 directs a public utility to provide a
copy of the company's applicable tariffed rules and regulations
in the format requested upon customer request. Customer
Parties note that rn.any telecommunication-related services
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have been detariffed. Therefore, Custorner Parties recommend
modifying the language to clarify that utilities should also be
required to provide customers witb copies of th^^ contracts
applicable to non-tariffed bu.t still-regulated services upon
request. (Customer Parties initial at 22.) AT&T submits that it
is unreasonable to subject telephone companies to a
burdensome paper compilation and distribution process in
light of the availability of ready internet access that ^U Ohioans
have eithe-r at the office, at home, or at anear.°by public library
to applicable tariff provisions (AT&T initial at 11). Gas
Companies have no problem giving a customer a copy of the
customer's particular contract or applicable tariff, however,
they object to providing a customer a copy of any contract the
utility has with any other customer (Gas Companies reply at
11).

We agree wath those com-menters who suggest that a customer
should always be able to obtain from a public utility in the
format requested a copy of the customer's contract, tariff
provisions, and terms and conditions applicable to the
service(s) purchased from the public utility by the customer.
Should a customer request paper copies, such copie-, should be
provided by the public utility at the public uiility°^ cost. It is
not the ^ommissian's intent, however, that a public utility is
obligated to provide a customer with a copy of any contract the
utility has with any other customer. The rule has been
modified in order to better clarify the Comrnassi€an's position
on this issue.

(63) The Commission finds that certain proposed modificat^ons to
Ohio Adm.Code Chapters 4901=1, 4901-3, 4901-9, and 4901:1-1
as discussed herein are appropriate and the Conunission has
adopted the modifications accordingly. In order to avoid
needless production of paper copies, the Conu-nassaon will
serve a paper copy of this finding and order or.ly and will
post the adopted rules and appendices online at:
wraw.Duco.ohig.gov/pueo1rul.es. All interested persons may
download the adopted rules and appendices from the above
website, or contact the Commission's Docketing Division to
be sent a paper copy.

It is, therefore,
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ORDERED, That attached amended rules 4901-1-01 through 4901-1-05, 4901-1-08
through 49(}1-1-10, 4901-J.-7 ,, 4901.-1-18, 4901-1-21, 4901-1-24 thrcaugb. 4901-1-25, 4901-1-
27 through 4901-1-28, 4901-1-30, 4901-1-35 through 4901-1-36, 4901-1-38, 4901-3-01
through 4901-3-02, 4901-9-01, 4901:1-1-01, and 4901;1-1-03 are adopted, and should be
filed with the Jo%nt Conan-Littee on Agency Rule Review, the Secretary of State, and the
Legislative Service Commission in accordance with divisions (D) and (E) of R.C.111.15.
It is, f-urther,

ORDERED, That existing rules 4901-1-06 through 4901-1-7, 4901-1-11 through
4901-1-14, 4901-1-16 through 4901-1-17, 4901-1-19 through 4901-1-20, 4901-1-22 tlarough.
4901-1-23, 4901-1-26, 4901-1-29, 4901-1-31 through 4901-1-34, 4901-1-37, and 4901:1-1-02
should be filed with the joint Comrnittee on Agency Rule Review, the Secretary of State,
and the Legislative Service Cornrrussion in accordance with divisions (D) and (E) of R.C.
111.15. It is, further,

ORDERED, That the final rules be effective on the earliest day per.rnatted by law.
It is, further,

ORDERED, That notice of the issuance of this Finding and Order be served upon
all public utilities subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission via the industry
electronic mail l°astserves. It is, further,
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ORDERED, That a copy of this Finding and Order be served upon Ohio
Cortsumers' Counsel; Ohio Telecom Assodation; Ohio Trucking Association; Ohio
Railroad Association; Ohio Gas Association; Ohio Electric Institute; Ohio Cable
Television Association; Ohio Manufacturers Association; Ohio Municipal League; the
cities of Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati, Dayton, and Toledo; the chair of the Ohio
State Bar Association Public Utilities Cornnittee; 01aiss Environmental Council; Legal
Aid Societies of Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati, Dayton, and Toledo; Ohio Chamber
of Cor-unerce; Industrial Energy LTsersaOh.io, Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy; Ohio
Cia-, Marketers Group; and all other interested persons of record.

Chairman

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OkHO

^"- ^•f-^ _ ^,.--''--`-'..---'^

Steven D. Lesser

m, %^': W"'&
M. Beth Trombold

JRJ/dah

Entered in the jcaurnal

JAN 2 9 2014

'1h'!^ weo_p

Barcy F. McNeal
Secretary

Asim Z. Haque
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Page 1 of 48

*** F'T` - NOT FOR FILING***

4901-1-01 Definitions.

As used in this chapter:

(A) "Business day" means any day that whw^is not aSaturd.aya Sunday, or legal
holiday.

(B) "Cerunissien" means the public utilities conunissgon.

Q...... Docketin information s stem°' means the commission"s s tem. frr electresnaca.l
st®rirr documents filed i-n a case. The intemet address of the dockega
h-aformatien system is htt,poZZd.i^.j2uc.state.oft.us.

--)- Q-Tlectric utility" means an electric light company as defined in section
4905.03 of the Revised Code and an electric services company as d.efined in section
4928.01 of the Revised Code.

E"EIectron.ic fi.fi.Li " eafilip means tixe submissirsn. csf d.i `tized electrcanic files to the
corrurdssion°s dec.ketiag xnformation s gm,

"Electronic mae-mail means tfae exchm e czf di "tal messa es across the
internet er otfter coMguter network.

(D)--(Q-Tmergency rate proceed.ing" means any case involving an application for an
emergency rate adjustinent filed under section 4909.16 of the Revised Code,

(Ef1_P`Facsiriaile transmission" fax means the transmission of a source document
by a facsinile macl-aine or other electronic device that encodes a document into
signals and transmits and reconstructs the signals to print a duplicate of the source
document at the corrimissio-n°s docketing division or a partyes location.

(p)-M--"Gas utility" means a,gas or natural gas company as defined in section
4905.03 of the Revised Code.

(G)-^"Genera1 rate proceeding" means any case involving an application for an
increase in. rates filed under section 4909.18 of the Revised Code, a complaint or
petition filed under section 490934 or 4909.35 of the Revised Code, or an
investigation into the reasonableness of a public utility°s rates initiated by the
commission tircd.er section 4905.26 of the Revised Cod.e,

(H^-fiC)-21cang--term forecast report" has the meaning set forth in section 4935.04 of
the Revised Code,
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***DRAFT - NOT FOR FILING***

0} W^Ia^-"1Vrestor carrier proceeding" means any proceeding involving the regulation
of one or mc^^e motor transportation cozrapaaues or private motor carriers.

(j)--ND-Wotor transportation corn.pany" has the meaning set forth in section 4921.02
of the Revised Cod.e.

W-̂ -^^.._"I'erson'° means a person, firm, corporation, unincorporated association,
govenuner1t agency, the Urdted. States, the state of Ohio or one of its political
subdi.viszorLs, or any other legally cogrdzable entity including any entity defined as
a "persora'E in division (A) of section 4906.01 of the Revised Cocl.e.

Presiding hearing officer" neans the coru-nissioner or attomey examiner
presiding at a public hearing or prehearing conference.

M-0®Trivate i-notor carrier" has the meaning set forth in section 4923.02 of the
Revised Code.

(N)-QL TuIalic utility" has the meaning set forth in section 4905.02 of the Revised
Code.

(0^--UR -TurcIrased gas adjustment proceeding" means any proceeding heard under
section 4905302 of the Revised Code and rule 49011-14--0$ of the .Acin-tinistrative
Code.

Rail.r®ad" has the meaning set forth in section 4907.02 of the Revised Cod.e.

wM_ "Reporting person" means any person required to file a long-term forecast
report under section 4935.04 of the Revised Cod.e.

4901®1-02 Filing of pleadings and other documents.

(A) General provisions

(1) The official address of the corxuraission`s doclCetiU divisian is: "Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio, Docketing !it'isiQn, 180 East Broad Street columbus
Ohio 43215-3793."

2 The interxi.et address of the cor-unission's docICeti.n division (DIS is
http.JZdis.2u.state.cah.us.

^..^) Tkae dociCeting division i^ ^^en from severaathLrt. am to five-thiriy p rra
Monday through F^t except on state holifts.
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^^^ ^^ ^ NOT FOR ^^^^^^^^*

L4) ----- Except as ^^i,-;cus§td jp ^^^gZjggh gD of - .^^ r^^lk no document s^lI be
considered filed with the coxur:assion. ^^n-til it is received and date -stg^ -ngd by
the doc^^t^^t ^ in rates, filed w-ider
section 4909.18 of th^ Revised Code , a ^^^ laint concerning all ordinaxice rate
filc-d b^ a gub^icutility under section 4909,34 of the Revised Codg ,___ and ^
^etitic^n ffled by a public utilitv, under section 4909.35 of the Revised Code shall
not be considered filed until the €:^inn-dssion deterMLnes that the aD^.^^^cationf
^op2plaint, or p_etitioz^ complies with the x^^^^^ements of t°u-le 4901a7 ^01 of the
Adn-i^^trative Code.

(5) The congn.l~.^^ion ^^^erve-s tLe- -rigl^t _tg redact. anv material f^^m a filed
document rzor to r)ostint the document on the dockejn i^^imat.ignjysteqi
if tl-i^ ^^^^^^^^n find.s & mat^^ial to_be co-nfidenh^ ^^^^^ial informatis^n, a
trade secrct or a^. ^^ ^^at^ ^^^ ^stin &-, to its website,

(6) ------ A-par_ ^^^^.n to consolidate a new case wit^. one or more Rre^rirsusl filed
cases shall file a mofiora to consolidate the cases.

B )C^^ ^^^linZ

^.) M^ ^ ^^^catiors - com^laxnt^, reportsp leading6 or other documents to be
paper filed ivit.b, t.b^ ^onunission shal.a. be rnailed or d^^ivered to the
conimission's docket^^^ division at the adch-ess sbown in pa^agKaRh (A) of this
rule. In addition to the original , a-n Y ^^^^^ ^ er :^^^ a aocumei^.t for
iiie.lusi^n in a ^^^^ file must subn-it the ^^guired number of co-ples o.l' the
document, Information ^^ ard.ln ta-^e number c^^ ^^ ^t^^^^
^^^ss-ion is availabl,e undex roced^ral fila^ ^equirements on the docketin
^^ormation system website b ca1lin the docketing division at 614-466-4095
orb y-visitin tbe d€^^^^^i^d^^r^^i€^^ ion. As an
alternative, a f er subn-dt the
rM^^^ed ntimber of €:p;^^g2n notice hy t^^g d(i^^t^^
the docuinnt being, stricken from th^ case, file. An att^^i-Lev exarniner...... ni^.
Lequi^^ft a vart to vrovide additional ^ ^^ ^:ca ^^^ ^f 4M f€led d^^^^ent.

Urdess a motion for a protective order is made in a^cord^^^ with rule 4901-1^-
24 of tlae Adgdnist^a^ve Codet ^^ticurr^.tnt with o^ ^l:Lc)r toreceil2t of the
d^^^^^itt b the docketi.n divs^^^^^ aa document filed with the d€scketinZ
division -vvzll be madt2ubl& available on the docketi^: informa-t;1on s,stem^.
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^^^ ^ ^^ ^ NOT FOR F ILING***

f Q Facsimile #^ansmissi€^^ ^^WfiI^

^rson may ,file documents vyPith the commission via fax under the foll
conditions;

^ ^The following documents ^av not be delivered via fax:

(a) The a Leation coMI@Lint or other initial lead€li that is res2orsible for
the e^ ening of a case.

Any d^cument for which protective or confidential treatment is requested
under rule 4901-1-24 of the Adniin.istrative Code.

c A notice of -AppeaI of ^ ^onuydssion order to the Ohio sumeme court filed
ursu^t to section 4903.13 of tl-ie Reviqed Code or service of th-at notice

^^on thec^^rm.anor a conin-dssioner.

(2L All documents sent via fax must include a transmission sheet that states the
^ase numbe^ ^^^e title date of trarLszztissz^^ number of Dam brief descri tion
of the document, and the name and teIehone number of the sender.

(3 ^^ oii inatox of a fax document must contact the commission`s docketzn
d^vision at 614 466-4095 prg.or to sending a fasc. A^^^ must i-iotff the
docketiiig division of its intent to send a document by fax by.five p.m, m the
date the document is to be sent. The €^^son must be prepared to commence
t^ansn-dssion at the. time the docketzU division is aotgfied.

(4A1l documents ^nust be sent to the facsimile machine in the ^onin-izssion's
docketin division at (614 466-0313. If that machine is iggperable directaoras
for altemat€ve aa,°^^^ ^^ents will the g^tor calls to
^^innier^^^ a fax, Unre €zested documents sent to An3L of the cc^r^a^ssio^.'s other
facsimile machines will not be relaytd to the docketng division by commission
^^^^^oyeesa

5Excludin the transmission s1-ieet all documents transn-dtted b f^^ must be
thir!y pa es or less.

6j AII documents must be legible when receiygd: Ille °ble documents received via
fax will not be filed. If the document is ille jble d^^^^t^ division raa -

-aftem t to contact the sender to rescalve the12rob^em. The ersc^^ making a fax
filing shall bear all risk of transr-ission including all risk of gqui ment
^^^k^ -ortele hr^^^ failure or e ui ment overload or backu . An y document
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sent bv fax that is received in whoie or in part after five-tf^^^ will be
^onsidered filed the next business day.

(Z No document received via fax will be ^ve^. confidential treatment ir^^
conumssion.

L8) If a document is delivered via fqx the-Vg must make gr^ ^^ents for the
2rig`naI si . .ed document and t-h^ required nu^^er of copies of the l^a.di^ to
be delivered totl-ie conuxission no later than the next bU^^^qK dA3. Fai1Ure to

^g^s^^ i^ with tfds requirement may result in the document being stricken from
the case file.

(92) Because-a document sent to the ^onunission-bv fax wfll be date-stamped, and
thus filed the day it is received bv the d.^^keting division, the orzgi^^^r of the
da^^^^^^^ shali. serve coRi.es of the docuiiient gpgn other ^M^^s to tk^e case ^.^
later than the date of fijzn&

(M Electronic filing Le-fiie)

A erst^n MAy ----e-file documei-^^^ with the comn-dssion under the following
^ond.itions:

1) Ail filir^ ^ must com2ly with the electronic ffl^ manuai and t^^^^al
rg-quirements located under ei^ctronic fi1.in information and links at the
docfC^^iag _...irdormatior^ system website.

Q-- The following documents shO not be delivered via-e-j ing:

^ An document for which rotectcv^ or confidential ^eatrnent is e ;ted
under rule 4901a1a24 of this chapter.

The sexvice of ^ ^otice cff appeal af a commfssion ord^r 12ursuant ta^ sections
4903.13 and 4923.99 of the Revised C2de u,^^^ the chairman or a
^onunissioner.

^ A ubii^ utiIi^v pja el^tronical1v file an g iication to increase rateL czAsu
to section 4909.18 of the Revised Code exceDt t^^t a ublic utility filing.-an
a 1icati^^ ^^^^ant to cha fier II of the standard filing ^eguirements in rule
4901T7-01 of the Administrative Code sha1^ submit one comiet^ ^^^^^^^
^^^ ^pplication to th^ ^^minission°s dociteting, division on the same
e-filin of the a Iication is n-iade and s.^aN contact the rate ^^^^ ^^n?^Of the
conunission's utflities ftarttr^en^ ^o-t to --the - e¢filing of tl-te a iication to
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determine the number of paRer €:g. i^^ of the Q iicati€sn kh^t wiii be recui.red
^ ^^^ ,^^xLu ai.^^.i^^^°^ ^^a^.

i'^ovided that a document ^s not subseR€leix^^^_Lg^Lk^^^d
^hpision, an enfiied. .d€^cu^ent wiil. be cmvsidered filed as of the date and time
recorded on the c€^^^^inata^^ pa^e thqt J.s 61gr:tron!5^^.^!^Y inserted as the last
gag,e of t,̂ e ^^^^^ ..^^
docwn^iit received after five-t ` an. sha1i be €^orLsidered filed at sevenw
thilLiL a.m. ^^e nex^ ^usAness da Y, 'ihe d€^^^eti division may ru'^^t gp f-ilin
that does zigL com i with the ei^ctronic . fiii^ manual and ^^^hnigi
^egui^ementa i^ un^eadabie includes gp thdn deemed irtaRgroRriate-for
inclusion on the commission^s web site, or is submitted for filing Ln a closed or
a^cMved case. Ii an e-filiii i^ Idtcted by the d^^^eiin division, an epmaii.
^^^^^ e will be sent to inform the filer of ^^ere`^^^^n,,and the x°:aso^ for tfae
r^`.ê ction_

5 if an e-fiiix i^ ^!gg=d noti^^ ^^ the fili^ wili be :^eni via ea.ectronia^ lEgLI em
mail) to all ^^^^^ who have electronically subscribed to the caspR includim
the filer. This e9mail notice will constitute ^^^^^^ ^f the ea.ffled document .pon
those.persons eiec-tronicali subscribed^^ the ca.^-. IIRQji r€ceiving the epmaii
notice that t h e e m f i i e d document has been _j!g^
do€:^^tng division, the filer shall serve € ggLes of the document in accordance
with rule 4901-3-05 of this chapter a^von parties to the case who axe not
eiectror&aii subscribed to the case.

(6) The ^ommission's dockt^:i^. division closes at fiveFthk .m. T^^ ali.^^ time. for
sameLLdav revi^w and ^^^^ tance of eRfiiin ^ persons ^^iaking e-fiii.^ are
en^o.ira s:d to make their fili^ ^ by no later than four p.mo

Q - The -person maki^^^̂ an e-fils'^ ^al^ ^ear all risk of transmitting a document
inciudin but not Iavnited t^ aff risk of g -^i ment, electri^ or i^^^^^^^^ faiiure.

E-f-iled da^^un-iex€ts must be com iete documents. A ^ eiidices or attachments to
an eafi^eddocument ma rso# be fiied ^ ^^^^^^ ^^ethods wzthoui riorapXroval.

9 9 x€e tasot1^^^e Rrovided ^ y this ^e €ar €:^d ^^
g_pgx^^^a^ tiectroni€:a ^nggd_ nsst suksiiii^ ^Dy paper cop,v ^^ ^n
e-ffledc^^cument ts^ th^ ^ommission°s docketiag ivasion.
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(E `^^^ cornn-iission's dcsci^etin l-nformation ^ ,!jtem desi ^tes the status of ^^^^ case
under the case number and case ^^^ on the docket card. As discussed belc^^
^^^^^^ to ^a-ke filing-s z^ ^erta1n. d.es%gnated cases will be denied.

^) Ara open case is an active e^^^ in w^^^ filings mav be made.

(2) A. c1^sed case is one in which no further filiLi s n-t^ v be made without the
^osent of the ^onurdssion's legal de artmen t. VVhen a case is c1osed ar..
erson seeki-ti to make a fili^ in a case must first contact the a1^^^ev

^^miner assigped to the case or the ^ommission`^ ^^ Al director. ff the attomey
exar-.lner or l^ aI director ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^iuit ^^^ filin the dockekg diviszon
will be notified to reoven the case. If an additional filing is permitted, the case
status will ;^^ g^j© ^^^n and service of the fil^^^ius1 be made by the
fi^^^^^^ the 12arties to the case z^ ^^^ord.ance with rule 4901a1n05 of tm.s
Lha ter.

3 An- archived case is a closed case that will not be Lqr ^^^ed and in which no
furt^ter fili^ ^ -wi1l^ ermitted. ^ additi^^^ ^ctivar is thereafter required on
any ^^^er addressed in an ^^^^ed case9 the
!jjid cl.esi .^^^ the . newcase - as a related case. The ^omrnission`s docketing.
^^rmation s-stern dis lU^ ^^^ each ^ase a relatea^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^ovide a 1ink
to related cases.

A reserved case is one set aside for future use. No fjlaWs should be made in tht,
case until t^^ Rarty for w h^ it was ^^^en ed makes an initial filing.

5 A void case is one that ^^^ ^ ^^ed in error and no documents ^^^^ be filed in
ifi.

4901-1A03 Form of pleadings and other papers.

(A) All pleadings or other papers to be ffiea with the cs^^^^^on shall contain a
caPtis^^ or cover sheet setting forth the name of the ^onunissxon.q the title of the
proceeding, and the nature of the pleading or paper. All pleadings or papers filed
subsequently to the original filing or conunission entry initiating the ^roceedh-ig
shall contain fi^^^ case name and docket number of the proceeding. Such pleadings
or other papers shall also contain the ^armep address, and telephone number of the
person filing the paper, or the name, address, and--teIephon^ ^urnber AnA^ ^tto^^^^
^^ ^ma^on number of his or her attorney, if such person is represented by counsel.
The ^arty making a filing should include a faesi fax ^un-iber
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and/t^r an e4eetpe ". ^-,^arnail)-ad.dress if the party is wif€ing to accept
service of pleadings by fax fac-siniiie r e-mail. An Ettc^rne^or Rgt^
who is willi-n to accept service of filed dc^^uments bfax shall include the,
followim hrase next to or below its fax number: willin to aece t^ervice b y fax .
An attor^ev or a= who is willin to a!^ce t service of filed d®cuments bv ^-rnail
shall include the foilowin h-Tase next to or below its emrnail address: wi11in to
^c^t service b y3^

(B) All pleadings or other papers to be filed with the conu-nissio^ shall be printed,
typewritten, or legibly handwritten on eight and one-half by eleven-inch paper,
This requirement does not apply to:

(1) Original documents to be offered as e.xbibits.

(2) Copies of original documents to be offered as exhibits, where compliance w1.th
this requirement ^ould be impracticable.

(3) Foz°rns approved or supplied by the ^onuiiission.

(C) Nothing in paragraph (B) of this rule prohibits the filing of photocopies of
documents that t.faerwise meet the requirements of that paragraph.

4901-1-04 Signing of pl.ead.lngs.

All applications, complaints, or other pleadings filed. by any person shall be signed
by that person or by lais or her attorney, but need not be verified uffless speeifically
required by law or by the coxumission. Persons who efiie or fax ffle documenf^
shall use "JsZ'B followed by their name to indicate a signature or an electronic
si ature wb^re aov1icable,

4901a1-05 Service of pleadings and other papers.

(A) tlydess otherwise ordered by the ^ominission, the legal director, the deputy legal

director, or an at-komey examiner, all pleadings or papers filed with the

commission subsequent to the original filing or conimission entry initiating the

proceeding shall be served upon all parties, no later than the date of filing, Such

pleadings or other papers shall contain a certificate of service. The certificate of

service shall state the date and manner of service, identify the names of the persons
served, and be signed by the attorney or the party who files the document. The
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certificate of service for a document served by mail or personal service shall also
include the address of the person ^enred. T he cernficate of service for a document
served by fax shall also include the f^ ^^^ number of
the person to whom the document was transmitted. The certificate of service for a
document served by °lr_t°°eado a.esvag_. c-mail shall also include the e¢maii address
of the person to whom the ^^ument v^,Pas sent.

(B) If an e-filiMi^ agg ted by. the d.ocketing division an ^-mail notice of thLfilin will
be sent )v the ^ommissfm`s e-fil.ing system to all ^^so^ ^^^ have electronucally
subscribed to t.^^ case. 1he e-mail notice will constitute senpace of the document
jz^th^e-reci ient, Upon receiving notice that an e-filing has been accepted Lv the
docketir^ divisiopthe filer shall serve copies of the dacumezit in accordan^e with
thi^ rule ^ on all ather parties to the case who are not ;^erved via the e-mail r^otice.
.^ S^^rson mqk€Uane-filinall list in the certificate of service ^^lu^ed with the
eafilin t^^ arties who will be served l.^ ^^inail notice b the ^onuidssion's eafitin
j^v stem and the 12arties who will be ^erv^^ ^v traditional methods by the gerso
M^i^a the fiE= Zfa^ certificate of service for an e-filecl document shall include
the following notice: The PUCO's emfiliLiZ ^j ^t^m will electronically serve notice of
the filing of this document on the followi^g.partieso (list the names of thL2grties
referenced on t^^ ^ervice list of the docket card who have electroricall^ subscribed
to the case).

$Z"CJ-lf a party has entered an appearance through an attorney, service of
pleadings or other papers shall be made upon the attorney instead of the party. If
the party is represented b-v more than one attorney, service need be made only
upon the "c€^unsel of record" designated under rule 4901=1a0$ of the Administrath.re
Code. *

u 6Admi
^^^^^^ p^t^e^^^. If no co^zmel of record is listed for a pr ^^ritf^.
i-nul.tipl^ counsel then service shall be made on the firstslast^d counsel in the initial
kidin .

fC^-Q--S^rvi^^ upon an attomey or party may be personal or ;by mail, b^--ae^^
tFans-m-is-ian fax or __. y .oo.-____e_ i .__4 _g__ t..,-mail^unrfer the following conditions:

(1) Per^o-nai service is complete by delivery of the copy to the attorney or to a
responsible person at the office of the att^rne^Y. Personal service to a party not
represented by an attorney is complet^ by delivery to the party or to a
respon-siLi1e person at the address provided by the party in its pleadings.
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(2) Service by mail to an attorney or party is complete by mailing a copy to his or

her last known address. If the attorney or party to be served has previously

filed and served one or more pleadings or athT T ^ ^€^cuments in the

proceeding, the term "la^^ known address" mea^ the address set forth is the
most recent sucb, pleading or O&^ document.

(3) Service of a document to an attc^^^y or party by ^^esiwAle t. aftAmdR^°^e° ^̂̂ t!terl
may be made only if the person to be served has consented to receive service of

4.-tb.e document by f^,x.. Service by
fax is complete upon transmissiLon , but ^^ no^ effective if the serving Ra
learns that it did not reacb tbe perscn served. t-he _ -̂-

.a,,,, ^ -,^^^
..^___x ^----- ._ _^ a

ahe4t "^ ^^

4- -an-SWASsi-

(4) Service of a document by ^^mail ^to an^^orney orparty may
be made ordy if the person to be served has consented to receive service of the
document by R^^4? 4=^e mesv^.^es-.-^ail, Service by e-mail °leAt-Tn ---- ---
is complete upon ^^smission, but is _,not effective if the serva^^ part learrs
that it did-nc^^ ^^^^^ the per^on served. th-=-

R
•

fP^-(U) For purposes of this rule, the term "Farty" includesQ in addition to those
identified in rule 4901s1-10 of the Ad.arini^^ative Code, aii. persons who have filed
motions to intervene tb.at are pending at the tiine a pleading or document
paper-is to be served, provided that the person serving the pleading or Ot?
document has been served with a copy of the motion to intervene.

F `^^^^ commission or the 1^ al director d^e L)utv i.^ ^ ^^^^^^ or ^ ^xan"unea
may order in certain cases that ieadi^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ts be served in a ^ pecffi^
manner-toexpedite the exchange of infa^rmation.
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"No Change"
4901-1-06 Amendments.

Unless otherwise provided by law, the comm.i.ssion, the legal director, the deputy
legal director, or an attorney examiner may, upon their own motion or upon
motion of any party for good cause shown, authorize the amendment of any
application, complaint, long-term forecast report, or other pleading filed with the
COYTtnl7.ssion.

"No ('_"'ha^ige"

4901-1-07 Computation of t$.zrs.e.

Unless otherwise provided by law or by the commission:

(A) In computing any period of time prescribed or a}.iowed by the corrunission., the

date of the event from which the period of time begins to run sha not be included.

The last day of the period so computed shall be included, unless it falls on a

Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, mwhich case the period of tiine shall run until

the end of the next day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday. Unless

otherwise noted, ti.ane is measured xn calendar, not busi-ness, days.

(B) VIhenever a party is permitted or required to take some action wi.t.ha.n. a prescribed
period of time after a pleading or other paper is served upon him or her and
service is made by mail, three days shall be added to the prescribed period of time.

(C) VVhen.ever a party is permitted or required to take some action within a prescribed
period of time after a pleading or other paper is served upon hin.^ or her and
service is made by personal, facsin-die transmission, or electronic message (e-maai)
service and is completed after five thirty p.m., one day shall be added to the
prescribed period of time. The applicable time zone is the time zone where the
recflpient is located, but it may not be earlier than the actual close of the
corrimission offices.

(D) If the cornrrdssion office is closed to the public for the entire day that constgtutes the
last day for doing an act or closes before its usual closing time on that day, the act
may be performed on the next succeeding day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, or
legal holiday.
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4901a1-08 Practice before the commission, representation of corporations, and
designation of counsel of record.

(A) Except as otherwise provided i.n section 490114 of the Revised Code and
paragraphs (B), (C), ^j.nd this rule, ^^c-h party not appearing in
propria persona sbaE be represented by an attorney-at-law authorized to practice
before the courts of this state. Corporations must be represented by an attomey-atm
law.

(B) An outaofastate atfiome may seek 12ermission t^ ^ear rrs hac v1ce before the
^ommission in ax^v activaty of a case upon the fi1inof a motion. The motion shall
include al1 the information and documents reQuIred b y araga h A6®f section
2 of xuIeXII of the Rulesfor the Government of the Bar of C7hio.

f

(C) Certif^ed legal interns may appear before the corrunFssion under the direction of a

supervising attomey, in accordance with rule II of the "Supreme Court Rules for

the Goverm-nent of the Bar' -of Ohio. No legal intern shall participate in a
cozunission hearing in the absence of the supervising attorney without the written
consent of the supervising attorney and the approval of the conunission or the
presiding hearing officer.

(D) If a prehearing conference is scheduled to discuss settlement of the issues in a
complaint case, any person, except an out-of-state atto.rne,v not in co^. lp iance - witfi
parj-sh (B) of this rule, with the requisite authority to settle the issues in the
case may represent a party at the conference.

f P 9

J P d

equire thE'-'^^igR . ev-es,--M^_-r

^^^1l^^'^rSr

(F)•__etQ-.-Wh.ere a party is represented by more than one attorrteyP one of the attomeys
slall be designated as the "counse1 of record," who shall have principal
responsibility for the party's participation in the proceeding. The designation
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"counsel of record" shall appear following the name of that attorney on all
pleadings or papers submitted on behalf of the party.

(G)--{EL-No attorney shall withdraw from a com.missi4n proceeding without prior
written notice to the corn aission and serving a copy of the notice upon the parties
to the proceeding.

4901-1-09 Ex parte discussion of cases.

After a case has been assigned a formal docket number, no commissioner or
attorney exar-.iner assigned to the case shall discuss the merits of the case with any
party to the proceeding or a representative of a party, unless all parties have been
notified and given the opportunity to be present or to participate by telephone, or a
full disclosure of the comrnunication insofar as it pertains to the subject matter of
the case is made. When an ex parte discussion occurs, a representative of the party
or parties participating in the discussion shall prepare a document identifying all
the participants and the location of the discussion, and fully disclosing the
communications made. Within two business days of the occurrence of the ex parte
discussion, the document shall be provided to the commission's legal director or
his designee or to an attorney examiner present at the discussion for review. Upon
completion of the review, the final document with anynecessary chan^shall be
filed with the conuiiission's docketing division within two business days and the
filer shall serve a copy upon the parties to the case and to each participant in the
discussion. The document filed and served shall include the following language:
Any participant in the discussion who believes that any representation made in
this document is inaccurate or that the communications made during the
discussion have not been fully disclosed shall prepare a letter explaining the
participant's disagreement with the document and shall file the letter with the
commission and serve the letter upon all parties and participants in the discussion
within two business days of receipt of this document.

4901-1-10 Parties.

(A) The parties to a cornmissron proceeding shall include:

(1) Any person who files an application, petition, long-terxn forecast report, or
complaint.

(2) Any public utility, railroad, or private motor carrier against whom a complaint
is filed..
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(3) Any public utiLity, railroad, or private motor carrier whose rates, charges,
practices, policies, or actions are designated as the subject of a comxnission
investigation.

(4) Any person granted leave to intervene under rule 4901-1-11 of the
Administrative Code.

(5) Any municipa7 corporation wlaich has enacted an ordinance which is
subsequently challenged in a complaint filed under section 4909.34 of the
Revised Code.

(6) Any person cited for failure to maintain liability insurance as required by
section 4921.11 or 4923.08 of the Revised Code.

An person who files a re uest for an adn-.irustrative hearin in a
trarVortataon civil forfeiture case.

(7}-LE______Any other person expressly made a party by order of the commission.

(B) If any public utility, railroad, or private motor carrier referred to in paragraph
(A)(2) or (A)(3) of this rule is operated by a receiver or trustee, the receiver or
trustee shall also be made a party.

(C) Except for purposes of rules 4901-1-02, 4901-1-03, 4901-1-04, 4901-1-05, 4901-1-06,
4901-1-07, 4901-1-12, 4901-1-13, 4901-1-15, 4901-1-18, 4901-1-26, 4901-1-30, 4901-1-
31, 4901-1-32, 4901-1-33, and 4901-1-34 of the Administrative Code, the conunissi.on
staff shall not be considered a party to any proceeding.

"No Change"

4901-1-11 Intervention.

(A) Upon timely motion, any person shall be peranitted to intervene in a proceeding
upon a showing that :

(1) A statute of this state or the United States confers a right to intervene.

(2) The person has a real and substantial interest in the proceeding, and the person
is so situated that the disposition of the proceeding may, as a practical matter,
impair or impede his or her ability to protect that interest, unless the persrsn°s
interest is adequately represented by existing parties.
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(B) In deciding whether to permit intervention under paragraph (A)(2) of this rule, the
comxx-dssion, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney examiner
shall consider:

(1) The nature and extent of the prospective intervenor's interest.

(2) The legal position advanced by the prospective intervenor and its probable
relation to the merits of the case.

(3) Whether the intervention by the prospective intervenor will unduly prolong or
delay the proceedings.

(4) Whether the prospective intervenor will significantly contribute to full
development and equitable resolution of the factual issues.

(5) The extent to which the person's interest is represented by existing parties.

(C) Any person desiring to intervene in a proceeding shall file a motion to intervene
with the comxnission, and shall serve it upon all parties in accordance with rule
4901-1-05 of the Administrative Code. The motion shall be accompanied by a
memorandum in support, setting forth the person's interest in the proceedzng. The
same procedure shall be followed where a statute of this state or the United States
confers a right to intervene.

(D) Unless otherwise provided by law, the coinrn.ission, the legal director, the deputy
legal director, or the attorney e;caxx-dner may:

(1) Grant limited intervention, which permits a person to participate with respect
to one or more specific issues, if the person has no real and substantial interest
with respect to the ren-iaining issues or the person's interest with respect to the
remaining issues is adequately represented by existing parties.

(2) Require parties with substantially similar interests to consolidate their
examination of witnesses or presentation of testimony.

(E) A motion to intervene will not be considered timely if it is filed later than five days
prior to the scheduled date of hearing or any specffic deadline established by order
of the cotnmission for purposes of a particular proceeding.

(F) A motion to intervene which is not timely will be granted only under
extraordinary circumstances.
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"No Change"
4901-1-12 Motions.

(A) All motions, unless made at a public hearing or transcribed prehearing conference,
or unless otherwise ordered for good cause shown, shaJ.I be in writing and shall be
accompanied by a memorandum in support. The memorandum in support shall
contain a brief statement of the grounds for the motion and citations of any
authorities relied upon.

(II) Except as otherwise provided in paragraphs (C) and (F) of this rule:

(1) Any party may file a memorandum contra within fifteen days after the service
of a motion, or such other period as the conunission, the legal director, the
deputy legal director, or the attorney examiner requires.

(2) Any party may file a reply mernoxandurn within seven days after the service of
a memorandum contra, or such other period as the comzru.ssion, the legal
director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney examiner requires.

(C) Any motion may include a specific request for an expedited ruling. The grounds
for such a request shall be set forth in the memorandum in support. If the motion
requests an extension of time to file pleadings or other papers of five days or less,
an immediate ruling may be issued without the filing of memoranda. In all other
situations, the party requesting an expedited ruling may first contact all other
parties to determine whether any party objects to the issuance of such a ruling
without the filing of memoranda. If the moving party certifies that no party objects
to the issuance of such a ruling, an xnunediate ruling may be issued. If any party
objects to the issuance of such a ruling, or if the moving party fails to certify that no
party has any objection, any party may file a memorandum contra within seven
days after the service of the motion, or such other period as the commisszon, the
legal director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney exan-tiner requires. No
reply memoranda shall be filed in such cases uniess specifically requested by the
commission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney examiner.

(D) All written motions and memoranda shall be filed with the comxnission and served
upon all parties in accordance with rule 4901-1-05 of the Administrative Code.

(E) For purposes of this rule, the terrn. "party°" includes all persons who have filed
motions to intervene which are pending at the time a motion or memorandum is to
be filed or served.
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(F) Notwithstanding paragraphs (B) and (C) of this rule, the commission, the legal
director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney examiner may, upon their own
motion, issue an expedited ruling on any motion, with or without the filing of
memoranda, where the issuance of such a ruling will not adversely affect a
substantial right of any party.

(G) The presiding hearing officer may direct that any motion made at a public hearing
or transcribed prehearing conference be reduced to writing and filed and served in
accordance with this rule.

(H) A motion for a hearing on a long-term forecast report under division (D)(3) of
section 4935.04 of the Revised Code shall be filed within forty-five days of the filing
of the report.

"No Change"

4901-1-13 Continuances and extensions of tirne.

(A) Except as otherwise provided by law, and notwithstanding any other provision in
this chapter, continuances of public hearings and extensions of time to file
pleadings or other papers may be granted upon rn.otion of any party for good
cause shown, or upon motion of the commission, the legal director, the deputy
legal director, or an attorney exan-tiner.

(B) A motion for an extension of time to file a document must be timely filed so as to
perrn.it the conunission, legal director, deputy legal director, or attorney examiner
sufficient time to consider the request and to make a ruling prior to the established
filing date. If two or more parfies have similar documents due the same day and a
party intends to seek an extension of the filing date, the moving party must file its
motion for an extension sufficiently in advance of the existing filing date so that
other parties who might be disadvantaged by submitting their filing prior to the
movant submitting its filing will not be disadvantaged. If two or more parties have
similar documents due the same day and the motion for an extension is filed fewer
than five business days before the docurra.ent is scheduled to be filed, then the
moving party, in addition to regular service of the motion for an extension, must
provide a brief suxnunary of the request to all other parties orally, by facsimile
transmission, or by electronic message by no later than five-thirty p.m. on the day
the motion is filed.

(C) A copy of any written ruling granting or denying a request for a continuance or
extension of time shall be served upon all parties to the proceeding.
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(D) Nothing in this rule restricts or limits the authority of the presiding hearing officer
to issue oral rulings during public hearings or transcribed prehearing conferences.

"No Change"

4901-1-14 Procedural rxalangs.

The legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney examiner may rule, in
writing, upon any procedural motion or other procedural matter. A copy of any
such ruling shall be served upon all parties to the proceeding.

4901-1-15 Interlocutory appeals.

(A) Any party who is adversely affected thereby may take an irnrnediate interlocutory
appeal to the coinr.aission from any ruling issued under rule 4901-1-14 of the
Administrative Code or any oral ruling issued during a public hearing or
prehearing conference that does any of the following:

(1) Grants a motion to compel discovery or denies a motion for a protective order.

(2) Denies a motion to intervene, terxrtanates a party"s right to participate in a
proceeding, or requires intervenors to corasolidate their examunation of
witnesses or presentation of testim.ony.

(3) Refuses to quash a subpoena.

(4) Requires the production of documents or testimony over an objection based on
privilege.

(B) Except as provided in paragraph (A) of this rule, no party may take an
interlocutory appeal from any ruling issued under rule 4901-1-14 of the
Administrative Code or any oral ruling issued during a public hearing or
prehearin.,g conference urdess the appeal is certified to the commission by the legal
director, deputy legal director, attorney examzner, or presiding hearing officer. The
legal director, deputy legal director, attorney exaxniner, or presiding hearing officer
shall not certify such an appeal unless he or she finds that the appeal presents a
new or novel question of interpretation, law, or policy, or is taken from a ruling
which represents a departure from past precedent and an immediate
determxnation by the cozrunission is needed to prevent the likelihood of undue
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prejudice or expense to one or more of the parties, should the corunission
ultimately reverse the ruling in question.

(C) Any party wzsIaing to take an interlocutory appeal from any ruling must file an
,^

---_
^..w 

-̂
.,. _.. the interlocutory ^.p^witl^ the co^tr^ission within five^ ^ --------- _. _

days after the ruling is issued. An extension of time for the filing of an
interlocutory appeal may be granted ordy under extraordinary circumstances. The
nn,g -99 FnY^Yrt°°• rlc,c ^t^ a,^a^^^l sl^.ali set forth the basis of the appeal

and citations of any authorities relied upon. A copy of the ruling or the portion of
the rec®rd tltat--,K^c-li--contaim the ruling shall be attached to the flae

. .review interlocutcary ^voeal, l.l the record is unavailable, the s= ^^ r^ix e: n^^ ^^I-L" - e._e----e,..... _- ,d.a..,e

interlocutory apDeal must set forth the date the ruling was issued and must
describe the ruling with reasonable particularifiy.

(D) 1'ardess otherwise ordered by the eonu-nission, any party may file a memorandum
contra witbin five days after the filing of an $ppizP-Hien. f-eKK rAY.°..^-•° znterlt^
^ eal,

(E) Upon consideration of an interlocutory appeal, the comniission may, in its
discretion eitlZer.

(1) Affirm, reverse, or modi.fy the ruling.

(2) Disntiss the appeal, if the commission is of the opinion that the issues
presented are moot, the party taking the appeal lacks the requisite standing to
raise the issues presented or has failed to show prejudice as a result of the
ruling in question, or the issues presented should be deferred and raised at
some later point in the proceeding.

(F) Any party that is adversely affected by a ruling issued under rule 4901-1-14 of the
.Aci.nt%idstratave Code or any oral ruling issued during a public hearing or
prehearing corLference and that (1) elects not to take an interlocutory appeal from
the ruling or (2) files an interlocutory appeal that is not certified by the attomey
examiner may still raise the propriety of that ruling as an issue for the
corrn-ission's consideration by discussing the matter as a distinct issue in its initial
brief or in any other appropriate filing prior to the issuance of the ccammission's
opinion and order or finding and order in the case.
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"No Change"

4901-1-16 General provisions and scope of discovery.

(A) The purpose of rules 4901-1-16 to 4901-1-24 of the Administrative Code is to
encourage the prompt and expeditious use of prehearing discovery in order to
facilitate thorough and adequate preparation for participation in corruru.ssion
proceedings. These rules are also intended to mini.rndze c.ornmzssion intervention in
the discovery process.

(B) Except as otherwise provided in paragraphs (G) and (I) of this rule, any party to a
comrni.ssion proceeding may obtain discovery of any matter, not privileged, w•luch
is relevant to the subject matter of the proceeding. It is not a ground for objection
that the information sought would be inadmissible at the hearing, if the
information sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence. Discovery may be obtained through interrogatories, requests
for the production of documents and things or permission to enter upon land or
other property, depositions, and requests for admission, The frequency of using
these discovery methods is not lirn.ited unless the commission orders otherw%se
under rule 4901-1-24 of the Administrative Code.

(C) Any party may, through interrogatories, require any other party to identify each
expert witness expected to testify at the hearing and to state the subject matter on
wluch the expert is expected to testify. Thereafter, any party n-tay discover from the
expert or other party facts or data known or opinions held by the. expert which are
relevant to the stated subject matter. A party who has retained or specially
employed an expert may, with the approval of the comxnission, require the party
conducting discovery to pay the expert a reasonable fee for the time spent
responding to discovery requests.

(D) Discovery responses whi.ch are complete when made need not be supplemented
with subsequently acquired inforrnation except in the following situations:

(1) The response identified each expert witness expected to testify at the hearing or
stated the subject matter upon which each expert was expected to testify.

(2) The responding party later learned that the response was incorrect or otherwise
materially deficient.
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(3) The response indicated t'hat the information sought was unkn.own or
nonexistent an.d such information subsequently became known or existent.

(4) An order of the coxnxnission or agreement of the parties provides for the
supplementation of responses.

(5) Requests for the supplementation of responses are submitted prior to the
comrr►encement of the hearing.

(6) The response addressed the identity and location of persons having knowledge
of discoverable matters,

(E) The supplementation of responses required under paragraphs (D)(1) to (D)(3) and
(D)(6) of this rule shall be provided withsn f7.ve business days of discovery of the
new inforrnation.,

(F) Nothing in rules 4901-1-16 to 4901-1-24 of the Administrative Code precludes
parties from conducting informal discovery by mutually agreeable methods or by
stipulation.

(G) A discovery request under rules 4901-1-19 to 4901-1-22 of the Administrative Code
may not seek information from any party which is available in prefiled testimony,
prehearing data submissions, or other documents which that party has filed with
the commission in the pending proceeding. Before serving any discovery request, a
party inust first make a reasonable effort to determine whether the information
sought is available from such sources.

(H) For purposes of rules 49(}1-1-16 to 4901-1-24 of the Administrative Code, the term
"party" includes any person who has filed a motion to intervene which is pending
at the time a discovery request or motion is to be served or filed.

(I) Rules 4901-1-16 to 4901-1-24 of the Administrative Code do not apply to the
commission staff.

"No Change"

4901-1-17 Time periods for discovery.

(A) Except as provided in paragraph (E) of this rule, discovery may begin immediately
after a proceeding is cornmenced and should be completed as expeditiously as
possible. Unless otherwise ordered for good cause shown, discovery must be
completed prior to the commencement of the hearing.
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(B) In general rate proceedings, no party may serve a discovery request later than
fourteen days after the filing and mailing of the staff report of investigation
required by section 4909.19 of the Revised Code.

(C) In emergency rate proceedings, no party may serve a discovery request later than
twenty days prior to the commencement of the hearing.

(D) In purchased gas adjustment proceedings, no party may serve a discovery request
later than thirty days after the filing of the audit report required by rule 4901:1-14-
07 of the Administrative Code.

(E) In long-term forecast report proceedings, no party may serve a discovery request
later than twenty-five days prior to the commencement of the evidentiary hearing.
Discovery may begin in long-term forecast report proceedings:

(1) Immediately after the filing with the commission of a long-term forecast report
which contains a substantial change from the preceding report as defined by
section 4935.04 of the Revised Code.

(2) Immediately after the filing with the comrnission of a long-term forecast report
when the most recent hearing on a forecast report by the reporting person has
been more than four years prior.

(3) Irnn7.ediately after good cause to conduct a hearing on a long-term forecast
report has been determined by order of the commission.

(4) Irxzmediately after a reporting person files its first long-term forecast report
under section 4935.04 of the Revised Code.

(F) The restrictions set forth in paragraphs (B), (C), (D), and (E) of this rule do not
apply to requests for the supplementation of prior responses served under
paragraph (D)(5) of rule 4901-1-16 of the Administrative Code.

(G) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (B), (C), (D), and (E) of this rule, the
commission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney exazn.i.ner
may shorten or enlarge the time periods for d.iscovery, upon their olvn motion or
upon motion of any party for good cause shown..

4901-1-18 Filing and service of discovery requests and responses.

Except as otherwise provided in rules 4901-1-23 and 4901-1-24 of the
Administrative Code, and unless otherwise ordered for good cause shown,
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discovery requests and responses shall be served upon all parties but shall not be
filed with the caamniission. Discovery requests and responses shall be served upon
staff counsel if staff is participating in the proceeding. For purposes of this rule, the
term "response'° includes written responses or objections to interrogatories served
under rule 4901-1-19 of the Ad.rrdnqstrative Code, written responses or objections to
requests for the production of documents or tangible tMngs or requests for
permission to enter upon land or other property served under rule 4901-1-20 of the
Adrxainlstrative Code, and written responses or objections to requests for actm isslrsra
served under rule 4901-1a22 of the A.d.mi.ristratgve Code. It does not include any
documents or tangible things produced for inspection or copying under rule 4901-
1-20 of the Ad.niirdstrative Cod.e. Discovery reguest•s and responses shall be served
^^n all 12arties to the roceedixt be-mail unless ot.berwa.se order°ed. b t
^onin-dssaon, legal director, deputy l^ZLI director, or
el^^^ordc ^o123: of the discovery re uests shall be reasonably useablefor word
12rocessiniz and rovid.ed. 12y mall urdess other me ns are agieed to by
the parties.

"No Change"

4901W119 Interr^gatories and response time.

(A) Any party may serve upon any other party written interrogatories, to be answered
by the party served. If the party served is a corporation, part-nershipE association,
goverrux^ent agency, or municipal corporatzon, it sMl designate one or more of its
officers, agents, or employees to answer the interrogatories, who shall furnish sueh
irLforaxt.ataon as is available to the party. Each interrogatory shall be answered
separately and fully, in writing and under oath, urdess it is objected to, in which
case the reason for the objection shall be stated in lieu of an answer. The answers
shall be signed by the person making them, and the objections shall be signed by
the attomey or other person making them. The party upon whom the
interrogatories have been served shaU serve a copy of the answers or objections
upon the party submitting the interrogatories and all other parties within twenty
days after the service thereof, or withi-n such shorter or longer time as the
commission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attomey examiner
may allow. The party submitting the interrogatories may move for an order under
rule 4901-1-23 of the Administrative Code with respect to any objection or other
fatl-u.re to answer an Inter^^gatory.
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(B) Subject to the scope of discovery set forth in rule 4901-1-16 of the Administrative
Code, interroga.tories may elicit facts, data, or other information known or readily
available to the party upon whom the interrogatories are served. An interrogatory
which is otherwise proper is not objectionable merely because it calls for an
opznion, contention, or legal conclusion, but the cornmxsslort, the legal director, the
deputy legal director, or the attorney examiner may direct that such interrogatory
need not be answered until certain designated discovery has been completed, or
until some other designated time. The answers to interrogatories may be used to
the extent permitted by the rules of evidence, but such answers are not conclusive
and may be rebutted or explained by other evidence.

(C) Where the answer to an interrogatory may be derived or ascertained from public
documents on file in this state, or from documents which the party served with the
interrogatory has furnished to the party submitting the interrogatory within the
preceding twelve months, it is a sufficient answer to such interrogatory to specify
the title of the document, the location of the document or the circumstances under
which it was furnished to the party submitting the interrogatory, and the page or
pages from which the answer may be derived or ascertained.

(D) Where the answer to an interrogatory may be derived or ascertained fron.z the
business records of the party upon whom the interrogatory has been served or
fi°om an exarnin.ation, audit, or inspection of such records, and the burden of
deriving the answer is substantially the same for the party submitting the
interrogatory as for the party served, it is a sufficient answer to such interrogatory
to specify the records from which the answer may be derived or ascertained and to
afford the party submitting the interrogatory a reasonable opportunity to examine,
audit, or inspect such records.

"No Change"

4901-1-20 Production of documents and things; entry upon. land or other
property.

(A) Subject to the scope of discovery set forth in rule 4901-1-16 of the Admirustrati.ve
Code, any party may serve upon any other party a written request to:

(1) Produce and permit the party making the request, or someone acting on his or
her behalf, to inspect and copy any designated documents, including writings,
drawings, graphs, charts, photographs, or data compilations, which are in the
possession, custody, or control of the party upon. whom the request is served.
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(2) Produce for inspection, copying, sampling, or testing any tangible things which
are in the possession, control, or custody of the party upon whom the request is
served.

(3) Permit entry upon designated land or other property for the purpose of
inspecting, measuring, surveying, photographing, testing, or sampling the
property or any designated object or operation thereon.

(B) The request shall set forth the items to be inspected either by individual item or by
category, and shall describe each category with reasonable particularity. The
request shall also specify a reasonable time, place, and manner for conducting the
inspection and performing the related acts.

(C) The party upon whom the request is served shall serve a written response within
twenty days after the service of the request, or within such shorter or longer time
as the comrnission., the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney
exarrdrter may allow. The response shall state, with respect to each item or
category, that the inspection and related activities will be permitted as requested,
unless the request is objected to, in which case the reason for the objection shall be
stated. If an objection is made to part of an item or category, that part shall be
specified. The party submitting the request may move for an order under rule
4901-1-23 of the Administrative Code with respect to any objection or other failure
to respond to a request or any part thereof, or any failure to perrnit inspection as
requested.

(D) Where a request calls for the production of a public document on file in this state,
or a document whach the party upon whom the request is served has furnished to
the party suian'itti.rig the request within the preceding twelve months, it is a
sufficient response to such request to specify the location of the document or the
circumstances under which the document was furnished to the party subxnitting
the request.

4901-12I Depositions.

(A) Any party to a pending commission proceeding may take the testimony of any
other party or person, other than a member of the coanmission staff, by deposition
upon oral examination with respect to any matter within the scope of discovery set
forth in rule 4901-1-1.6 of the Administrative Code. The attendance of witnesses
and production of documents may be compelled by subpoena as provided in rule
4901-1-25 of the Adan.inistrative Code.
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(B) Any party desiring to take the deposition of any person upon oral examination

shall give reasonable notice in vwriting to the deponent, to all parties, and to the

connxdssion. The notice shall. state the time and place for taking the deposition and

the name and address of each person to be examined, ff known, or if the name is

not known, a general description sufficient for identification. If a subpoena duces

tecum is to be served upon the person to be examined, a designation of the

materials to be produced thereunder shall be attached to or included in the notice.

Notice to the commission is made by filing a copy of the notice of deposition

provided to the person to be deposed or a copy of the subpoena in the case h.le.

(C) If any party shows that he or she was unable with the exercise of diligence to
obtain counsel to represent him or her at the taking of a deposition, the deposition
may not be used against such party-

(D) The coi°nmission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney
examiner mawy, tip a-A--_in response to the filing of a motion, znayorder that a
deposition be recorded by other than stenographic meu n.s , in which case the order
shall designate the manner of recording the deposition, and may include
provisions to assure that the recorded testimony will be accurate and trustworthy.
If such an order is made, any party may arrange to have a stenographic
transcription made at his or her own expense.

(E) The notice to a party deponent may be accompanied by a. request, made in
compliance with rule 4901-1-20 of the Administrative Code, for the production of
documents or tangible things at the taking of the deposition.

(F) A party may in the notice and in a subpoena name a corporation, partnership,
association, governrnent agency, or municipal corporation and designate with
reasonable particularity the matters on which examination is requested. The
organization so named shall choose one or more of its officers, agents, employees,
or other persons duly authorized to testify on. its behalf, and shall set forth, for each
person designated, the matters on which he or she will testify. The persons so
designated shall testify as to matters known or reasonably available to the
organization.

(G) Depositions may be taken before any person authorized to administer oaths under
the laws of the jurisdiction in which the deposition is taken, or before any person
appointed by the commission. Unless all of the parties expressly agree otherwise,
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no deposition shall be taken before any person who is a relative, employee, or
attorney of any p", or a relative or employee of such attomevo

(H) The person before whom the deposition is to be taken shall put the witness on oath
or affirmation, and shall personally or by someone aetba.g under his direction and
in his presence record the testimony of the witness. Examination and cross-
examinati.on may proceed as permitted in canunission hearings. The testimony
shall be recard.ed stenographically or by any other means ordered under
paragraph (D) of this rule. If requested by any of the parties, the testimony shall be
transcribed at the expense of the party making the request.

(I) AU objections made at the time of the exan-dnatiora to the qualifications of the
officer taking the deposition, or to the manner of taking it, or to the evidence
presented, or to the conduct of any party, and any other objection to the
proceedings shaM be noted by the officer upon the deposition. Evidence objected to
shall be taken subject to the objecticrmo In lieu of participating in the oral
examination, parties may serve written questions ire a sealed envelope upon the
party taking the deposition, who shall transmit them to the officer, vhra in tum
shall propound them to the witness and record the answers verbatim.

^At any time during the taking of a deposition, the commission, the legal director,
the deputy legal director, or the attomey exan-dner niayp upon-7r^
motion of any party or the deponent and upon a showing that the examination is
being conducted in bad faith or in such a manner as to unreasonably annoy,
embarrass, or oppress the deponent or party, Djay order the person conducting the
exarra.ir^.ati.on to cease taking the deposition, or may limit the scope and manner of
taking the deposition as provided in rule 4901A7-24 of the Adrriir3.istrative Code.
IJpor;, demand of the objecting party or deponent, the taking of the deposition. shall
be suspended for the time necessary to make a motion for such an order.

(K) If and when the testimony is fully transcribed, the deposition shall be subn-itted to

the witness for ex tiora. and sha-1l be read to or by him or her, unless such

examination and reading are expressly waived by the witness arad the parties. Any

changes in form or substance that whk-h---tl^e witness desires to make shall be

entered upon the deposition by the officer with a statement of the reasons given by

the witness for riaking the changes. The deposition shall then be signed by the

witness unless the signing is expressly waived by the parties or the witness is ill or

cannot be found or refuses to sign. If the deposition is not signed by the witness

within ten days after its submission to him or her, the officer shall sign it and state
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on the record the fact of the waiver or the illness or absence of the witness, or the
fact of the refusal to sign together with the reasons, if any, given for such refusal.

The deposition may then be used as fully as though signed, unless the coznmission,

the legal director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney examiner, upon motion

to suppress, holds that the reasons given for the refusal to sign require rejection of
the deposition in whole or in part.

(L) The officer shall certify on the deposition that the witness was duly sworn by him
or her and that the deposition is a true record of the testimony given by the
witness. Upon payment of reasonable charges therefor, the officer shall furnish a
copy of the deposition to any party or to the deponent.

(M) Documents and things produced for inspection during the exaniination of the
witness shall, upon request of any party, be marked for identification and annexed
to the deposition, except that:

(1) The person producing the materials may substitute copies to be marked for
identification, if all parties are afforded a fair opportunity to verify the copies
by comparison with the originals,

(2) If the person producing the materials requests their return, the officer shall
mark them, give each party an opportunity to inspect and copy them, and
return them to the person producing them, and the materials may then be used
in the same manner as if annexed to the deposition.

(N) Depositions may be used in cornmission. hearings to the same extent permitted in

civil actions in courts of record. Unless otherwise ordered for good cause shown,

any depositions to be used as evidence must be filed with the commission at least

three days prior to the coxnmencement of the hearing. A d.enosation need not be

prefiled if used to impeach the testimony of a witness at hearing.

"No Change"
4901-1-22 Requests for admission.

(A) Any party may serve upon any other party a written request for the admission, for
purposes of the pending proceeding only, o.f the truth of any specific matter within
the scope of discovery set forth in rule 4902-1-16 of the Administrative Code,
including the genuineness of any documents described in the request. Copies of
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any such documents shall be served with the request unless they are or have been
otherwise furnished for inspecticsn or copying.

(B) Each matter of which an admission is requested shall be separately set forth, The
party to whom a request for admission ba:s been directed shall quote each request
for adntission immediately preceding the corresponding answer or objection, The
matter is admitted unless, within twenty ciays after the service of the request, or
witldn such shorter or longer time as the consrdssion, the legal director, the deputy
legal director, or an attomey exan-.iner rrtay allow, the party to whom the request is
directed serves upon the paM requesting the admission a written ^mwez° or
objection, signed by the party or by his or her attorney. lf an objection is made, the
reasons therefor shall be stated. The answer shall specxfically deny the matter or set
forth in detail the reasons why the answering party cannot truthfully make an
admission or denial. A denial shall fairly meet the substance of the requested
admission, and when good faith requires that a party qualify his or her answer or
deny only part of the anatter of which ^adn-ission is requested, the party shall
specify that portion which is true and qualify or deny the rer^aincler. An
answering party may not give lack of information as a reason for failure to admit
or deny a matter unless the party states that he or she has made reasonable inquiry
and that infornation known or readily obtainable is insufficient to enable him. or
her to make an adrn.ission or clertia1. A party who considers the truth of a matter of
which an adrrdssion has been req-uested to be a genuine issue for the hearing may
not, on that basis alone, object to the request, but n-tay deny the matter or set forth
the reasons why an adn-Lass7on or denial cannot be made.

(C) Any party who has requested an admission may move for an order under rule
4901-1-23 of the Administrative Code with respect to any answer or objection.
Urdess it appears that an objection is justified, the commission, the legal director,
the deputy legal director, or the attcs^ey examiner shall order that answer be
smed. If' an answer fails to comply with the requirements of this rule, the
commission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney examiner
may:

(1) Order that the matter be admitted for purposes of the pending proceeding.

(2) Order that an amended aiLswer be served.

(3) Determine that firaJ disposition of the matter should be deferred unti.l a
prehearing conference or some other ciesigrY.ated time prior to the
commencement of the heaxzng.
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(D) Unless otherwise ordered by the coxxamission, the Iegal director, the deputy legal
director, or the attorney examiner, any matter adnaitted under this rule is
conclusively established against the party making the admission, but such
adrnission may be rebutted by evidence offered by any other party. An admission
under this rule is an admission for purposes of the pending proceeding only and
may not be used for any other purpose.

(E) If any party refuses to admit the truth of a matter which is subsequently proved at
the hearing, and the commission determines that the party°s refusal to admit the
truth of the matter was not justified, the commission may im.pose a portion of the
costs of the proceeding upon such party, in accordance with the second division of
section 4903.24 of the Revised Code.

"No Change"

4901-1-23 Motions to compel discovery.

(A) Any party, upon reasonable notice to all other partaes and any persons affected
thereby, may move for an order compelling discovery, with respect to:

(1) Any failure of a party to answer an interrogatory served under rule 4901-1-19
of the Administrative Code.

(2) Any failure of a party to produce a document or tangible thing or permit entry
upon land or other property as requested under rule 4901-1-20 of the
Administrative Code.

(3) Any failure of a deponent to appear or to answer a question propounded under
rule 4901-1-21 of the Administrative Code.

(4) Any other failure to answer or respond to a discovery request made under
rules 4901-1-7.9 to 4901-1-22 of the AdrnYnistrative Code.

(B) For purposes of this rule, an evasive or incomplete answer shall be treated as a
failure to answer.

(C) No motion to compel discovery shall be filed under this rule until the party
seeking discovery has exhausted all other reasonable means of resolving any
differences with the party or person from whom discovery is sought. A motion to
compel discovery shall be accompanied by:

(1) A memorandum in support, setting forth:
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(a) The specific basis of the motion, and citations of any authorities relied
upon.

(b) A brief explanation of how the information sought is relevant to the
pending proceeding.

(c) Responses to any objections raised by the party or person from whom
discovery is sought.

(2) Copies of any specific discovez°y requests which are the subject of the motion to
compel, and copies of any responses or objections thereto.

(3) An affidavit of counsel, or of the party seeking to cornpel discovery if such
party is not represented by counsel, setting forth the efforts which have been
made to resolve any differences with the party or person from whom discovery
is sought.

(D) The conxm.ission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney
examiner may grant or deny the motion in whole or in part. If the motion is denied
in whole or in part, the cornmission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or
the attorney examiner may issue such protective order as would be appropriate
under rule 4901-1-24 of the Administrative Code.

(E) Any order of the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney examiner
granting a motion to compel discovery in whole or in part may be appealed to the
cor,nrn€ssion in accordance with rule 4901-1-15 of the Administrative Code. If no
application for review is filed within the time limit set forth in that rule, the order
of the legal director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney examiner becomes
the order of the commission.

(F) If any party or person disobeys an order of the comxru.ssion compelling discovery,
the comndssion may:

(1) Seek appropriate judicial relief against the disobedient person or party under
section 4903.04 or 4905.60 of the Revised Code.

(2) Prohibit the disobedient party from furtller participating in the pending
proceeding.

(3) Prohibit the disobedient party from supportin.g or opposing designated claims
or defenses, or from introducing evidence or conducting cross-exaanan.ation on
designated matters.
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(4) Dismiss the pending proceeding, if such proceeding was initiated by an
application, petition, or complaint filed by the disobedient party, unless such a
dismissal would unjustly prejudice any other party.

(5) Take such other action as the commissYo-n considers appropriate.

4901 -1-24 Motions for protective orders.

(A) Upon motion of any party or person from whom discovery is sought, the
conunission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney, exan-.iner
n-tay issue any order that is necessary to protect a party or person from
annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense. Such a
protective order may provide that:

(1) Discovery not be had.

(2) Discovery may be had ordy on specified terms and conditions.

(3) Discovery may be had only by a method of discovery other than that selected
by the party seeking discovery.

(4) Certain matters not be inquired into.

(5) The scope of discovery be linv.ted to certain matters.

(6) Discovery be conducted with no one present except persons designated by the
com.rnYssion, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney
examiner.

(7) A trade secret or other confidential research, development, commercial, or
other information not be disclosed or be disclosed only in a designated way.

(8) Information acquired through discovery be used only for purposes of the
pending proceeding, or that such ira.formation be dxsclosed only to designated
persons or classes of persons.

(B) No motion for a protective order shall be filed under paragraph (A) of this rule
until the person or party seeking the order has exhausted all other reasonable
means of resolving any differences with the party seeking discovery. A motion for
a protective order filed pursuant to paragraph (A) of this rule shall be
accompanied by;
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(1) Amerra^^andum in support, setting forth the speciflc basis of the motion and
citations of any authorities relied upon.

(2) Copies of any specffic discovery requests that which-are the subject of the
request for a protective order.

(3) An affidavit of counsel, or of the person seeking a protective order ff such
person is not regresented by counsel, setting forth the efforts that %444h-have
been made to resolve any differences with the party seeking discovery.

(C) ff a motion for a protective order filed pursuant to parag-raph (A) of this rule is
deried in whole or in part, the conumission., the legal director, the deputy legal
director, or the attorney exarrd^er rnay require that the party or person seeking the
order provide or permit discovery, on such terz`rs and conditions as are just.

(D) Upon rncstion of any party or person with regard to the filing of a document with
the commission's docketing division relative to a case before the commission, the
comn-d.ssion, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney exarmner
may issue any order which is necessary to protect the confidentiality of
information contained in the document, to the extent that state or federal law
prohibits release of the information, including where the information is deemed by
the commission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney
examiner to constitute a trade secret under Ohio law, and where nondisclosure of
the information is not inconsistent with the purposer, of Title 49 of the Revised
Code. Any order issueci under this paragraph shall minimize the amount of
information protected from public disclosure. The following requirements apply to
a motion filed under tMs paragraph:

(1) All documents subrnitted pursuant to paragraph (D) of this rule should be filed
with only such z:nfcarmatlon redacted as is essential to prevent disclosure of the
allegedly confidential infrsrmation. Such redacted documents should be filed
with the otherwise required number of copies for iB-aclusic^i-i in the public case
.ffle.

(2) Two Tlu-ee-urirredactesf copies of the allegedly confidential information shall be
filed under seal, along with a motaon for protection of the information, with the
secretary of the commission, the chief of the docketing division, or the chief's
designee. Each page of the allegedly confidential material filed under seal must
be rnarked as "confzdent$al," P4proprietary9" or "trade seeret.f,
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(3) The graOtiOn for protection of allegedly cortfidential information smI be
accompanied by a memorand^^ in support setting forth the specific basis of
the motion, including a detailed discussion of the need for protection from
disclosure, and citations of any authorities relied upon. The motion and
memorandum in support shall be made part of the public record of the
proceeding.

f
and 4-^s^^^^^
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(E) Pending a ruling on am®tlorz .fi.led in accordance with paragraph (D) of this rule,
the information filed under seal will not be included in the public record of the
proceeding or disclosed to the public until otherwise ordered. The conu-nission and
its employees will undertake reasoriible efforts to maintain the confidentiality of
the information pending a -ra.lr.ng on the motian. A document or portion of a
document filed with the docketing division that is marked °`corfidentia1,BP
PPproprietary,'t or eFtrade secretait or with any other such marking will not be
afforded confideiitial treatment and protected from disclosure unless it is filed in
accordance with paragraph (D) of this rule.

(F) Unless otherwise ordered, any order prohibiting public disclosure pursuant to
paragraph (I3) of this rule sh^ automatically expire t^enty-four eigh*eg-montls
after the date of its issuance, and such information may then be included in the
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public record of the prc^^^ding. A party wi-shin.g to extend a protective order
beyond tweWm^^^^ ^^^^ months shall file an appropriate motion at least .^^rty

f:ve days in advance of the expiration date of the existing order. The motion shall

include a detailed discussion. of the need for continued protection from disclosure.

Nothin rec-1udes the comrnassion from reex.aMLi^^ the need for rotection issue
de novo during the tLA^^^^^_t^^^e is an ---a 1i^ation for
reh^^^ on c€arfid^ntiali^,r or -a public records request for the redacted
irdcs^^^on_

(G) The requirements of this rule do not apply to information submitted to the
^onuT..ission staff. However, ir ^^rmati®^ submitted directly to the legal director,
the deputy legal director, or ^^^ ^^om- ey exan-tiner that is not ^ed in accordance
with the requirements of paragraph (D) of this rule may be filed with the docketing
division as pa-r# of the public record. No document received via fax or ^-f^

w^ be 5zi€=en confidential treatment by the commission.

4901-1n25 Subpoenas.

(A) The commission, any commissIozterr, the I^ga1director, the deputy legal ci-trector, or
an attorney examiner may issue subpoenas, upon their own motion or upon
motion of any party. A subpoena shall command the person to wl-tom it is directed
to attend and give ^stimonv at the time and place specified therein. A s-abpoera
may also command such person to produce the books, papers, documents, or other
tangible ^^^^^ described therein. A^^^ ^av request^ ^^bb either of the
folls^^^y- methods:

4 atterney d , er4&-the

7 n

^ d

- . `P'he

aA.L^_angeSn[Yi4tn M1

1- A v2 rra^ file a motion for a su^ ^^^a with the dr^^^eting.,division. A
coMpIeted subpoena ^pTm re ady for ^^ .^^^^, shall ^^^^^m.pa^y the motion.
Zhe attornei examiner assignedto the case, or k^e le al directar or depu 1eiza1
director or their -de:^^^ ^e, wili review the filing and if ^ ^ovriag e ^^ the
sub Oena. The attorney examiner jtgaI directc^^ ^gputsr It Li director, or
designee will return via United States mail the siened subp^ena^^ith a cover
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Ietter, to the, RarZp that ffled the motion. ^^o12): of the cover letter will be
docketed in the case file.

2 To zeceive exRedited treatment a mrstiora fQr ^sub csena and the sub oena
itself should first be subrrdtted in 12erson to the attome examin.er assi ed to
the ca.se , or to the ieeal director or a desi ee for sg ature of tb.^ Egb oena.
After the sgb oena is si ed a co l2y of the motion for a sub ^^na and a co

j2of the si ed sub oena shali then be filed with the docketin division by the
requestirz ar and served u o.rE t^^ arties to the case. Tbe person seeking
the sub oena sal.l retain the orz ' ai si ed sub aena. an.d make arrara qmer<ts
for its service.

(B) Arranging for service of a signed subpoena is the responsibility of the person
reguesti ng the subpoena, A subpoena may be served by - -h,4r,
any et4er- person w-b.o is not a party and who is not less than eighteen years of age.
Service of a subpoena upon a person named therein shall be made by delivering a
copy to such person, ^--reading it to bsm or her in person, of-by leaving ia
copy at his or her place of residence!. I^avirlg a covv at his or ber bussness address if
the per^s^^ ca^ or rnailing a cpgy via_
Urdted States maii as certified or ext2z°ess mail rum recei.pt re^^d, wzth
instructions to the delivering gatal -autfaoxatyto show to whom delivered, date of
delz^gysand addr^-qs wbere delivered. A subpoena may be served at ^^y place
within this state. The person serving the subpoena shall file a return thereof with
the docketing division. When the sgbp®era is served by mail^ the perscan filing the
return shall include the srgned receipt with the return.

(q The conunission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attomey
examiner niay, upon their own motion or upon motion of a-ny party, rr►av quasb a
subpoena if it is unreasonable or oppressive, or condition the denial of such a
motion upon the advancement by tfie pa-rty on. whose behalf the subpoena was
issued of the reasonable costs of prod-ucing the books, papers, documents, or other
tangible things d.escrgbed therein.

(D) A subpoena may require a person, other than ^^^mber of the commsss3on. staff, to
atterad and give testimony at a deposition, and to produce designated books,
papers, documents, or other tangible things within the scope of discovery set forth
in rule 4901m1-16 of the Adrninistrative Code. Such a subpoena is subject to the
provisions of rule 4901-1-24 of the Ad.ania-aistrative Code as well as paragraph (C) of
this ruie.
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(E) Unless otherwise ordered for goad cause shown, aR motions for subpoenas
requiring the attendance of witnesses at a hearing must be filed with tl-te
commission no later than ten fiv-e-d.ays pritrr to the ^ommencernent of the hearing
or, if exDeaited treatment is re guested no iater than ffve daM rior trs the
conunencement of the hearin^e

(F) Any persoii,s subpoenaed to appear at a commission hearing, other than a party or
an officer, agent, or employee of a party, shall receive the same witness fees and
mileage expenses provad.ed in civil actions in courts of record. For purposes of this
paragraph, the term "ems.pioyee" includes consultants and other persons retained or
specially employed by a party for purposes of the proceeding. If the witness is
subpoenaed at the request of one or more parties, the witness fees and rnzieage
expenses shall be paid by such party or parties. 'If the witness is subpoenaed upon
motion of the ^^nunissian, a cc^minissioner, the legal director, the deputy legal
director, or an attorney cxan-^ner, the witness fees and n-.ileage expenses sMI be
paid by the state, in accordance with section 4903.05 of the IZ.evised. Cod.e, Unless
otherwise ordered, a motion for a subpoena requiring the attendance of a witness
at a hearing shall be accompanied by a deposit in the form of a check made payable
to the person s.a.hpoenaed sufficient to cover the required witness fees and mileage
expenses for one day's attendance. A separate deposit shall be required for each
wi.tiess. The deposit shall be tendered to the fiscal officer of the comx-Lission, who
shaR retain it untfl the hearing is completed, at which time the officer shafl tender
the check to the wi4nessa The fiscal officer shall attempt to resolve any payment
controversies between the parties. The fiscal officer shall bring any unresolved
controversies to the attention of the commission, the legal director, the deputy legal
director, or the attorney examiner for resolution.

(G) If any person fails to obey a subpoena issued by the commission, ^^onunissioner,
the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney examiner, the
conu-nission may seek appropriate judicial relief against such person under section
4903.02 or 4903.04 of the Revised. Code.

(H) A sample subpoena is provided in the appendix to this rule.
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"No Change"
4901-1-26 Prehearing conferences.

(A) In any proceeding, the comnlission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or
an attorney examiner may, upon motion of any party or upon their own motion,
hold one or more prehearing conferences for the purpose of:

(1) Resolving outstanding discovery matters, including:

(a) Ruling on pending motions to compel discovery or motions for protective
orders.

(b) Establishing a schedule for the completion of discovery.

(2) Ruling on any other pending procedural motions.

(3) Identifying the witnesses to be presented in the proceeding and the subject
matter of their testimony.

(4) Identifying and marking exhibits to be offered in the proceeding.

(5) Discussing possible admissions or stipulations regarding issues of fact or the
authenticity of documents.

(6) Clarifying andJor settling the issues involved in the proceeding.

(7) Discussing or ruling on any other procedural matter which the commission or
the presiding hearing officer considers appropriate.

(B) Reasonable notice of any prehearing conference shall be provided to all parties.
Unless otherwise ordered for good cause shown, the failure of a party to afitend a
prehearing conference constitutes a waiver of any objection to the agreements
reached or rulings made at such conference.

(C) Prior to a prehearin.g conference, the comnission, the legal director, the deputy
legal director, or the attorney examiner assigned to the case may, upon motion of
any party or upon their own motion, require that all parties to the proceeding file
with the comrnission and serve upon all other parties a list of the issues the party
intends to raise at the hearing. Issues must be specifically identified and described
and the presiding hearing officer may, upon motion of any party or upon his or her
own motion, strike issues which do not meet this requirement. In any proceeding
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in which lists of issues are required, no party shall be permitted to raise an issue at
hearing that was not set forth in its list, except for good cause showrn.

(D) Followi.ng the conclusion of a prehearing conference, the commission, the legal
director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney examiner may issue an
appropriate prehearing order, reciting or summarizing any agreements reached or
rulings made at such conference. Urcl.ess otherwise ordered for good cause shown,
such order shall be binding upon all persons vvho are or subsequently become
parties, and shall control the subsequent course of the proceeding.

(E) Evidence of (1) furnishing or offering or promising to furnish, or (2) accepting or
offera.zigg or promising to accept a valuable consideration in compromising or
attempting to compromise a disputed matter in a conu-nission proceeding is not
adn-dssxb7e to prove liability for or invalidity of the dispute. Evidence of conduct or
statements made in compromise negotiations is likewise not admissible. This rule
does not require the exclusion of any evidence otherwise discoverable merely
because it is presented in the course of cornpromise negotiations. This rule also
does not require excltasron when the evidence is offered for another valid purpose.

(F) lf a conference is scheduled to discuss settlement of the issues in a complaint case,
the representatives of the public utility shall investigate prior to the settlement
conference the issues raised in the complaint and all parties attending the
conference shall be prepared to discuss settlement of the issues raised and shall
have the requisite authority to settle those issues.

43011-27 Hearfngs.

(A) The commission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney
exaxniner shall assign the time and place for each hearing. Unless otherwise
ordered, all hearings shall be held at the offices of the commi.ssion in Columbus,
Ohio. Reasonable notice of each hearing shall be provided to all parties.

(B) The presiding hearing officer shall regulate the course of the hearing and the
conduct of the participants. Unless otherwise provided by law, the presiding
hearing officer may, without lirnitation:

(1) Administer oaths and affirmations.

(2) Deterxnine the order in which the parties shall present testimony and the order
in which witnesses shall be examined.

(3) Issue subpoenas.
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(4) Rule on objections, procedural motaom, and other procedural mattms,

(5) Examine witnesses.

(6) Grant contirEuancese

(7) Take such actions as are necessary to:

(a) Avoid unnecessary delay.

(b) Prevent the presentation of irrelevant or cumulative evidenced

(c) Prevent argumentative, repetitious, cumulative, or irrelevant crossd
exasa-tination.

(d) Assure that the hearing proceeds in an order.ly and expeditious manner.

(e) Prevent public disclosure of trade secrets, proprietary business information,
or confidential research, development, or commercial xa-taterials and
in.form-ation. The presiding hearing officer may, upon motion of any party,
direct that a portion of the hearing be conducted in camera and that the
corresponding portion of the record be sealed to prevent public disclosure
of trade secrets, proprietary business infbrrrLatioaa, or confidential research,
development, or commercial rnateriaIs and information. The party
requesting such protection shall have the buxden of establishing that such
protecta.on is required. The commission or the presiding hearing officer
shall issue a ruling prior to the closing of the case regarding the amount of
time that any sMed portion of the he'aring record shall remain sealed.

(C) The presiding hearing officer shaff perrrdt members of the pyfilic to offer sworn OF
uf6wern testimony at the portion or session of the hearing desipated for the
taking of public testimanv.

(D) parnud exceptions to rulings or orders of the presiding hearing officer are
unnecessary if, at the time the ruling or order is made, the party makes known the
action which he or she desires the presiding hearing officer to take, or Ms or her
objection to action which has been taken and the basis for that objection.

4901m1w28 Reports of investigation and objections thereto.

(A) In all rate proceedings in which the commission is required by section 4909.19 of
the Revised Code to conduct an investigation, a written report of such.
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investigation shall be filed witi-a the commission and slall be served upon aII
parties. The report sMl be deemed to be admitted int^ evidence as of the time it is
filed with the comn-ission, but all or paxt of such report may subsequently be
stricken, upon rnotlon of the corurLission, the legal director, the deputy legal
di-rector, or the attorney exarauner assigned to the case, or upon motion of any
party for good cause shown. Any person making or contributing to the report may
be subpoenaed to testify at the hearing in accordance with rule 4901-1-25 of the
Administrative Code, but the unavailability of such persons shall not affect the
adrrci.ssibility of the report.

(B) Any pa.rty may file objections to a report of investigation described in paxagraph

(A) of this rule, within thirty days after s'uch report is filed with the cornrn.ission.

Such objections may relate to the findings, conclusiorLs, or recommendations
contained in the report, or to the failure of the report to address one or more

specffic items. All objections must be specific. Any objections tbt wh4eh: --fail to

meet this requirement may be stricken upon motion of any party or the

comn-.ission staff or upon motion of the commission, the legal director, the deputy
legal director, or the attorney examiner.

(C) The oblectiom to tlae report described in paragraph (A) of this rule,--^sh.all frame the
issues in the proceeding, although the cozxunissionx the legal director, the deputy
legal director, or the atttomey examiner may designate additional issues or areas of
inquiry. Unless otherwise ordered by the ^ommis-sion, the legal director, the
deputy legal director, or the attorney exan-.iner, all material findings and
^ondusion.s set f€arth in the report to wl-ich no objection has been filed shall be
deemed ad.rna.tted for purposes of the proceeding. At the hearing, any party who
has filed objections may present evidence in support of those objections. The
^omn-tission or the presiding hearing officer may, in their discretion, permit the
parties to present evidence or conduct cross-examination concerning additional
issues. Any party may present rebuttal testimony in response to direct testimony
or other evidence presented by any other party or by the commission staff.

(D) In a rate case proceeding, an objection to a staff report will be deemed withdrawn
if a party fails to address the objectiora it-in its in.itial brief.

(E) Unl.ess otherwise ordered by the corrmission, in all other cases in which the
conunission orders an investigation to be performed by staff and the filing of a
report, the report shall be deemed admitted into evidence at the time it is filed witb.
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the commission, but all or part of such report may subsequently be stricken upon
motion of the commission, the legal directcsr, the deputy legal director, or an
attorney exan.-dner, or upon motion of any party for good cause shown. If a staff
report described in this paragraph is admitted into evidence, interested persons
shall have some opportunity, to be deter-nined by the commission, to subn-dt
testirr,.ony, file comments, or file objections to the report. If a hearing is scheduled
in the case in which the report is filed, any person making or contributing to the
report may be subpoenaed to testify at the hearing in accordance with paragraph
(A) of rule 4901-1-25 of the Administrative Code, but the unavailability of such
persons shall not affect the adzrdssibzlity of the report. Objections or comments to a
report described in this paragraph shall rnot be filed uniess directed by the
cornm%ssion, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney examiner.

"No Change"
4901-1-29 Expert testimony.

(A) Except as otherwise provided in this rule, all expert testimony to be offered in
comtnxssion. proceedings, except testimony to be offered by the corritnissi.on staff,
shall be reduced to writing, filed with the commission, and served upon all parties
prior to the time such testimony is to be offered. The comxnission, the legal
director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney examiner may establish a
schedule in any proceeding for the filing of testimony to be presented by staff.

(1) UriZess otherwise ordered by the cornmission, the legal director, the deputy
legal director, or an attorney exaxna.ner:

(a) All direct expert testimony to be offered by the applicant, complainant, or
petitioner in a general rate proceeding shall be filed and served no later
than ten days prior to the commencement of the hearing or the deadline for
fUzng objections to the staff report of investigation, whichever occurs
earlier.

(b) All direct expert testimony to be offered by any other party in a general rate
proceeding shall be fiied and served no later than the deadline for filing
objections to the staff report of investigation.
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(c) All direct expert testimony to be offered by the applicant in an emergency
rate proceeding shall be filed and served no later than sixteen days prior to
the commencement of the hearing.

(d) All direct expert testimony to be offered by any other party in an
emergency rate proceeding shall be filed and served no later than seven
days prior to the commencement of the hearing.

(e) All direct expert testimony to be offered by the gas utility in a purchased
gas adjustment proceeding shall be filed and served no later than sixteen
days prior to the commencement of the hearing.

(f) All direct expert testimony to be offered by any other party in a purchased
gas ad.justnlent proceeding shall be filed and served no later than seven
days prior to the comrnencement of the hearing.

(g) All direct expert testimony to be offered by any party in a long-term
forecast report proceeding shall be filed and served no later than sixteen
days prior to the ca.numencement of the hearing.

(h) All direct expert testimony to be offered in any other com.3.nission
proceeding shall be filed and served no later than seven days prior to the
cvmrnencement of the hearing.

(2) All expert testimony to be offered 7n rebuttal shall be filed and served ivithin
the time limits established by the commissxon or the presiding hearing officer,
unless the cornmission or the presiding hearing officer determines that such
testimony need not be reduced to writing.

(B) For purposes of this rule, „com.mencern.ent of the hearx.ng°' means the scheduled
date for begi.nning the hearing at which expert testimony is to be offered.

(C) Notwithstanding paragraph (A) of this rule, the presiding hearing officer may, in
his or her discretion, permit an expert witness to present additional oral testimony
at the hearing, provided that such testimony could not, with reasonable dilzgence,
have been filed and served within the tim.e limits established by the commission or
the presiding hearing officer or the presentation of such testimony will not unduly
delay the proceeding or unjustly prejudice any other party.
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4901-1-30 Stipulat%r^nsa

(A) Any two or more parties may enter into a written or oral stipulation concerring
issues of fact, or--th^ authenticity of documents, or the proposed resolution of some
or all of the issues in a gr

(B) A written stipulation must be signed by all of the parties joirLing therein, and must
be filed witb the commission and served upon all parties to the proceeding.

(C) An oral stipulation may be made ortly during a public hearing or record
prehearing conference, and all parties ^oir.ing in such a stipulation must
acknowledge their agTeement thereto on the rec®rd. The c®xrami-ssion or the
presiding hearing officer may require that an oral stipulation be reduced to -writing
and filed and served in accordance with paragraph (B) of this rule.

LD l.Tatles.s othexvvis "^X who file a ful.l or partial written sti ulation or
make an oral stgpu.lation must file ox provi.d.e the testimo^.y of at least one
slMat^^2m!y that s^.,pp2Lts the stigulation. Parties tlaat do not join the
pLay offe_revidence and f c^r argmnent in opposftion.

ME) -No stipulation shall be considered binding upon the cominissionn

"No Change"
4901a1a31 Briefs and memoranda9

(A) In addition to those instances in wldch this chapter specifically allows the filing of
memoranda, the commission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an
attorney examiner may, upon motion of any party or upon their own motion,
perrrdt or require the filing of briefs or memoranda at any time during a
proceeding. Such briefs or memoranda may, in the discretion of the cc^mrnission,
the legal director, the deputy legal director, or the a8,tomey examiner, be limited to
one or more specific issues.

(B) All briefs and memoranda which are greater than ten pa.ges and which address
more than one proposition or issue shall contain a table of contents which shall
include the propositions or issues discussed Mthin the brief or memorandum. If
requested by the corrunission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an
atton1ey examiner, al.l parties shall include within their initial brief a section
entitled "tstate^ent of Fssues." This section shall list all issues that the party requests
that the cogrn-dssion address in its opinion and order. The conu-n.issaonr the legal
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director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney examiner may impose other
requirements or limitations concerning the length or form of briefs or memoranda.

(C) If unreported decisions, other than decisions of the cornrnission, are cited, copies of
such decisions shall be attached to the brief or memorandum and shall be
furnished to all parties. Failure to comply with this requirement may be grounds
for striking the brief or memorandum.

(D) In long-term forecast report proceedings, the record shall be considered closed for
purposes of division (F) of section 4935.04 of the Revised Code upon the filing of
the final round of briefs.

"No Change"

4901-1-32 Oral arguments.

The commission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney
examiner may, upon motion of any party or upon their own motion, hear oral
arguments at any time during a proceeding. Such arguments may, in the discretion
of the comniission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or the attorney
examiner, be limited to one or more specific issues, and are subject to such time
lirrdtations and other conditions as the commission, the legal director, the deputy
legal director, or the attorney examiner may prescribe.

"No Change"

4901-1-33 Attorney examiner's reports and exceptions thereto.

(A) If ordered by the commission, the attorney examiner shall prepare a written report
of his or her findings, conclusions, and recommendations, following the conclusion
of a hearing. Such report shall be filed with the commission and served upon all
parties.

(B) Any party may file exceptions to an attorney examiner's report within twenty days
after such report is filed with the commission. Exceptions shall be stated and
numbered separately, and shall be accompanied by ameart.orandum in support,
setting forth the basis of the exceptions and citations of any authorities relied upon.
If an exception relates to one or more findings of fact, the memorandum in support
should, where practicable, include specific citations to any portions of the record
relied upon in support of the exception.
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(C) Any party may file a reply to another party's exceptions within fifteen days after
the service of those exceptions.

"No Change"
4901-1-34 Reopening of proceedings.

(A) The comrnission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney
exaa-niner may, upon their own motion or upon motion of any person for good
cause shown, reopen a proceeding at any time prior to the issuance of a final order.

(B) A motion to reopen a proceeding shall specifically set forth the purpose of the
requested reopening. If the purpose is to permit the presentation of additional
evidence, the motion shall specifrcally describe the nature and purpose of such
evidence, and shall set forth facts showing why such evidence could not, with
reasonable diligence, have been presented earlier in the proceeding.

4901-1-35 Applications for rehearang.

(A) Any party or any affected person, firm, or corporation may file an application for
rehearing, within thirty days after the issuance of a comrnission order, in the form
and manner and under the circumstances set forth in section 4903.10 of the Revised
Code. An application for rehearing must set forth in numbered or lettered
12ara the specific ground or grounds upon which the applicant considers the
commission order to be unreasonable or uniawful. An application for rehearing
must be accompanied by a memorandum in support, which sets forth an
explanation of the basis for each ground for rehearing identified in the application
for rehearing and which shall be .ffled no later than the application for rehearing.

(B) Any party may file a memorandum contra within ten days after the filing of an
application for rehearfng_

(C) As provided in section 4903.10 of the Revised Code, all applications for rehearing

must be submitted within thirty days after an order has been jourrnalized by the

secretary of the corramission, or, in the case of an application that wl^eh is subject

to automatic approval under the commission's procedures, an application for

rehearing must be submitted within thirty days after the date on which the

automatic timeframe has expired, unless the application has been suspended by

the cornxnission.
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(D) A party or any affected person, firm, or corporation may only file one application.
for rehearing to a ccanunission order witi^i ° thirty days following the entry of the
order upon the ^oumal of the ^ornm.ission.

. , .,
35

4901=1-36 Supreme court appeals.

Comistent with the requirements of section 4903.13 of the Revised Code, a notice
of appeal of a conurdssion order to the Ohio supreme court must be filed with the
ccara-^.d^ission'^ docketing division within the time period prescribed by the court
and served, urdess waived, upon the chairman of the corunissian, or, in his
absence, upon any publicutiiities commissioner, or by leaving a copy at the offices
of the commission at Columbus. t„ theR L -R, ^L^GiLb^ 413^Gip pE^SAA--OrLT-4..C/IYIC63 . .

Ohxo_s,pr-eme-eo,^rt Service of tl^^ notice of appeal of a ccsnurdss.ic^n order to the
Ohio supreme court may not be delivered via ..e 4g a.-missionfaxor emfiiing
upon the chai:rman or a ^omn.ussioner.

"No Change"
4901-1-37 Conunission workshops.

The commission may, from tita.e to time, schedule informational workshops for the
purpose of receiving information and exchanging ideas regarding relevant topics.
Such workshops shall be lzsted on the ^onui-ission's regular meeting agenda or on
the weekly hearing calendar and shall be open to all interested persons. The
workshops shall not be transcribed and participants need not be represented, by
counsel. Certain individuals may be designated by the corrm"ssion as
spokespersons or chairpersons for purposes of presenting information or
conducting such workshops. Requests by persons interested in scheduling a
workshop shall be made in wTit£ng to the director of the relevant staff d.epartxnertt,
with a copy of the req-uest submitted to the chairman of the ^onunissiora. The
conzTzssi.ora9 in its discretion, reserves the right to postpone or reject requests for
workshops.
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4901a1-38 General provisions.

(A) This chapter sets forth the procedural standards that whieh appIy to all entities
participating in cases before the cor^ss-ion.

(B) The commission may, upon its own motion or _qpcan a motion fiIed by ^ ALyv,ef
wa3ve any requirernent this

chapter fo r-goc^^ ^aus^ ^^Qwn, other tlan a r^guirement mandated b^ statute from
which no waiver is ,̂ e:rrx^.t-ted _ _ r--_ __ _ _ - --_ -- -- - - r- -- - --- _ _ _ p-- e '^ ^-_-
fel4eived ir^-a-ease-
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4901-3-01 Commission meetings.

(A) Open meetings.

(1) All meetings of the public utilities conin-dssion at wfdch official action is taken
and fonnal deliberation upon official business is conducted shall be capened to
the public. Ali resolutions, rules, or formal action of any kind shall be adopted
in an open meeting of the public utilities corunission. A majority of the
Enembar-s ^ .̂^f-- pubiic utilities commission shall comd.tc.ate a quorum for the
purpose of conducting business.

(2) The public utilities comirii.ssiora may hold an executive session for the purpose
of the consideration of a matter contained an division (G) of section 121.22 of
the Revised Code. An executive session anay be held orIyx at a meeti-ng for
which notice l-Las been given in accordance with paragraph (C) of this rule and
only after a majority of a quoraarn of the public utiiities commission determines,
by a roll call vote, to boid such a session.

(B) Types of meetsngs^

(1) The public utilities cenunissis^it regularly meets on Wednesday to discuss
issues in individual cases and to vote on orders and entries to be issued in
cases. The conunission may, in its discretion, schedule meetings on other days
to discuss and vote on entries and orders in pending cases. tJrdess otherwise
noticed by the commission, meetings are held at the offices of the public
utilities corunissien, 180 East Broad street, Columbus, Ohio. The time of the
meetings wiU be shown on the agenda issued. for the meetings.

(2) An emergency meeting is one ^that is noticed to the public less than
twenty-four hours prior to the start of the meeting.

(C) Notice of meet4ngse

(1) Any person may determine the time, place, and matters on the agenda for a

conunission meeting scheduled to consider cases or a specific or general topic
by calling the ccsmxissien's Iegal department at 614466m6843 during normal

hours or by ^-^ s..?^_.r^ ^=-k'Y9ey^¢ed wbusinessr ^ °^_ ^is^tbe
c€snunzssion°s docketing division
ee^^^-ils--offic-esa The n-aeeting agendas are also available on the
comraission°s web site

nh The ^onum'ss^on will

distribute agendas, as they become available, via e-mail. Any person wa.shiragtsa
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receive noti^^s-or aandas ^i con-imisszon m^etir^Lrs via e-mail ma subscribe to
the "agendas list°" 9 ht^^1 wwvv,puco.oh:io°govZ PUCO?`^^ al9 or
the ^onunission'^ legal c^^partment at 614-466°-6843, or by ^^^din- a leguest to
I^ ^ ^l d^ ^^ent, ublic ut€lities conunission-of0hio 180 ^^^ Broad siMt
CoIumbus Ohio 43215. The agendas for the a-^eg-uIar weekly m^eti.^ ^ ^^
^ehe^°'ed- fOr #^e-a^^ ^^^ ^ available by
close of business on the preceding Thursday. Notice of agenda are
Ms^e(i to-the web site and €^^^ibuted bv e-rnaii as earlv as-p ssibl^ rior to the
meeting.

(2) Copies of the agenda for an emergency meeting, if time pern-tits for the
preparation of an agenda, ^^ be available ^I°e ,N,.- F_ae'r aa.. ^ on the
^omniission°s web site and distributed by e-rxa^ as early as possible prior to
t^°-^°-T^ _°°iq the meetin&

^ The agenda fnr ^omrnission meeti^ a in which lpecffic --- cases -ar^ to be
considered shall include the case number and a brief c^escii2tion of the case
name. If a meeting is scheduled to consider a s pecific or gti Leral topic or subject
matter, the agenda will ord give tl^a^ topic or subject matter to be discussed.

â

r' Gelum-bus, r.° . r . . .
Per-v 1 k

(9) Agendas

r

s tepic-,
'Er

p _

, . -.r

`
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^E^D Mi.nutesn

(1) Minutes of the r 'omrraission meeti.ngs du&kg a ; - -,-A shall be
considered and adaapted at the next regularly scheduled meeting at whieh the
cominassion votes on orders and entries to be issued in cases.

(2) Upon adoption, the secretary of the eognn-dssion sba).i be responsible for
rna.intainang the minutes.

4901-3-02 Photographing, fiimingo and recordang.

Persons may videotape, photograph, film, or record commission meetings and
public hearings in accordance with the following procedures, whieh are
promulgated to assure decorum and fai.mess to all parties, consistent witb. the goal
that the public be fully irLfoarraed..

(A) Any person may videotape, fUm, record, or photograph conu-.tiss%on meetings and
public bear°?ngs.

(B) The person in charge of a meeting or hearing may, if deemed necessary, designate
^th,--area for the location of wher-c-stationary cameras, lighting, or other auxiliary
equiiana.ent °^t-° ^^.

(C) A person operating a portable or hand-held camera shall remain seated while
faimin.g or stand in the back or along the sides of t-he room. The person shali not
block the view of those seated in the room.

(D) Unless preautiiorized approval is obtained from the person in charge of the
meeting or hearing, tape recorders and other audio equipment (e.g., microphones)
shall be located at the operator's seat during the meeting or bea-ring. Amcalt box is
available in the eomrn.ission meeting room for use in recording events that occur in
that room.

(E) During a hearing or meeting, reporters or commentators orally describing the
events shall not be located within the room where the meeting or hearing is being
eond.ucted.

(F) The use of eeIfWa.r phones or other voice-related devices i-n a room where a
meeting or hearing is being conducted is prohibited. Cellular phones and a ers
beepef&-sbaS.i not trazisrrc.zt an audio notification after the start of a meeting or
b.ea.ring.
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(G) A ^ornn-iissicsner4 hearing examiner, or the commission employee responsible for
conds^cdng a meetz-ng or hearing has the authority to enforce, waive, or modify any
of the above procedures when deerned necessary to preserve the decorum or
faimess of ^^onu.°ission proceeding and to exclude from the meeting or hearing
any person who violates any of the procedures set forth in this rule or fails to
follow a directive.
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4901-9-01 Complaint proceedings.

(A) Except in unusual circumstances, any customer or consumer with a service or
billing problem should first contact the public utslity to attempt to resolve the
problem. lf that attempt is unsuccessful, the customer or consumer is encouraged
to contact the commission's call center prior to the filing of a formal complaint. If a
customer or consumer bypasses the comanission's call center and files a forrnal
complaint, the corraarussson's legal department may refer the cozn.plaant to the
commission's call center for an opportunity to resolve the issue before formally
proceeding with the complaint.

{B} All complaints filed under section 4905.26 and section 4927.21 of the Revised Code,
except complaints filed by a public utility concerning a matter affecting its own
product or service, shall be i,n writing and shall contaxra. the narxa.e of the public
utility complained against, a statement whzch clearly explains the facts which
constitute the basis of the complaint, and a statement of the relief sought. Sample
complaint forrns may be obtained by contacting the commission's service
monitoring and enforcement department. If d.iscrimination is alleged, the facts that
ailegedly constitute discr'smination must be stated with particularity. Upon receipt
of such a complaint, the docketing division shall serve a copy of the complaint
upon the public utility complained against, together with instructions to file an
answer with the cornmission in accordance with the provisions of this rule. The
public utility complained against shall file its answer with the commission within
twenty days after the mailing of the complaint, or such period of time as directed
by the commission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney
examiner, and shall serve a copy upon all parties in accordance with rule 4901-1-05
of the Administrative Code. An answer must be filed in accordance with this
paragraph, whether or not the public utility files a motion to dismiss the complaint
or any other motion in response to the complaint.

(C) pach defense to a complaint shall be asserted in an answer. In addition, the
following defenses or assertions may, at the option of the public utility complained
against, also be raised by motion;

(1) Lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter.

(2) Lack of jurisdiction over the person.

(3) Failure to set forth reasonable grounds for coanplaint.
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(4) Satisfaction of the complaint or settlement of the case.

(D) The public utility shall state in its amwer, in short and plain terms, its defenses to
each claim asserted, and shall admit or deny the allegations upon which the
complainant relies, ff the public utility is without sufficient knowledge or
information to form a belief as to the truth of an allegation, it shall so state arad this
has the effect of a denial. If the public utility intends in good faith to deny all of the
allegations in the complaint, it may do so by general denial. ff it does not intend to
deny ail of the allegations in the complaint, it shall either make specific denials of
d.esignated allegations or paragraphs, or ^eneraUy deny all allegations except those
allegations or paragraphs that it expressly adznlts, Unless otherwise ordered by the
commission, the legal director, the deputy legal director, or an attorney examiner,
all material allegations in the complaint which are not denied in the axLswer shall
be deemed admitted for purposes of the proceeding.

(E) If a per.^on filing a complaint agaimt a public utility is facing te.rn-dnation of service
by the public utility, the person may request, in writing, that the conunission
provide assistance to prevent the term.ixatiorg. of service during the pendency of the
complaint. The person must explain why he or she bei3.eves that service is about to
be terminated and why the person believes that the service should not be
terminated. A person making a request for assistance must agree to pay during the
pendency of the complaint aIl amounts to the ufflityy that are not in dispute. The
coruraission, legal ci.z-rector, deputy legal director, or an attomey exarrdner will
issue a ruling on the request.

(F) If the public utility complained against files an answer or motion whch asserts that
the complaint has been satisfied or that the case has been settled, the complainant
shO file a written response wit-da twenty days after the service of the answer or
motion, indicating whether the complaixiant agrees or disagrees with t-he utility's
assertions, and whether he or she wishes to pursue the complaint. If no response is
filed watl-dn the prescribed period of time, the commission may presume tlat
satisfaction or settlement has occurred and disrrd^s the complaint. Any ffllng by a
utility that asserts that a complaint has been satisfied or that the case has been
settled shall include a statement or be accompanied by another document that
states that, pursuant to a conunission rule, the complainant has twenty days to file
a w-ritten response agreeing or disagreeing with the utillty'^ assertions and tliat, if
no response is filed, the conunission may presume that satisfaction or settI.ement
has occurred and dismiss the complaint.
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(G) The lega.l director, deputy legal director, or an attorney examiner assigned to a.
complaint case shall schedule a settlement conference to attempt to resolve the
issues in the case prior to hearing. The settlement coraference will be conducted
pursuant to the Uniform Mediation Act found in Chapter 2710. of the Revised
Code. The settlement conference may be waived at the request or agreement of all
the parties or if the attorney examiner is ia-dormed that prior £orrraal attempts to
resolve the dispute were made and were unsuccessfula Unless good cause is
shown, settlement cori.ferences shall be he1d at the offices of the cornrnission

(H) lf a conference is scheduled to discuss settlement of the issues in a complaint case,
the representatives of the public utility shall investigate prior to the settlement
conference the issues raised in the complaint and all parties attending the
conference shall be prepared to discuss settlement of the issues raised and shall
have the requisite authority to settle those issues.
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4901:1-1-01 Consumer inf^orartation.

Upon a consumer's request, a public utility shall provide a copy of the consuzner`s
contxact or of the company's applicable tariffed rules and regulations. rA the event

,
in the format requested by the consumer, i.e., via e-mail, internet

website, faxL or first class mail. Unless the consurner agrees to another date, the
public utility shall provide the information within five business days. Paper copies
of any items requested shall be provided at cost. This rule does not apply to any
industry for which the commission has prescribed a more specific rule regarding
the requirement to make available a cornpan.y's tariff, ., '^6p

"No Change"
4901:1-1-02 Underground utility protection service registration.

Each underground utility protection service, as defined by division (A)(4) of section
153.64 of the Revised Code, shall register with the public utilities comxmission by
supplying the information in the form set forth in ®Appendix A" to this rule and
filing such form with the docketing division of the public utilities comm.ission.
Public authorities, as defined by division (A)(2) of section 153.64 of the Revised
Code, desiring information about a registered underground utility protection
service, can obtain such information by contacting the docketing division of the
public utilities commission,

4901:1-1-03 Duty to disclose tariffs.

(A) Definitions. For purposes of this rule, and this rule only, the following shall apply:

(1) "A utility" is:

(a) An electric light company as defined by division (A)(43) of section 4905.03
of the Revised Code;

(b) A gas company or a natural gas company as defined by divisiorr.-s (A)(54)
and (A)(65) of section 4905.03 of the Revised Code having more than five
thousand customers; or
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(c) A water-works company or sewage disposal system as defined by divisions
(A)(87) and (A)(14L3) of section 4905.03 of the Revised Code having more
than five thousand customers.

(2) °`An applicant" is a person, partnershi.p, corporation, association, or
organization wl-dch makes application or requests electric, gas, water, or sewage
service from a utility. An applicant includes those persons or entities who are
currently a customer and are seeking to receive service at another or a new
location ancl those persons or entities who already receive one type of utility
service (e.g., electric or water) and want to receive another type of utility service
(e.g., gas or sewer) at the same or a different location,

(3) "A.n eligible custorner" is a customer who, based on the information available to
the utility, may meet or may become able to meet the criteria or terms and
conditions of service of a particular tariff offering or rate schedule. For example,
if an. electrical residentia3 load management schedule were open to el.ectric
residential customers with a monthly minimum demand of four kilowatt hours,
an eligible customer would be any residential customer regardless of his or her
historical monthly level of demand. Likewise, if a rate schedule were available
to any residential electric customer with art electric water heater, all residential
customers would be eligible customers. In these two examples, all residential
customers are eligible customers (although many of these eligible customers
may not actually qualify to receive service under these tariffs) because they may
meet or may become able to meet the criteria or terms and conditions of service.
However, if an industrial or comtnercial rate schedule were changed or
modified, residential customers would not be considered as eligible customers.

(4) '°Disclose'f means to inform by use of a brief, one-to-four-sentence (more if
necessary) message contained on a bill, on a bill insert, or zn a special mailing. A
utility may supplement the disclosure by a notice published in a newspaper or
newspapers of general circulation in the service territory of the utility. The
disclosure must state:

(a) That a new rate is available or that the criteria or terms and conditions of an
existing rate schedule have been modified;

(b) The nature of the new rate schedule or the modification of the existing rate
schedule;
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(c) That further information can be obtained by calling or writing a specific
telephone number or address.

(5) '"Changes in the criteria or terms and conditions of service°" includes all
authorized modifications in a particular tariff schedule or offering except for
increases and decreases in the base rate, emergency or excise tax surcharge, or
the gas cost recovery ("GCR'") rate.

(6) "Explanation of the rates, charges, and provisions applicable to the service
furnished or availabte" means a brief suraunary of the effective rates and the
distinctive character of service which distinguish this rate schedule from an
alternative one. The explanation may:

(a) Include a typical bill summary and a brief listing of the characteristics of the
service or criteria which must be met in. order to qualify to receive service
under this schedule;

(b) Be oral or written, however, if the customer or applicant specifically
requests a written explanation, the utility must provide a written
explanation.

(B) Duty to disclose.

(1) Within ninety days after a new rate schedule becomes effective, or within runety
days after modifications or changes in the criteria or terms and conditions of
service of an existing tariff schedule or offering become effective, the utility
shall disclose to the eligible customers the availability of the new tariff schedule
or the fact that the criteria or terms and conditions of service of such an existirtg
tariff have changed. A copy of such notice shall be filed with the public utilities
comrnission prior to its distribution to customers.

(2) Upon the request of any customer or applicant, the utility shall provide an
explanation of the rates, charges, and provisions applicable to the service
furnished or available to such customers or applicant, and shall provide any
information and assistance, such as the availability of alternative tariff
schedules, necessary to enable the customer to obtain the most economical
utility service cozxforming to his or her stated needs. Nothing in this rule shall
be construed so as to delay the prompt initiation of service nff requested by an
applicant.
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Ohio

The Common Sense Initiative

Business Impact Analysis

Agency Naine: Public.Uhjihes ^ommissian of Qhio(1'I1C`03
Atteutian^ :.t^n^ela ^awkins. Legal.Directar
Phade ^614 ^GTi^0122 Fax; i614-728r8373`

agela havvkins^uuc:state:o:h.u9:
arl.^effre!y lE2 J©aes. Chfef. Telecommunicatlons and water
5ections. E^^al ^3ep^rtinent

e' ^^T46G.0463 ax:. 514=7.̂ 5^837l1'a/^ 7`L ^ ^1 E 3
^eff.ionesflnuc s̀tate oh:us ^. _

,Regulahon^acl^ge-Tifle thltN Tarrffs. Under4r(iund Ulitv Yr®jtection
: . , ...:. . .

^ervice Reeis#rat^on

Rule Nunalier^s^:

4 901: 1-J -01 Camsu]tper

^9^Oi,:1-1 02 ^nderground UtiIiity Prolect>foa Service Regltstcatican

4904 T'ariffs_

: . :. . :
^ater December:^8,

V12es . :_Rale'f
Q ^Iew. ® 5 Ye^r Revievr .. ..
^l. Amerided 0 Change:

i] Rescinded

The Common Sense Initiative was established by Executive Order 2011-0fIf and placed
within the Office of the Lieutenant Governor. Under the CSI Initiative, agencies should
balance the critical objectives of all regulations with the costs of compliance by the
regulated parties. Agencies should promote transparency, consistency, predictability, and
flexibility in regulatory a+ctivities. Agen.eies slaouid prioritize compliance over paanishment,
and to that end, should utilize plain language in the development of regulations.
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X2.ezulatorv 1-*tent:

1. Please briefly describe the draft regulation in plain language. Please include the key
provisions of the regulation as well as any proposed amendments.

Chapter 4901:1-1, Ohio Administrative Code (O.A.C.), establishes a regulated utility's
obligation to provide consumers information on the services that the consumer purchases
from the utility and requires underground utility protection services to register with the
PUCO. Specifically, the rules address consumer ulfornnation (Rule 4901:1-01, O.A.C.),
underground utility protection service registration (Rule 4901:1-02, O.A.C.), and definitions
and the duty to disclose tariffs (Rule 4901:1-1-03, O.A.C,),

Proposed rule amendments include: Rule 4901:1-01, O.A.C., requiring utility's to provide a

copy of the company's applicable tariff or customer contract to the customer in the forxn.at
the customer requests; and Rule 4901:1-1-03, O.A.C., updating statutory references.

2. Please list the Ohio statute authorizing the Agency to adopt this regulation.

Rule 4901:1-01, O.A.C. - Sections 4905.30 and 4927.06, Revised Code

Rule 4901:1-02, O.A.C. - Section 4905.30, Revised Code

Rule 4901:1-03, O.A.C. -- Section 4905.30, Revised Code

3. Does the regulation implement a federal requirement? Is the proposed regulation
being adopted or amended to enable the state to obtain or maintain approval to
administer and enforce a federal law or to participate in a federal program? If yes,
please briefly explain the source and substance of the federal requirement.

No rule in this chapter impiements a federal requirement or is being adopted or amended to

enable Ohio to obtain or maintain approval to administer or enforce federal law.

4. If the regulation includes provisions not specifically required by the federal

government, please explain the rationale for exceeding the federal requirement.

Not applicable.

5. Wlaat is the public purpose for this regulation (i.e., why does the Agency feel that there
needs to be any regulation in this area at all)?

The public purpose of Rules 4901:1-01 and 4901:1-03, O.A.C., is so that consumers are
informed of the rates, terms, and conditions of service that the consumer obtains from a
public utility. The public purpose of Rule 4901:1-02, O.A.C., is so that public authorities can

77 SOUTH HIGH STREET I 30Tw FLOOR I COLUMBUS, OHiO 43215-6117
CS10hio governor.ohio.gov
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obtain information on registered underground utility protection services operating within the

public authorities' area.

6. How will the Agency measure the success of this regulation in terms of outputs and/or
outcomes?

The success of these regulations will be gauged by the number of informal or forrnal

complaints, or lack thereof, registered with the PUCO by consumers and public authorities.

DM12 . enLof t e H j_ulajj2M

7. Please list the stakeholders included by the Agency in the development or initial review
of the draft regulation. If applicable, please include the date and medium by which the
stakeholders were initially contacted

The PUCO opened the investigation of this chapter on March 2, 2011, in Case No. 11-776-

AUORD and invited a wide variety of stakeholders to file initial and reply comments to the
rules as drafted and of the minor non-substantive change proposed to Rule 4901:1-0 1, O.A.C.

Those stakeholders specifically served a copy of the entry seeking coznment included: Ohio
Consumers' Counsel; Ohio Telecom Association; Ohio Trucking Association; Ohio Railroad

Association; Ohio Gas Association; Ohio Electric Institute; Ohio Cable Television

Association; Ohio Manufacturers Association; Ohio Municipal League; the cities of

Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati, Dayton, and Toledo; the chair of the Ohio State Bar
Association Public Utilities Committee; Ohio Environmental Council; Legal Aid Societies of

Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati, Dayton, and Toledo; Ohio Chamber of Commerce;

Industrial Energy Users-Ohio; Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy; and Ohio Gas Marketers
Group.

8. What input was provided by the stakeholders, and how did that input affect the draft
regulation being proposed by the Agency?

Comments were provided by a broad spectrum of interest groups. Those stakeholders

specifically offering comments and which resulted in modifications to the draft rules in some

instances included: Norfolk Southern Railway Company; Ohio Edison Company, The

Cleveland Electric Illunninating Company, and Toledo Edison Company; Columbia Gas of

Ohio, Inc., The East Ohio Gas Company d/b/a Dominion East Ohio, and Vectren Energy

Delivery of Ohio, Inc.; Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy; Dayton Power and Light

Company; Duke Energy Ohio, Inc.; OMA Energy Group; Columbus Southern Power

Company and Ohio Power Company; AT&T Entities; Ohio Consumers' Counsel, Advocates

77 SOUTH HIGH STREET ) 30TH FLOOR I COLUMBUS, OHlO 43215-6117
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for Basic Legal Equality, Inc., Citizen Power, and the Ohio Poverty Law Center; and
Industrial Energy Users-Ohio.

9. What scientific data was used to develop the rule or the measurable outcomes of the

rule? How does this data support the regulation being proposed?

No scientific data was used to develop Chapter 4901:1-1, O.A.C. This chapter is, however,

specifically contemplated by Section 4905.30, Revised Code, and two of the three rules in
this chapter have been in effect since the early to mid-1980's. In adopting changes to

Chapter 4901:1-1, O.A.C., the PUCO has taken into account all feedback from stakeholders
and the general public regarding the rules.

10. What alternative regulations (or specific provisions within the regulation) did the
Agency consider, and why did it determine that these alternatives were not
appropriate? If none, why didn't the Agency consider regulatory alternatives?

Chapter 4901:1-1 is specifically contemplated by Section 4905.30, Revised Code. Thus,

regulatory altematives were not available.

11. Did the Agency specifically consider a performance-based regulation? Please explain.
Perfortnance-based regulations define the required outcome, but don't dictate the process
the regulated stakeholders must use to achieve compliance.

Chapter 4901:1-1 is specifically contemplated by Section 4905.30, Revised Code. Thus,
perfonnance-based regulations were not considered. Tbe rules in this chapter are regulatory
in nature as required by the Revised Code.

12. What measures did the Agency take to ensure that this regulation does not duplicate an

existing Ohio regulation?

Chapter 4901:1-1 is specifically contemplated by Section 4905.30, Revised Code, and no

concerns of duplicate regulation have been raised by any of the stakeholders. Thus, as the

PUCO is the state agency respoinsible for regulation of utility service and no concems of

duplicate regulation have been raised by the stakeholders who are principally utility
providers, it is highly unlikely that there are any existing duplicate regulations in Ohio.

13, Please describe the Agency's plan for implementation of the regulation, including any

measures to ensure that the regulation is applied consistently and predictably for the

regulated community.

Chapter 4901:1-1 is specifcally contemplated by Section 4905.30, Revised Code, and has

been in effect since the 1980's without complaints regarding inconsistent application of the

77 SOUTH HIGH STREET I 30TH FLOOR I COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215-6117
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chapter. The opportunity for continued feedback and input from the regulated community

always exists through interaction with the PUCO Staff and better ensures that
implementation of the rules in this chapter occurs consistently and predictably.

Adverse Im usin:ess

14. Provide a summary of the estimated cost of compliance with the rule. Specifically,
please do the following:

a. Identify the scope of the impacted business eomnnunity,

Rule 4901:1-1-01, O.A.C., applies to all electric, gas, natural gas, waterworks,
sewage disposal, and telephone companies providing service to consumers. Rule
4901:1-1-02, O.A.C., requires underground utility protection service providers to
register with the PUCO wlule Rule 4901:1-1-03, O.A.C., applies only to electric, gas,
natural gas, waterworks, and sewage disposal companies.

b. Identify the nature of the adverse impact (e.g., license fees, fines, employer time
for compliamce), and

This chapter focuses on ensuring that consumers receive all pertinent information

regarding the rates, tenns, and conditions of the utility product consumers receive

from public utilities. Compliance with the rules in this chapter does involve the

associated time cost of providing this information to consumers upon request and

including this information with customer bills. However, since the substantive

provisions of these three rules have been in place since the 1980's, the affected

utilities have already instituted the necessary programing functionalities to comply

with the rules. Therefore, as a result of the continuation of these rules without

significant substantive amendment, the nature of any adverse impact is minimalized.

Additionally, any expenses associated with providing paper copies to customers by

public utilities may be recovered by providing the paper copies "at cos# "

c. Quantify the expected adverse impact from the regulation. The adverse impact
can be quantifred in terms o,f`dollars, hours to comply, or other factors; andd may be

estimated for the entire regulated population or for a"representcative busaness. "

Please include the source for your inforrnatior3estimated impact.
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The impact in terms of time will be minimal, as utility companies already adhere to
Chapter 4901:1-1, O.A.C., and the proposed revisions are unlikely to add any
additional burden on business.

15. Why did the Agency deternuine that the regulatory intent justifies the adverse impact to
the regulated business community?

The need for clear and consistent disclosure of information to consumers regarding the utility

product they purchase outweighs any potential time that may be associated with compliance
with the rules in Chapter 4901:1-1, O,A,C. Compliance with these rules represents "best

practices" in the utility world and is no more onerous than the requirements that non-public

utility businesses have with their own customers under the Consumer Sales Practices Act,
Chapter 1345, Revised Code,

Regulatory Flexibility,

16. Does the regulation provide any exemptions or alternative means of compliance for
snaall businesses? Please explain.

The regulations provide small businesses with a variety of methods to supply the requested

information to the consumer. Tliose methods include, but are not limited to, e-mail, internet
website, faccsunile, or first class mail.

17. How wiii the agency apply Ohio Revised Code section 119.14 (waiver of ffnes and
penalties for paperwork violations and frst-time offenders) into implementation of the
regulation?

There are no fines or penalties imposed under this chapter; therefore, Section 119.14,
Revised Code, is inapplicable.

1$.Wlaat resources are available to assist small businesses with compliance of the
regulation?

The PUCO works with small businesses to ensure compliance with the rules. Recognizing

that small public utilities have more limited resources large investor-ovvned public

utilities, the PUCO's Staff reaches out to small businesses to make those businesses aware of

and invite them to participate in the formulation and examination of these regulations

primarily through industry groups such as the Ohio Small Local Exchange Carriers
Association.
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Un rouU^,r Protection aeraie-e P.egi^stration

Name of Service:

Adciress.

Telephone Number:

Membership List

(Attach additional sheets if necessary)

Signature

Name

Title

Date
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APFENDI.X 4901-1-25

BEFORE

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

SUBPOENA

TO:

l.rpon application of

appear before the Public Utilities Corrinission of Ohio as a witness for

in the following proceeding:

Case No,

you are hereby required to

Case Title

You are to appear at the offices of the Comni.ssion, 180 East Broad Street, Col-umbns, Ohio, on the

day of , 20 , at m. in liearin.g room

Yoii shall bring with you the followring:

Dated at Columbus, Ohio, this _ day of a 20

Attorney Examiner

Notice: If you are not a party or an officer, agent, or employee of a party to this proceeding, then
witness fees for attending under this subpoena are to be paid by the party at whose request the
witness is summoned. Every copy csfthis subpoena for the witness must contain this notice.
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I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Third Merit Brief and Appendix by the

Office of the Ohio Consumers' Counsel was served upon all parties of record via electronic

transmission this 11th day of March, 2015.

----- th
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---,/---,-^ ___-- ^ ---- -- -------------------------------------
'T`erry L. ^tter

Assistaiit Consumers' Counsel
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